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1. Introduction 

The precise surface brightness values 
listed for about 12,000 homogeneously 
selected galaxies in "The Surface Pho- 
tometry Catalogue of the €SO-Uppsala 
Galaxlss" (Lauberts and Valentijn 1 989, 
hereafter ESO-LV; see also the 
Messenger 34, 10, and 56, 31, and this 
issue) have been used to derive galactic 
extlnctlon values for a large part of the 
Southern Sky, cf. Flgure 1. Vie new 
extinction measures are thought to w- 
flect the effect of the dlffuse interstellar - 
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Figure t : A map of the mlatlve extlnction in 5 
the B bend In polar equatorial cowdlnates. 
The darived extlnction values have been av- 
mged Inside 3Ox3' pixels and am here 
dIspl6pd using IP5x 1P5 pkds - some 
interpolation has been applied to #I1 p W s  
wlthout data (-5 % of total). 77te &ibiII@ d 
apparent structures c8n be assessed by us- 
ing the foIiow1ng Information: the uncertainty 
0f Ag Inslde one resolutlan element (insst box 
at the lower right) is 0 .13~ ,  roughly corre- 
sponding to one colour step on the map. The 
Zero polnt Is somewhat arbitrary, but 8 lower 
limit could be deduced by avoiding negaHve 
eMlncHons in regions with a mlnimurn extinc- 
tlon (not at t& South Pore) and a decmvolu- 
tion of the observed fquancy dlstrlbutlon af 
& With the rne~sument e m  function. 
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mure 2: Surfam Mhtness (rnemutd at the eff6ctIye isaphote) of ESO-LV galaxies in 8 and 
R b a m k  

medium In our own Galaxy and the tech- 
nique we have employed should trace 
the same component as has been 
studled before In so-called 'reddenlng' 
studies, The current analysls uses para- 
meters of &tected galaxies, In similarity 
with previous reddening studies, and b 
not sensitive to those regions af the sky 
that may be so heavily obscured that we 
statt to miss objects located behind 
these reg Ions. These heavlly obscured 
regions can be better traced by galaxy 
counts, a separate project, which Is still 
In progress. Here, we announce some 
Rrst rwb of our Wlnction studles, In 
particular a Sdegree resotutlon extlnc- 
tlon map of the Southern Sky with a a 
W = 0.t 3"' and o (E(B - V)) = 0.OBm. 

2. The Technique 

The hitherto most frequently used 
modd for the extlnction h the Southem 
Glalactlc hemlsphew (Burstein, Heiles) Is 
excluskrely based on the mapping of 
neutral hydrogen. Since this mapphg 
was done wlth a rather poor spatial 
sampling, the resulting exttnctlon map 
was grossly dornhated by lrttwpolatlons 
of data. Funhermore, uslng HI data re- 
lies on s constant H I-to-extinction ratlo. 
The overall value ofthls mio b unoertain 

by at least a factor two, and 1s thought 
to deviate more locally. This motivated 
Burstein and Heiles to Include also 
galaxy counts, when derivlng thdr ex- 
tinctlon W e t  for the Northern Hemi- 
sphere, but this could unfortunately not 
be done for the South. Motivated by the 
m n t  availability of the photometric 
data in the ESO-LV catalogue, we have 
undertaken some statitistlcal experl- 
ments to see whether the data would 
allow an Improvement of thls situation. 

Figure 3: The idea of dmtlon measure- 
men& u s l ~  Ehe sunlace bdghttmss of gak-  
les h two band& 

Although the surface brightness of an 
external galaxy at a particular single 
band should respond In a Ihear way to 
the extlnction in the Galaxy, such single- 
band surface brightness values are not 
good extinction indicators, since they 
have a too large scatter around the 
mean value (o - 0.6 mag). If however, 
we have a sample of galaxles wlth 
measured surface brightness in two 
bands (B and R for ESO-LV), then we 
can take Into account the fact that they 
are strongly correlated with each other 
(Flg. 2); as a measuw of extlnctlon of 
each Individual galaxy, we can use Its 
distance from the average regression 
cuwe of unreddened surface bright- 
nesses, measured along the direction of 
the reddening vector (sea Fig. 3), 

However, in order to obtain this dls- 
tan- we have to know the location of 
the curve describing the unreddened 
surface brightnesses, but to obtain this 
cuwe we must know the extinction for 
each galaxy - Just the set of values we 
are looklng for. The only solutlon to this 
difficulty Is to obtain both the extinctions 
and the locatlon of the cutve stmulta- 
neously - In one step. This is posslbte 
with help of the *analysis of variance" 
statistical technique. This technique re- 
produces the well documented ratlo Ad 
&-0.565 and In the further processing 
this value has been adopted. In con- 
structlng the unreddend curve we 
made use of the parameter Q which Is 
Independent of extlnction but depen- 
dent on surface brightness. In short, the 
statistical analysis solves the fundon 
f(Q) and Adl,b) In one step. The intro- 
duction of the Q parameter Is closely 
related to a similar parameter used 
for the analysis of the reddenlng of 
stars. 

The full description of the above 
method and its application to ESO-LV is 
expected to be published soon 
(Chobnlewski and Valentijn, 1991, in 
preparation). 

The uncertalrrty of the derived axtlnc- 
tion In the 6 band Is U ( A B ) = O . ~ ~  per 
galaxy. This corresponds to o(E(B-W) = 
O.lm which Is comparable to the accura- 
cy of extlnctfon estimates dduced from 
the photometry of stars. When averag- 
lng over larger areas (ESO-LV has about 
one galaxy per square degree) a formal- 
ly much more accurate value for such an 
area can be obtained. For instance, the 
average Ag over one ESO sky survey 
plate has been deduoed wlth an error of 
O.lm, which corresponds to an uncer- 
tainty in E(B-R) - 0,04. Such values are 
useful to  valuate the large scale dis- 
tribution of the extlnctlon, but indeed, 
we do not know how muoh spatial stnrc- 
ture is present within these averaged 
a m ,  a problem Inherent in this sort of 
research. 



3. The Map 
In Figure 1 we present a map of the 

relative extinction in the Southern Hemi- 
sphere. The photometry of external 
galaxies cannot provlde absolute ex- 
tinctlon, or in other words, it cannot 
provlde the zero point. Formally, the 
technique provtdes the relative eMnc- 
tion compared to an overall mean of 
&PO. We have not finallzed the wn- 
stant yet (our work an this is stlll in 
progress) but we can easily deduce a 
lower limit for it. We cannot atlow nega- 
tive extinctions to occur (the white and 
blue regions in Fig. 1) and more formal- 
ly, we can deconvolve the observed fre- 
quency distribution of Ag with the format 
6 error function. This way, we derive a 
lower limit to the zero pdnt of 0.4m, 
which has been included In the scats of 
Figure 1. 

Our understanding of Figure 1 b that 
most of the structures that can be seen 

are wal. We checked that they do not 
correlate with the spatial distribution of 
the target galaxies, while around the 
Southwn Galactic pole we could ob- 
serve a good spatial correspondence 
with the IRAS cirrus maps of Boulanger 
et al. We can also compare lhe ant- 
tion in a small, but stHI significantly 
large, part of the Northem Galactic 
Herntsphere (92 ESO survey plates) with 
that In the Southern Galactic Hemb 
sphere. In the regions of absolute galac- 
tic latitute in the range lW-30", we 
find on avemge about O.lm more extinc- 
tion (AB) in the South. If our waluation of 
the lower Ilmlt on the zero-point Is 
correct, then the average extinction at 
low galactic latitudes (c7q should be 
Ag >025m. 

4. Avalsbility of the Data 
Our results for the relative dnct ion 

in the B band (AB) In our Galaxy will be 

available in the following forms: 
1, In our paper we antleipate a printed 

list of overall extinction values for 
each of the 404 ESO sky survey 
plates that were assessed In the ESO- 
LV project. 

2. A computer programme AEJ (in 
MlDAS environment) which fills two 
cotumns of the dlgitlzed version of the 
ESO-LV catalogue (the MlDAS table 
PCAV: column # 102 whbh contains 
AB 'per galaxy' and column # 105 
which contalns the average AB per 
plate. It Is distributed, on request, by 
the data archivist of ESO. 

3. An ASCII file whlch contains three 
columns: R. A., Decl. and Ag for each 
of 10,930 galaxies. It is distributed, on 
mqm, by J, Chobniewski (As- 
tronomical Oherntory of the War- 
saw Univedty, Aleje Ujazdowskie 4, 
00-478 Warszawa, Poland) on 5.25 or 
3.5 floppy dlsk. 

The Recent Outburst of @-Ray) Nova Muscae 1991 
M, DELLA VALLE, B. J. JARVlS and R. M. WEST, ESO 

Discovery on the Sovlet GRANAT satelllte on Janu- time about twice as bright as the well- 
The transient X-ray source, GRS ary 9 and the All Sky X-ray Monitor known X-ray emitting Crab Nebula. The 

1 121 -68 (Nova Muscae 1991), was al- aboard Ginga on January 8, 1991. Lund search for a possible optical counterpart 
most simultaneously detected by the and Brandt (lAU arc. 5161) reported began on La Sllla on January 11, u9ng 
WATCH all-sky X-ray camera installed that this new X-ray source waa at that the GPO astrograph without s u m .  

Rwre 1 : &to shows Nova Muacae 1991 wMch up In ear& January 1 HI in the swthm constelMart Musca  (the Fly. The leff ibme 
Is a rryxoductlon of an earlier r s d - m i t h  ESO Schrnidtplate (12&mln expawe on Nla-F + ROW; 29 January 1976; ohemr G. Pitm), To 
the Ilglht b the same sky Md, observed with the ESO New TechnorOay Tsdesoqpe W M I  + CcD, 5-sec exposure In R: 16 January 1991, 7:22 
UT: w i n g  0.9 msmx o b s e m  M. Mia Vale and 8. JBrvJsI; here the nova rn be seen 6s Ihe b&hi o4rect at the centre. The pre-nova is 
fainfly visible at the seme &ion In the leff frpvne. 





Increase in brightness, suggests that 
thls object almost certainly beiongs to 
the low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB's) 
dass of objects and In particular to the 
small sub-dm of X-ray Novae. This 
sub-class Includes such objects as: V 
61 6 Mon 1975 (Mon X-1)' V 21 07 Oph 
1977 (H1705-25). V822 CM 7980 
(Cen X-4) and V 404 Cyg 1989 
(5S2023-1.338). Furthermore, the equi- 
valent width of the Hell 488.8 nm) 
(EW=2.5 4 and Hp (EWd .8 h emlaslon 
llnm are consisterrt with the values 
found for other LMXB's (eq. van 
Pamdijs and Verbunt, 1584, see their 
Fig. 1). 

Some Current Vlews of X-Ray 
Novae 

The energy source during the parox- 
ysm of LMXB's, and cataclysmic varl- 
ables (CV's), Is generally believed to be 
pmvlded by two mechanisms: (a) the 
thermonuclear energy released by nu- 
clmr runaway of the accreted matter 
onto the surface of the degenemte corn- 
panion, and (b), the gmvltatlonal poten- 
tial energy released by the accreting 
material from the dlsk onto the compact 
star. At minlmum, the lumlnoslty of both 
CV's and W B ' s  la mainly provided by 
the mass transfer rate. The first 
mechanism Is mmmm ly believed to ex- 
plain the Nova explosion and the X-ray 

bursts m some LMXBk while the sec- 
ond mechanism Is belleved to be re- 
sponsible for the eruptions both of the 
dwarf mvae and the X-ray novae. 
According to current underatandhg, 
mechanism IbJ can be triggered by an 
accretion rate from the disk onto the 
white dwarf smalter than the mens 
transfer rate kom the secondary to the 
dlsk (the so-called disk-instability mo- 
del) and/or through sudden bursts of 
mass transfer rate from the secondary 
to the whlte dwaf (the sa-called mass 
transfer insrablIFly model). 

The main difference between the 
LMXB's and o m  W s  Is the l w e  
amount of X-ray emission during the 
outburst. For the X-ray novae (inoludlng 
Nova Muscae 1991) the apt Is gener- 
ally r 100 (at least) that of CV's. lh ls 
difference is due to the dramatic dHfer- 
en- between the physlcal nature of the 
Compact companion. Whereas for the 
CV's the material Is norm Jly transferred 
from a main-sequenm star to the white 
dwarf (D-f Rg), for the X-ray novae, 
the mstsrlal Is trmsferred from the 
mdn-sequence star onto a neutron star 
(D=104 Rg) or possibly a black hole 
(McClintock and Remillard, 1986). The 
outburst in the UV and optical Is caused 
by the reprocessing of the X-ray radia- 
tion (produced by fhe accretion onto the 
neutron star) which warms up the outer 
layers of the accretion disk. 

Tentative Time-ta ble 
of Council Sessions 
and Committee Meetings 
in 1991 
ApaU 3: Finance Committee 
May 6-7: Users Carnmittw 
May 13-14: S c i m c  Technical 

CommMee 
May 16-17: Finance Committee 
May 28-29: Obaewlng Programmes 

Commlttee 
June 3-4: Cauncll 
November 2 1 -1 2: Scientific Teehnlcal 

Committee 
November 14-15: Finance Committea 
November 28-29: Obsenring Programmes 

Commlttee 
Decembm 2-3: Cauncll 
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Schott Successfully Casts an 8-m Mirror Blank 
A test run for the manufacture of 

mirror blanks in the 8-m class, for use In 
the world's largest optlcal telescope, 
the ESO 16-m equivalent Very Large 
Telescope (VLT), has been successfully 
performed at Schott In Mainz, Germany. 
The test blank had a diameter of 8.6 
metres and a surface area of more than 
55 rn2. This is the first time that It has 
been possible to cast such a large 

I 
glass-ceramic blank In one piece. To 
accomplish this impressive feat, Schutt 
has developed a number of new tech- 
nologleal procedures. 

During the next years, Schott will pro- 

I 
duce the four mirror blanks needed for 
the VLT. Each of them will have a Rnal 
diameter of 8.2 metres and be unusually 
thin, only 177 mm, in order to be so 
flexible that U~elr suflace form can be 
easily controlled and maintained in optl- 
ma1 shape by means of an active optics 
system. This technique has already 
been successfully installed In the ESO 
3.5-m New Technology Telescope for w 
which the mirror blank was also pro- The first 8.6-m mirror blenk at Schon, shwlly after the molten glass was poured into the 
duced by Schott. The editor rotating form (Ph~to: Schow. 



For the manufacture of tlw very large 
K T  mirror blanks, Schott uses the spln- 
casting technique, In the 2400 m2 pro- 
duction hall on the bank of riw Rhlne 
which was specially constructed for the 
VLT Project, 45 tons of molten glass Is 
poured into a rotating mould wkh 
curved bottom; It makes about six re- 
volutim per minute. In this way the 
blank is glven the desired, curved shape 

which is retalned when the glass cools 
and SdldHles. 

This prototype blank will spend about 
three months In w wen while It is slowly 
cooled to room tempemre. Then 
follows s mechanics! correction of the 
shape and thereafter a renewed thermal 
treatment, the so-called cerarnization 
process, by which the materlerl achieves 
its zero-expansion propwtles, maklng it 

insensftrve to temparature change and 
sulted for use In astronomical tele- 
scopes. 

E S O  has congratulated Schott on the 
successful casting of the first mlmr 
blank of this Jze. Smaller blanks from 
S h t t  of the same materlal are used In 
other advanced astronomical lnstru- 
mmts like the k k  telescope, ROSAT, 
Galtleo and A M .  

Flexible Scheduling at the NTT, a New Approach to 
Astronomical Observations 
J. BREYSACHER, M. TARENGHI, €SO 

The Recent NTT Experience 

Already at the time of first Ilght of the 
MT on March 23, 1989 (see- h 
Messenger No. 56, June 1989), there 
was the confirmatton that the La Silla 
sky was able to give stetlar images of 
dlmenslon two or three times better than 
the normal experience. An ohwation 
resulting In stellar Images with a diame- 
ter of 0.33 wcsec contalns such a large 
quantity of information that not all In- 
struments are capable to benefit, unless 
they are designed for such condhlons. 

Other characteristics of the NIT have 
transformed or stopped old tradltlons of 
optical astronomers. For example, be- 
cause the pointing of the NTT is better 
than 1.3 arc= rms, in the direct imag- 
Ing mode there Is no need of chheclng 
the fleld before starting the exposure. It 
ls obvious that It wlll becume essential 
to arrive at the telescope with precise 
coordinates If the observer wants to 
make an efficient use of preciws tele- 
scope tlme. 

The extensive campaign of site test- 

ing organized by M. Sarazin was not 
only beneficial for the exploration of the 
best site for the VLT observatory, but It 
resulted also in an undertaking that has 
glven Important and new results about 
the atmospheric properties and their In- 
fluence on astronomical observations. 

We am now mnfldent about the fre- 
quency of excellent seeing and we start 
to understand Its tlme behavlour. The 
next step is to forecast the expected 
swing. We are considering the pwlbi-  
Ilty to Install a number of seeing 

Fork 
used 

Arm "8" 
by EMMl 

Ftgure t : Schmatic Ieywt of the N7Tahowitg1 the lowtian on Fwk Arm "A' of SUSI and IRSPEC. 
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monitors in strategic locations to flag S u  ( a p e r b  Seeing Imager} 
the arrlval of conditions of superb se8- 
Ing. From the exlsting data It is expected 
that on La Sllls the seeing will be less 
than 0.5 arcsec for about 200 hours per 
year. 

The Need for 
New InstrurnenWlon 

The success of tho WIT experience control 
and the mdlscovery of the potsntiallty of electronic bo 
La Sllla imply the development of a new 
type of instrumentation tuned to new 
goals. The two orlginal Instruments de- 
signed and realized for the MT EMMl 
(the ESO Multi-Mode Instrument) and 
IRSPEC (the Infrared Spectrometer) are 
among the most sophisticated and ver- CCD camera 
satile astronomical apparatus ever bullt. 
Their complexity and the baslc goals of filter wheel 
thdr mulf-mode approach Imply some 
limitation on the performances in ex- 
treme condltlons, R Is Impomnt to m Cable member that the EMMl project started In 
November 1985, the IRSPEC one belng 
even older. At that time the wing Imits 
attainable were not establlsh6d. EGO CCD 
has immediately grasped the impor- electronic bo 
tanm of the situation and started forth- 
with the deslgn of new Instruments such 
as SUS1, 

SUSl Figure 2: Technbl detells d SUSl components. The second d e w  muid be en I n f r a W  m y  
 ame era or W be used as cwntarw#lght. 

SUSl (the Superb Seeing Imager) Is an 
instrument physically dlsilnct from 
EMMl but complementing its observing 
capabltlties. It consists of a supporting wl start at the end of March. After its would at Arst  assume, is the absolute 
plate mounted on ttw adaptor of the Installattbn on the telescope, although need to reduce to a minimum the 
Nasmyth A focus of the N77, In front of the instrument is very simple, a number chance of focal-plane instruments on 
the infrard spectrometer IRSPEC. Fig- of test nights wlll be necessary not only the telescopes. This Is a strong require- 
ure 1 shows the CAD Image of the tele- to adjust UPe instrument but also to train mmt for diclent scheduling because 
scope and Instrument. Flgure 2 gives the operatan to a new obsewlng style. any exchange of instruments implies 
more details of the flangeand SUSI. The According to the present planning, SUSl delicate but also time-consumhg 
change from focus A (SUSI w IRSPEC) should beoome available to visiting as- mechanical and optical adjustments. An 
to focus 0 (EMMI) and vice versa takea a tronomers In the course of Period 47. instrument cannot, far instance, be 
few minutes only. A remotely-controlled mounted for one shott observation only, 
45-degree minor mounted on this plate The Need Bra New because the associated loss of tele 
can deviate the telescope beam to a 

Of Time Dlstrlbutlon scope tlme to the oommunlty Is then of 
CCD camen. The image scale on the the same order as that gained for a 
detector is that of the F/11 focus (1 The distrlbutlon of telescope time at single user. 
arcsec - 188 microns or 5.36 armed ESO, as in most of the other major In short, the important and unavoId- 
mm) and thus a standard CCD of 15-30 ground-based "mission" observatories, able conmquenoe of all the constraints 
wn pixel dze can fully explolt the optical Is done twice a year. Only the start of imp& on the scheduler is that once 
quality d the t e l q  for Imaging In each &-month period may differ from the *puulen for an observing perlod has 
periods of excellent seeing, Particular one Institution to another. A detailed finally been solved, theresultingobmrv- 
attention will be pald to the optimization review of both the procedure of time Ing schdule Is so stiff that almost no 
of the detectors, these being the domi- dlocatlon and the many parameters that change in It can #en be envisaged with- 
nant component of this slmple Instnr- one has to take into account when pre- out substantial modiflcatlons of the 
ment. The chraractertstics of the TK1024 paring the observing schedule for vari- whole. The fact that travel arrangements 
CCD which Is Ilkely to be used for the ous telescxlpes has been glven by Brey- for vlshing astronomers to La Silla have 
first run are the following: the plxel slze sacher (1988, in Coorrlln~tfwr of Obser- to be made about two months in ad- 
Will correspond to 0.13 a m ,  the field vatbnal Prowts in Astronomy, eds C. vance Is a further strong limitation to 
to 2.2x2.2 arcmln. A detalled descrip- Jaschek and C. Sterken, Cambridge modification at short notice of the ob- 
tion of SUSl will be given by S. University Press). Therefore we wlll not serving schedule. 
DOdorico and H. Kotzlowski in a corn- repeat ll In full agdn here and llmit Such a sltuation Is clearly not cornpat- 
ing issue of the M w n g e r .  ourselves to remind that a particular ible wRh the implementation of flexlble 

The Intagratlon of SUSl on the condmlnt, much more severe that one schedhedullng whlch, Ideally, should allow 
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to refit the schedule every night, almost (A) Programmes presented for obser- 
in red tlme, according to the meteom- vations with EMMl which expllcltely In- 
logical condkbns - excellent seeing or clude a beck-up programme to be con- 
low atmcspherlc vapour content, for ex- ducted by the obseruer wlth SUSC 
ample - prevailing at the observatory. should the seeing conditions become 
Technically, such a mode of operailon superb durlng hisher EMMl run. 
evidently requires that on the telescopes (B) Programmes requesting either 
having varlous focal-plane Instruments, EMMl or IRSPEC exclusively, not ca- 
one is able to execute any changewer pable of uslng superb seetng for deci- 
wlthaut loss of observing time. 9 sive scientific advantage and whlch 

shoutd ba considered m "programmes 

Flexible Scheduling of the N l l  
in the Second Half of 1991 

Ground-based telesmpes of the new 
g~neratlon, like the NlT, have their aux- 
illary equipment especlaliy designed for 
this mode of operation. This is why ESO 
wlll shtt implementing flexible schedul- 
ing - although not at the ideal level 
d d b d  above - on this telmope as 
from Period 48 (1 October 1991 - 1 April 
1882). The available Instruments being 
EMMI, IRSPEC and SUS1, In a first stage 
the follmhg policy has been proposed 
to and dlscuased with the OPC by the 
D1-r General, Three categorim of 
programmes are considered. 

wRh risk inhrruptkn", because If op- 
tlrnurn seelng condltlons appear, the 
astronomer-In-charge on La SHla Is able 
to decide to Interrupt such a pre 
gramme in order to carry out a pre- 
gramme of type (C) wlth SUSl (by ser- 
vice mode). To compensate for the risk, 
such programmes should be allocated 
s minlmum of three nights in order to 
ensure that these can stlll be canid 
out with some success even when in- 
tempted. 
(C) Programmes requiring direct im- 

aging with excellent seeing conditions 
and hence SUSl exclusively. As these 
kinds of observations are unpredictable, 
they will be conducted In service 

mode. Typically, hours rather than 
whole nights wlll be requested. How- 
ever, if applicat.lons for SUSl obswvs- 
tiom cannot be conducted during the 
requested period they wllt not be carrled 
over to the next obaewing Period. 

A Galn of Experience for the VLT 
The flexlble scheduling experiment 

described above aims at the best possi- 
ble use of La Silla's best nights at the 
NlT. It wlll also contribute to establish 
detailed rules requlred for an efficient 
Impfemenhtlon of flexlble scheduling In 
the future. 

SUS t 's deep high-resolution Images 
of the sky will provide Important infor- 
mation, new ideas, ancillary and com- 
plementary observations to the Space 
Telescope, tmnsfomlng our paradigms 
of dlrect imaging. 

The use of EMMI, IRSPEC and SUSI 
in a flexlble mode wlll certainly contrl- 
bute to achieve familiarity for the future 
use of the VLT with regard to Instruman- 
tal deslgn, operations mode and ob- 
serving schedule optimization. 

PROFILE OF A KEY PROGRAMME: 

The Distance of the Centaurus Group - a Test for Various 
Distance lndicators 
G.A. TAMMANN', B. BINGGELI ', M. CAPACCIOLI~, M. DELLA VALLE~, E. GIRAUD3, 
R. KRAA N-KORTEWEG1, G. P107TO2, A. SAND AGE^, M. -P. V ~ R O N ~ ,  P. V!?RON: 
S.  WAGNER^, R.M.  WEST^ 
I Astronornisches lnstitut der Universita t Basel, Binningen, Switzerland; *0ssen/a torio Astronomico di Padova, Italy; 
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Extragalactic distances are not only 
Important for the determination of the 
lntrlnslc properties of galaxies and clus- 
ters of galaxies, but dso for the callbra- 
tion of the (present) value of the Hubble 
constant H,, whlch is one of the funda- 
mental parameters of cosmology. Thls 
callbratlon has posed great difficulties In 
the past, mainly because of poorly con- 
trolled selection effects and because of 
the faintness of reliable distance indb 
cators at the required distances. The 
MT opens here new possibilities. 

Background 
Presently many extragalactic distance 

indicators are used without an objective 
judgement on the intrinsic merits of the 

specific method. Far the Vlrgo Cluster 
more than eight different Individual dls- 
tance determinations (Etlobular clusters1, 
nova$, supernovae3, D,,-o relation4, Tul- 
ly-Flsher methods, planetary nebulaee, 
HR-o relation of H 11-regions7, surface 
brightness fluctuations,' etc.) are avail- 
able, but the results are at least partlalty 
uncertain and discrepant, such that the 
Virgo distance is still conddered to be 
controversial (wlth values between 15 
and 22 Mpc)'. An objective analysis of 
the different methods and their uncer- 
iahtles is very difficult here because of 
the relatively large distance of tha Virgo 
cluster and the heterogeneity of the 
data. 

In the present programme, therefore, 
the reliabiltty of as many dktance indi- 
cators as possible wlll be tested In a 

nearer group of galaxies, where also 
Cephelds - the most reliable distance 
Indlcatots at present - are still access- 
Ible, and where the dependence of the 
dhtance Indicators on galaxy type and 
galaxy brnlnosity can be 8tudiM. 

The Key Programme intends to deter- 
mine the distance of flve members (2 
early-type, 3 late-type galaxies, cw- 
ertng a wide range in luminosity) of the 
Centaurus group using Cepheids, 
novae, globular clusters, planetary 
nebulae, brightest stars and others as 
far as possible. This group is 2 to 4 
times nearer than the Virgo cluster and 
the observational limitations are there- 
fore much less severe. On the other 
hand the group is dlstant enough that 
CCD framm cover a slgnmcant fraction 
on Individual group members. 



The Centaurus group not only pro- 
vides an excellent intercomp~son and 
intmational-oonsistency test for varl- 
ous distance Indicators, but also the 
mean distance of the group (containing 
the unique galaxy NGC 5128 - Cen A!) 
b particularly uncertain - with estimates 
ranging from 3 ~ p c l  l to 7.9 ~ p c l ~  - and 
deserves a special effort. 

Scientific Aim 
The following results are expected 

from the Key Programme: 
(1) An accurate distance to the Cen- 

taurus group from various distance indl- 
cators wlll establish the most dlstant 
reliable milestone in the Universe. 

@)The Cephelds in one large Sc 
galaxy and two small Im galaxies will 
dlrectly exhlbii the metallicity effect on 
the period-luminosity (P-L) relation, 
which la cruciat to derive a first-class 
LMC dlstance from Galactic Cepheids, 

(3) An Intercomparison d the results 
from Cepheids and other distance indi- 
cators (novae, globular clusters, planet- 
ary nebulae, brightest stars) is obtained. 
Thls will allow to assign proper weights 
to the distance indicators of the Virgo 
cluster. With the cluster velocity with 
respect to the Machlan frame now at 
handlo, this wlll lead to a high-accuracy 
detmlnation of H,. 

(4) The Centaurus group is prollfic in 
supernovae and its distance wlll provide 
a fundamental callbration of the lumi- 
noslty of supernovae of type la as stan- 
dard candles (opmlng a direct, inde 
pendent route to H,,'~ and other super- 
novae. 

(5) There Is presently no distance from 
primary distance indicators known for 

an E or SO galaxy (with the exception of 
the peculiar E galaxy M32). The two SO 
galaxies of the group should be Impor- 
tant to calibrate the Dm-cr relation4 and 
the surface brightness fluctuation 
method8. 

(8) The gravitational pull of a galaxy on 
the Local Qroup Is proportional to its 
apparent luminosity (If MIL = const.). 
Because Cen A is roughly as bright as 
the integrated Virgo cluster, Its de- 
celerating effect of Av = Her - vOb, 
(where r is the distance of the Centaurus 
group and v*, the observed mean ve- 
Imlty of that group [vhs = 273 krn a*', 
corrected for Virgocentric Infall]) Is ex- 
pected to be of the same order as the 
local infall into the Virgo clu~ter'~. A 
confirmation would greatly contribute to 
our understanding of the correlation be- 
tween (visible) density fluctuations and 
pecullar veIcltles. 

For an evaluation of the feasibility of 
the Key Programme a relatively large 
dlstance Is assumed, 1.e. (rn-& - 29.0 
and (m-M)" - 28.8 (5.8 Mpc). The 
angular separation of the galaxies, 
which agree closely In redshift, suggests 
a depth effect - spherlclty assumed - of 
OY 4, but the multiple distance informa- 
tion arid the apparent association of 
NGC 5128R)KS 1324-41 and NGC 
523WNGC 5264 wDI offer a good handle 
to solve for any appreciable depth 
effect. 

The Key Programme wlil rely primarily 
on the following distance Indicators: 

(1) Cephdds. The three late-type 
galaxies wlll have an ample number of 
Cepheids with P > 1 O4 within one sutt- 

ably placed frame. 24 exposures in B, 
taken at Pday intervals (except during 
bright tlme) are needed for the period 
determination. The Cephdds have 
mean rnqnitudes em+ s 26.1 {requlr- 
ing a detection limit of 27.0 at minimum) 
and mB(max) 5 25.2. If the group Is 
(Improbably) more distant than 
assumed, the P-L relation at maximum 
light can k used solely wlth r i le  loss of 
accuracy'4. For optimal control of Inter- 
national absorption additional plates In 
V, R and I are needed, but because the 
amplitudes are progressively smaller at 
longer wavelengths 6, 6, and 4 ex- 
posures, respectively, are here sufftcient 
to obtain mliable mean and/or maximum 
rnagn~udea'~. 

(2) Novae. NGC 5128 produces -30 
novae per year1'. The search wlll be 
done on V exposures m u s e  of thelr 
large field and the high quantum em- 
clency. Essentially all of the novae are 
contained In four V frames, two on either 
side of the dust lane. 45 exposures of 
the four frames, spaced by 2 days (incl. 
some grey tlrne), wlll yield -7 novae. 
These novae will be searched for in real 
time and must be followed in B (flve 
plates each, spaced by 2 days), be- 
cause the lurnlnosity-decline rate rela- 
tion is locally calibrated only in 817. The 
fainter novae must be followed down to 
mp = 25.0 with S/N - 10. NO nova rate Is 
available for NGC 5236. If Its dlstance Is 
as small as 3 Mpc, its absolute mag- 
nitude would b only --19.5 and the 
nova rate would be correspondingly 
low. A search programme is themfore 
postponed untll a more accurate dls- 
tance Is known, which wIll allow to pre- 
dict the success rate. 

(3) Globular clusters, NGC 5128 has a 

Susanne Him8trmtst~ tMm the #m-Plenck-lnstitut # Radioastmmrm(e in Bonn ( G m g  Is one of these and &ring an observing Mp to fhe 
-In late Septembsr 1890, she took the two photos shown here. On a moonlit nlght, the I@ht from that orb Is reflected In the SEST. and the 
souhem letlhide of &I SIlle (s Indicated by the fact that the nwth celestia/ pale is below the hwhon. 



total population of 900 globular ctusters 
within 16!1'~. For a good djstmce deter- 
mination hey should be followed 2 mag 
beyond the peak of thair lumlnoslty 

1.e. Mg - -5 or r n ~  = 24.0. 
Their idenhificatlon will mt (4 on statis- 
tld subtraction of foreground and 
backgrwnd galaxies, and (b) on (partial) 
resohrabllity. Becauea of the relatively 
large number of foreground stars, a 
large Mld must be suweyed, particularly 
aince it is not yet known down to which 
magnitude the dusters will appear to be 
resolved wlth the NTT. 16 blue frames 
are needed, of which the lnna slx are 
expected to be available from the nova 
follow-up. Almost the entire ReId will be 
cowred by 6 V frames that are needed 
for colour information. Scaling by 
lumlnoslty, 360 c1usteP.s wlthin ? E O  are 
expected for NGC 51 02. This requires 9 
blue and 4 V frames. The cluster popula- 
tlcm of NGC 5238 must be much smaller 
(-807). Here the duster Indentlfidon 
depends en#reIy on r#solution. Nina 
blue frames are requested under optl- 
ma1 observing condltbns for later 
follow-up spectroscoW (this not bdng 
patt of the p m n t  proposal). Eventually 
the globular dusters in this Sc galaxy 
are deciskre to test whether their 
IurnlnoaZty functlon depends on galaxy 
w. 

(4) Planetary nebulae. To establish the 
lumlnoslty function of planetary nebulae 
for d&mt galaxy types one c e n M  
frame in each of the five programme 
g a k k  is nesded. For a reliable iden- 
tification four expasum In th red 
channel are requtred: [O Ill] h5007h+n, 
h5007Asff, Ha-on, and Ha-off. Judglng 
from the luminosity functions pmented 
for the Vlrgo C l u e ,  the photometry 
should be carried out down to 26.5 mag. 
Because of the m w  filters grey time 
is p m i d b k  

(5)BrlgMest stars. The 6 and V 
frames Under (3) of the two SO galaxles 
are likely to resolve the brlgMest stars of 
the red-glant tip; they wlll be valuable as 
Mure dlstmm lndlcators for E and SO 
galaxies. Additional distance Informa- 
tion wlll be obtain& from the brightest 
blue and red d of the three late- 
type galaxies. They will be ideMed 
from B, V cdour mgnitudes diagrams. 
The nec=my frames are obtalned 
under (1) and (3): only four additional V 
frames are needed for NQC 5236. 

Conclusion 
The flrst nine half-nights have been 

allotted to the Key Programme, begin- 
nhg In Aprll, 1991. They wlll be devded 
almost entlrely to the Cepheids. The de- 
cisive test is to demonstrate that they 
appear within the expected magnitude 
range. In the positive case, even a pre- 

SEST Users' Meeting and Workshop on 
MPllirnetre-Wave Interferometry 
The second SEST Users' Meeting wlll be held at ESO Garchlng on Wednesday 22 May 
1991, and it wilt be followed by a one-day workshop on current developmerrts In 
millimetre-wave int#rferometry on Tfiursday 23 May. F u d r  Infoemation rran be 
obtalned from the of the Science Divldon. 

llminary Cepheld distance of the Can- 
tautus Group will allow to further op- 
timize the strategy for the other dlstance 
Indlcatm. 

Untll the new genmtlon of lnstru- 
mwts will become available on Space 
Telescope, the N l l  Is probably the only 
telescope with which the present pro- 
ject can be carrlacl out. If successful, the 
project should also outline future av- 
enues of We VLT. 

It Is obvious that the present pro- 
gramme would have llttte hope of 
success without the institutron of the 
Key Programme. 
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Instrumentation Beyond the Year 2000 
Panel Discussion at the XI1 ERAM in Davos 

On the occasion of the XHth ERAM in 
Davos, a panel discussion organized on 
October 1 I ,  1990, was devoted to " ln- 
strumentation Beyond the Year 2000". 
Such a panel fitted well the general 
theme of the Davos meeting entitled 
"European astronomers look to the fu- 
ture", and was also a valuable follow-up 
to the panel of the previous day on 
"Cooperation in astronomy in the new 

Europe" (see a report by P. LBna In the 
M ~ s s W ? Q ~ ~  NO. 62, p. 19-20, December 
1990). 

Four panel members presented their 
thoughts on "Radio astronomy In the 
year 2000, and beyond" (R. Booth), 
"Post VLT optics and telescopes" (R. 
Wilson), "The future of X- and y-ray 
astronomy" (G. Bignami) and "Future 
far Infrared and sub-mm astronomy" 

(R. Genzel). 
Two other panelists had been invited 

but were not present: A. Finkelstein and 
A. Labeyrie, the letter havlng sent some 
transparencies for a short presentation 
of an optical very large array. 

In the present Issue of the Messenger 
we have the pleasure of presenting 
these contributions. 

J. P. SWINGS, Liege (Convener) 

Radio Astronomy - Towards the 21 st Century 
R. S. BOOTH, Chalmers University of Technology, Onsala Space Observatory, Sweden 

1. Introduction 
Advances in radio astronomy may be 

related to technical developments in 
several major areas. Among these I 
would llst increased sensitivity of receiv- 
ers and receiving systems, extend4 
spectral range to cover the whole of the 
radlo band of the electromagnetic spec- 
trum, higher resolution - spectral, tem- 
poral and spatial (angular), together wlth 
improved data analysis facilities and 
techniques. 

Radio systems have now reached a 
high degree of sophistication but Im- 
provements are certain in the 2000s 
especially in spectral range -the exten- 
slon of the radto band to cover 
rnilllmetre and subrnlllimetre wave- 
lengths and in angular resolution 
through VLBI. 

2 Seneitivi of Receiving 
Systems 
The performance of a radio telescope 

and associated receiver is characterized 
In terms of the figure of merit, G/T, 
where G is the system gain and T the 
equivalent noise temperature of the sys- 
tem. The gain of a telescope is glven in 
terms of its area, A, wavelength, 1 by 
4eM2. This factor is further modified by 
an efficiency factor, h, related to the 
efficiency of illumlnatlon by the primary 
feed and the surface accuracy (an rms 
accuracy of 1/20 reduces the gain by a 
factor of - 1.5). 

2.1 Large telescopes for the 
21st century 

Large antennas are required to impro- 
ve G and at centlmetre wavelengths the 
Ultlmate slze for a fully steerable 

telescope, in terms of cost, seemed to 
have been reached in the 100-m Effels- 
berg antenna. Its design is based on the 
homolqy principle where gravity defor- 
mations are constrained so that the prl- 
mary reflector maintains a parabolic 
shape, albeit with varying focal length. 
The focal position changes with deva- 
tlon angle and the primary feed or sec- 
ondary mirror (when In Gegorlan config- 
uration) is moved to compensate. The 
success of the homology design is dem- 
onstrated by the fact that the 100-m 
telescope Is still 309'0 efficient at a 
wavelength as sml l  as 7 mm. The 
homology principle Is adopted In most 
new radio telescopes. 

The unexpected collapse of the 3004 
transit telescope at NRAO In W. Virginla 
has provldd the incentive to build 
another large fully steerable antenna In 
the USA Thls will be the new Green 
Bank Telescope which wfll have an un- 
blocked aperture, 100 m in diameter. 
This will be achieved wlth an offset da- 
sign invoking a prlmary/Cassegrain 
secondary focus arrangement sus- 
pended on a large beam above the maln 
reflector (see Fig. 1). I do not expect that 
there wlll be any further large telescope 
In the West, In the early 2000s at least, 
but we will see the completion of the 
Soviet 70-rn telescope near Sammar- 
kand. This antenna, and the Green Bank 
telescope will be operated at wave- 
lengths down to 3 mm. 

2.2 System temperature 
Receiver noise temperatures, T, have 

Improved dramatically during the past 5 
years through the use of high electron 
mobillty transistors (HEMTs), cooled to 
physical temperatures of around 15 K, 
and at wavelengths down to about 

1 cm, recelver noise temperatures are 
approaching the quantum limit, T,. 
However, the total sygtem temperature, 
T, has a number of other contrlbutlons. 

TmTq +TCb +Tat + T ~ I  +Tr 

where fob Is the cosmic background 
temperature, Tat is the contrlbutlon from 
the atmosphere which is most severe at 
very long (m) and very short {mm) 
wavelengths due to the ionosphere and 
troposphere respectively, and TeI repre- 
sents the nolse power picked up In the 
sldelobes. T,, includes a contribution 
from man-made Interference which has 

Flgure 1: Diagram dernwrstratlng the con- 
cept of the Green Bank Tekmpe. 
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Flgum 2: '2m(~-0) (upperJ and lScql-o) smctra takm towads the mtcd region of 
Centam8 A wlth the SEST t-, The specfm contain broad emission llnes continuing 
autslde the spectrel window. 738 lim emi~~tbn is supwpa6ed on tlre nmW confhuum of 
abwt 0.2 K. TAe reletlvely narrow abmptiun lines am seen In both 1 2 C 0  and '%O, If is elem 
that R Is mainly nudeer continuum which Is absotbed by the cold CO @s s I m  the "CO 
abswptlon h deslper than Ihe IIne emlsslon. 

become serlous at some wavelengths 
and wtll probably become worse in the 
2lst century. However, rnlnlmurn noise 
temperatures of about 20 K are currently 
achlmd at centimetre wavelengths In 
an interferenoe free environmnt. 

At mllllmetre wavelengths ncelver 
temperatures should also m h  the 
quantum llmR by the 2000s. Much effort 
is going into replacing the current Scott- 
ky and SIS (superconducting) mixers by 
HEMT ampllfisrs for 7 mrn and 3 mm 
wavelen~ths. the extension of SIS tech- 
nology to even shorter (submlllimetre) 
wavelengths Is belng actlvely studied 
and expectations am high. For observa- 
tion at rnilllmetre wavelengths, high, dry 
sites are important to reduce the atrno- 
spheric (tropospheric) contribution to 
the system nolse. 

Spectral Range - Bridging 
Um Gap Between Radio 
and Infrared Astronomy 
The discovery of interstellar mole- 

cules and thelr importance In stellar 
evolution has been a major ddver In the 
development of mlIlimeW8ubmllllmetre 
radio astronomy. The spectral tran- 
sitions observed are, In the main, rota- 
tlond transltlons which have their 
ground state lines at these wavdengths, 
Molecular emission Is now detected in 
nearby galwles and, wlth Improvements 
In sensitivity, In not so nearby galaxies 

@.g. CO has been detected in a galaxy 
wlth a redshift, z - 0.163(1)) thus giving 
us infomatlon on stellar evolution in 
these extragalactic systems. Flgure 2 
shows Interesting okervatlans In the 
CO line of the southern galaxy Cen- 
taurus A from Eckart et a!. 

However, molecular studles are not 
the only reason for pushlng to higher 
frequencies. At wavelengths of about 
7 mm It becomes possible to observe 
emlssion from interstellar dust. This 
emission is optloally thln and readily In- 
terpreted - In fact, measuring the dust 
emisslon from galaxies at 1 mm may 
become the standard technique for 
measuring the masses of most 
galaxiee). 

Finally, the axtansion of the spectral 
range for continuum measurements on 
quasars and radio galaxles is atso very 
Important. In particular, the obsewatlon 
of radlo qulet quasars Is of great lntwc 
est, for It is in the submilllmetre or far 
Infrared that their emission must turn off. 

3.1 Telescop&s for millimetdsub- 
rnill~metre astronomy 

The importance of astronomy at the 
shortest radio wavelengths Is shown by 
the large number of telescopes built or 
planned. 14 telescopes wtth diameter 
greater than 10 m have been Iistd by 
Booth(3) and aeveral more are belng 
built. 

The largest instruments are the 
Nobeyama (Japan) 45-rn antenna and 
Ule 30-m telescope h Plco Veleta 
(Spain) of the Institute for Radlo As- 
tronomy at Mlltimetre wavelengths 
(IRAM), the French-German institute 
based in Grenoble. The latter Wescope 
Is operating regulady at a wavelength of 
1.3 mm. As we have seen, dry mountain 
sites are important for the shortest 
wavelengths since tropospheric water 
vapour severely attenuates the slgnals 
and Its emission degrades receiver per- 
fomanca Therefore 2 telescopes for use 
at submillimetre wavelengths have been 
built on Mauna Kea in Hawali (altitude 
4000 m) (the Caltech 10.4-m and the 
James Clerk Maxwell Telescope 
(JCMT), a IS-rn telescope operated 
jointly by the UK, the Netherlands and 
Canada) and a thlrd, the Swedish-ESO 
Submill lmetre Telescope (SEST), has 
been constructed on the ESO slte of La 
Slla in Chile (altitude 2300 m). This tele- 
scope is Important because of its cov- 
erage of the southern skies. In addition, 
the Max-Planck-Insthut fur Radio- 
astronomic In wllaboratlon with the 
Steward Observatory In Arizona Is bulld- 
ing a 10-m submilllmetre telescope on 
Mount Graham in Arlzona. 

Most of the milllmetre telescopes use 
the homology pdnctple in their design. 
An Important new step for the next de- 
cade could be the inclusion of a phase 
corrector plate or n deformable sub- 
reflector to further compensate for non- 
homologous gravitational (and even 
wind) deformations. 

3.2 Millmetre wave arrays 
Several arrays have been constmct6d 

for high-resolution mapping uslng the 
aperture synthesis technique. In partlcu- 
lar we cite the Hat Creek array of three 
6-m antennas and the Galtech 3 x 10 rn 
array at Owens Valley. Both arrays are 
operating at 3 mrn wavelength (where 
they have angular resolution = 1 arcsec) 
and plans to extend their frequency cov- 
erage to 1.3 rnm wlth an increased 
number of elements are golng ahead. A 
Japanese army of five 10-m antennas 
has been built at Nobeyama and an 
IRAM 3x1 5 m element array is now ope 
rational on Plateau de Bum In the 
French Alps. Again both instruments will 
be upgraded by the addltton of more 
elements to Increase thelr speed during 
the next few years. 

FurVler m~lllm~dsubmllllmetre ar- 
rays for the 2000s are planned. NRAO 
wlll probably bultd a large miltimetre 
array near the VLA site In New Mexlco 
and the Srnlthsonian Astrophysical Ob- 
servatory is worklng on a subrnllltmetre 
may which wlll be bullt on Mauna Kea. 
Flnally, now ESO has chosen Cem Pa- 



ranaI as the she for the KT,  some of us 
are Intemted to Investigat~ the possi- 
blllty of bullding a milllmet~sub- 
mlllimetre array on the plateau to the 
south of the peak. Thls would be a sig- 
nlficant complement to the Australian 
tetescope far southern hemisphere ob- 
mations. 

3.3 FurtPler technical 
dewlopments 

Galactic Mdecular Clouds may be up 
to 18-15" in angular extent but can 
contain components or structural varla- 
tim on *ales 07 less than one am- 
second. The same apprles to the weretll 
mokcule structure of galaxies. Thus, to 
map them fully wen with a 10-m tele- 
soope(bam width at 3 mrnm1.5 arc- 
min) is a time mnwmlng proc- For 
his reason focal plane arrays (radlo 
cameras) are betng developed for slngte 
a m n a s  which will improve the map- 
ping sped by an order of rnagnltuda. 
Such an array with eight beams is oper- 
ational on the 12-m NRAO Kltt Peak 
telest3ope(4). 

In additton. Imtglng analysis tech- 
niques wch as the maxlmwn entropy 
method am belng developed which 
ut l lb at the infomation ($patid and 
velocity (freqwcy)) in Uw spectra+ 
mpic data and Impom natural con- 
straints such as pdtkAty to achieve the 
hlghed avaitble mlution(5). Furthor, 
hohniques comblnlng interferometer 
and single hkcoge data and rnmlck- 
hg several fields of view am pr6vidlng 
he-scale maps wfth the m l u f h n  of 
the Interferometer (- 1 arcsec)($). These 
techniques are only possfble with the 
use of large T s t  oomputers but are al- 
ready pfodudng a wealth d d d l  an 
the molecular dads and hence the star 
formation process. 

In order to bridge the final gap be- 
tween the submillhetre far infrared re- 
gions of the spectrum it becomes 
essential to place taiescopes abwe the 
W s  atmwphere shce Its tmsrnla- 
don becomes W m d y  low at these 
Wadengtha. Soma balloon-borne W e  
scopes am under devel~pment and a 
tcsleacoper la regularly flown in a hlgh 
flylng JrcM - the Kutper b w a t o r y .  
These are all relatively smdl te f~ropes 
and thy  are not mttrely free of atmo- 
s p M o  m n u a t l m .  Thus to achlevs a 
8ignHicant dwelopment In the 500 13Hz 
to 1 WZ B-1 W [ O ~  it b B C O W  
easentid tcr place a Mescope in spwtce. 

An i m p o m  project, the Far hffaRed 
and Submilllmdm Telescow (FIRST) 
has been defined as a cornerstone in the 
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ESA progmmme, Horizon 2000. Thk 
4.5-m antenna will be launched some- 
time aftw the turn of the century, lh tha 
USA a more mbltlous ma, the large 
deployable mflector, O R ,  has been 
ptopmd. lhls telescope will bs a com- 
posite refteetor, of 20 m in diameter? tt 
will be d i d  only well Into the 2000s. 
At least 2 m smaller satellite-bm 
submlllimetm blascopes for ob~ewa- 
tlm In the 5011 GHT qlon  are In the 
design phaae. T h e  are SWAS a Sd-cm 
antenna to be launched as prt of the 
explorer sertes in the USA and MWB, 
a comblned aatmmmy and aeronomy 
pmJW being studled by a Swedish- 
led team of European astmnom. If 
they successfully pass all the study 
phases, both will be launhed in the 
mid-flk 

Although In the distant Mure, the 
larger projects are of great intererst since 
they open up ragtons of the sp&m 
wheethe bulk of the dusl amhion is ta 
be a m .  In WMm, high excitation 
I l m  of m d w b  and fine structure 
lines of qbundant atoms are to be found* 
As an example of the importame ofthts 

region, &wt one per cent of the 
luminosity of the brlght star burst galaxy 
M82 ks emitted in the 61-micron line of 
oxygm(2). Obsenrathns In thls llne wit1 
g l v ~  a totally new set of data for such 
obf-• 

4. Improvements In Angular 
AesoluCion - VLBI 

4.1 c u m  status 
D a s p k  the inherent timitations h- 

posed by diffractton at long wave- 
length~, radb astronomy p m W  the 
highest angular mlutfon In eestronomy. 
Thls is achieved through very long 
baseline Interferomdty WI) where 
vr;klely spaced radlo telescopes, offen in 
dfbrent continents, simultaneously ab- 
senre tadlo sources to create her- 
feronwtm with th lu t im (= wave- 
Imgth/baselim) m fine mS5 m l ~ o m -  
seconds. This is mom than 2 orders of 
maglnItude her than the space WE+ 
a p e .  Even at thb resoIudon them are 
stlll unmolved components in Re m 
of a t y p l ~ l  quasar or actlve ptactlc 
nucleus. 



Flgure 4: Space VLBI wncepi, 
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Since the cores of theae nuclel are 
belleved(7) to contatn the central energy 
supply for the radio source, wlth a ma& 
sive object (black hole) dominating the 
gravitational field In the "tmnsrelativistlc 
domain" (1 cm) Inside the so- 
called broad line reglon, VLBl absenra- 
tions with the hlghest resolutron and 
over a wide frequency range are m- 
tremely important. 

In VL81 it Is Imposslbte to connect the 
inteIferometer elements dlrgctiy, so at 
each telescope the receiver must be 
provided wlth a phase stable local as- 
clllator, usually locked to a hydrogen 
maser frequency standard (short-term 
stability a few parts in 1 0-15). There must 
also be a means of synchronizing the 
clocks at each of the telescopes and a 
device (tape recorder) far storing the 
wcelved signal and precise timing infor- 
mation. The VLBl system Is completed 
with a playback system for correlating 
the recorded data. VLBl has been de- 
scribed In ref. (8). 

VLBl at centlmetre wavelengths Is 
now well oganlzed. The world's radio 
telescoees regularly comblne to form 
two networks, one In the USA, and one 
In Europe, which surnetlmes operate 
separately but often together as a 
'Wotld Array" consisting of = 15 tele- 
scopes. The aperture synthesis tech- 
nique Is employed and sophisticated 
Image processing software enables im- 
ages of radio sources to be produmd 
wRh dynamic range = 1000:1. 

4.2 Recent developments 

Several developments are In pro- 
gress: A detected array of telescopa 
for VLBI is being constructed in the 
USA. This Very Long Baseline Array 
(VLBA) will conslst of ten 25-m diameter 
antennas optimally spaced across the 
USA from the Vlrgln Islands to Hawdl 
and a dedicated processor for playback. 

In Europe where more telescopes will 
join the VLBl nehork, we must build a 
blgger processor centre and we have 
applied to ?ha EEC for fundlng - so far 
wlth only ljmlted success. 

In Australia a new Interferometer net- 
work, the AustralIan telescope G971 was 
dedicated recently. It conslsts of an 
array of telmcop at Calgoora near 
Nanabrl, Slding Spring near Coona- 
barabran and at Patkes. These tele- 
scopes will operate together wlth the 
NASA antenna in Tasmania and a tele- 
scope at Hobart In Tasmania to form a 
north-south array with basdlnes ranging 
from 100 to 1500 km. This array wlll 
extend the VLBI technique to obsewa- 
tions of low decllnatlon radlo sources 
only vlsible from the southern heml- 
sphere. 

Finally, VLBI at rnHllmetre wave- 
lengths has recently m a c M  maturity 
with the production of the first good 
qudlty radlo source maps at both 7 mm 
and 3 mm. Figure 3 is a map of the 
quasar 3C273 at a wavetength of 8 
crn(9). The insert is a 3-mm map ob- 

tained wlth a network of mlllimetre tele- 
scopes: Onsda ( 2 0 4 ,  U.Mass (14-m), 
NRAO Kitt Peak (12-m), Hat Creek, 
Berkeley (6-m), Cartech (10-m), and No- 
beyama, Japan (45-m). The resolution Is 
50 mlcm arcsec and corresponds to 
about half a light-year Ilnear resolutlon 
at the dlstance of 3C273(10). 

4.3 The future: space VLBI 
The size of the ewh and the position 

of the available telescopes Ilmlts the 
resolutlon In VLBl to = 300 p arc= at 
cm wavelengths and 50 p arcsec at 3 
mm, thus to further probe the unre- 
solved components in radlo sources It Is 
necessary to have one or more tele- 
scopes tn space. Space VLBI has more 
advantages than simply that of in- 
creased resolution. II can enable us to 
achieve the same resolution at say a 
wavelength of 1 cm as we do on the 
ground at 3 mm, thus enabling us to 
examlne the spectral properties of the 
non-thermal emisslon mechanism pro- 
duclng the obsewed compact compo- 
nents. 

The major difference between Space 
VLBl and terrestrial VL81 is the use of a 
phase transfer radio link to convey the 
reference frequency from as precision 
frequency standard on the ground to Ule 
spacecraft (It is not envisaged currently 
that the fmquency standard will t3a on- 
board the spacecraft) and a network of 
telemetry stations to tmck the space- 
craf? and receive the astronomical data 
by means of another radio link, see Fig- 
ure 4. 

Space VLBl Is not simply a figment of 
our Imaginallonl It has bean demon- 
strated h 2 experiments by a US-Japa- 
nese-AustralIan group led by scientists 
at JPL who used an antenna of the 
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Sys- 
tem VRSS) In configuration with the 
NASA 64-m diameter antenna in Canber- 
ra, Australia and the 64-rn diameter an- 
tenna of the Japanese lnstiiute for Space 
and Astronautical Science at Usada(t1). 

Thrm dedicated space VL8I projects 
have been proposed: QUASAT(12) - a 
collaboration between ESA and NASA 
to put a 15-m antenna into an orbit wIU1 
apogee 30,000 km; RADIOASTRON(13), 
a Sovlei project to fly a 10-m antenna 
out to 75,000 km: and VSOP(14), a 
Japanese project to put a 10-m antenna 
Into an orbit wlth an apogee of 20,000 
km. QUASAT, although highly regarded 
scientifically, wm rejected by ESA on 
grounds of cost: the other two projects 
seem oenain to be realized before the 
mid-1990's. We are also studying a set- 
ond-generation space VLBl mtsslon for 
the next decade, the International VLBl 
Satellite, IVS. Thls will be a 25-m space- 
borne antenna operating at wavelengths 



as short as 5 mm. It wll  be used prlmari- 
ty for VLBI down to 7 mrn wavelength 
but will have a single-dish spwtras- 
coplc capability for observations of in- 
terstellar oxygen. The Itnes near 60 
GHz are of course not observable from 
the ground because of the severe ab- 
sorption by atrnospherlc oxygen. In its 
present concept, IVS will have an ESA 
Payload launched by the Soviet Energ la 
rocket and will involve NASA tracklng 
stations. 

Current Space VLBl obsewattons, of 
course, rely on the ground networks as 
well as the space wtennas and slnce 
the space element orbits the earth, they 
become tnrly IntematIonal employing 
ground-based telescopes in all contl- 
nents. Negotiations are currently under- 
way between the ground organizations 
and the space agencies, Wlth the ex- 
perience of cooperation In VLBl already 
galned, we can expect very successful 
results h the future. 

Well into the 2lst century, when 
space VLBI is established, we may see 
arrays of telescopes in space provldlng 
resolutions as fine as 1 microarcsecond. 
Perhaps It will be pmslbls to measure 
quasar proper motlonsl 

I have already mentioned the grave 
problems caused in radio astronomy by 
man-made Interference. In many ways 
thls la not surprising because of the 
extremely small slgnala received by 
radlo astronomers (the unit of flux densi- 
ty is lo4% watts Hz-' m* and the prolif- 
eration of communications equipment. 
At the World Admlnistratlve Radlo Con- 
ference (WARC) where the frequency 
bands of the spectrum are allocated to 
the various services, radlo astronomers 
have to fight hard to keep their precious 
obsewlng bands. This Is because com- 
mercial and military users are always 
dernandlng mow and more channels - 
sometimes for reasons which can hardly 
be judged to be important. The situation 
Is becomlng so critlcal in some parts 
of the spectrum ( e g  near 18 cm 
wavelength), that suggestions to put 
radio telescopes on the far slde of the 
moon are being taken seriously. 

Radlo astronomy is vital to our under- 
standing of the universe and must not 
be squeezed out of existence by com- 
mercial demands. We appeal to our sci- 
entlflc colleagues in other disciplines to 
help expunge the harmful pollution of 
the spectrum. 
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Inf rared/Su b-mm Astronomy After IS0 
(1 pm-0.3 mm) 

Post-VLT Optics and Telescopes 

I 

IS:  

POST-ISO, 

PLATFORMS: 

INSTRUMENTATION: 

R.N. WILSON, €SO 

2-200 pm photometry, imaghg + moderate reaolutlon spectms- 
copy at excellent senshhlty 

High spatlal resolution: I " at 100 pm 4 D - 10 m 
8 m  a t 2 q = 0 ! 0 5  

for sin le dlsh 
100mat 2prn=4x10 90 

for Interferometry 
k-200 pm: colder unlverse at sub-mm wavelengths 
High spectml resolution: veloelty resolved spectra 

VLT+VLT tnterfarorneby (A 130 jm, 1 2  300 m) 
Large Alrborne Telescope (SOFIA; 2.5 rn, vlsible -, 1 mm) 
Large IWsub-rnm telescope In space (FIRST, SMSRDR 

b-50-*10001lm 
EDISON h = 2 + 1 00 pm) 

Antsrctlca: ground-based FIR astronomy from Antarctic 
plateau (e.5. Vostmk Statton) 

Large format, lownoise detector arrays for 
ground-based (h = 1 + 30 m) and 
space-boms (30 - 300 pm) work 

Quantum now llmlted sub-rnm heterodyne mdvers 

I would like, in thls brief introduction, scopes will slowly gain in total reflecting 
to stimulate m e  thoughts and discus- area and hence In Importance, the rate 
slon on what the prlncfpal direions of depending on cost, rdlabllity and in- 
optical telescope development wlll be creased maintenance and user-friendll- 
after the vear A.D. 2000. ness. 

Summary by R. aENZEL, Max-PAanck-lnstitut for ExtraterresMsche Physlk, Garching bd 
Momhen, Gemany 

~roun&based-te~~cupea wlll, I be- 
lieve, continue to alav a rnaior role be- I* 
cause of recent o'ptik and'elrnronics Throughout its long development af- 
developments and the cost advantages ter the first manufacture about 1665, the 
that accrue from them. Space Me- evolution of the reflecting telescope has 



beQn dominated by four parameters: 
- Slze 
- Optical quality 
- Tracking and polnting (mountings) 
- cost 

One will always wlsh to build the big- 
gest telescope one can afford which 
delivers high-quality images with corre- 
sponding tracking. But there are many 
cases In telescope history where exces- 
slve ambition on the first parameter - 
size - has led to failure- In the technical 
requirement of the next two and conflict 
with the third - cost. These fallures 
through wer-ambitlon have led to pro- 
ducts of poor cost-eflectiveness. The 
above four parameters will not change 
after the year 2000: they will still be 
drivers a century later or, indeed, as 
long as ground-based telescopes are 
bdlt. 

For about 300 years, the line of de- 
velopment of conventional tetescopes 
had been largely unchanged since the 
start. Its main characteristics were: 
- Monolithic, stiff primartes 
- Conventional figuring procedures 
- Stiff tubes and mounts wlth absolute 

mechanical tolerances. After about 
180 years of alt-azimuth mounts, 
about 130 years of undisputed 
triumph of the equatorlal mount. 

In the last 10 or 20 years, each of 
these aspects has undergone a revolu- 
tion. These revoluttons are a result - 
directly or indirectly - of the application 
of modem electronics and cornputem. I 
belleve these revolutions wlll determine 
the furlher development after 2000 and 
well into the next century. They will en- 
able the ground-based telescope not 
only to survive but also to thrive be- 
muse of its cost-effectiveness. 
Let us conslder the four basic para- 

meters and the Impact of these revolu- 
tions on them. 

sire 
The figure shows the key to increase 

of size whlle respecting the other 3 pa- 
rameters. The key is the abandonment 
of the full-size monolithic aperture of the 
primary by the principle of segmentation 
In some form. Whather the segmenta- 
tion is dlrect (e.g. the Keck 10-m tele- 
scope), or indirect as in MMT's (Multl- 
Mirror Telescopes: several telescopm 
on one mount) or Arrays of telescopes 
on d b n t  mounts but linked together 
(e.g. ESO VLT) - thls does not change 
their wmmon alm of reducing the 
weight compared with a monalhhic 
blank extrapolated wlth size In the 
classical way (see the figure), The im- 
portant difference between these ap- 
proaches Is slmply whether the effmlve 
aperture Is undiluted (direct segments- 
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tion), moderataly diluted (MMT's) or very 
dlluted (Arrays). 

With posslble varlatlons and combl- 
nations, these thrw basic forms wlll 
dominate the aim for large slze after 
2000 exactly as they are dominating It 
today, for we are only at the beginnlng 
of the consequenm of the electronic 
revolution. 

Optical quality 
The revolution Is due to active optics 

comblned with modem figuring tech- 
niques on the one hand, and adaptive 
optics to correct the atmospheric turbu- 
lence on the other. These two develop- 
ments are complementary: active optlcs 
corrects classical telescope errors of 
manufacturing, mechanical or thermal 
origin whlch are flxed or vary slowly; 
adapfiv~ optics corrects the rapidly 
varylng effects orignatlng, above all, in 
atmospheric tubulenm. Whlle we at 

ESO see active optics as an essentially 
solved problem on the basis of the NlT 
and its routine Image analysis, adaptive 
optics is still in Its Infancy and not yet 
available as a general system. It Is In- 
comparably more difficult than active 
optics because of Its high frequency 
bandpass and because of the problems 
of a reference source within the iso- 
planatlc angle. 

Development of adaptive optlcs will 
undoubtedly be, together with interfer- 
ometry, the principal development line 
In telescope optics aRer 2000. We shdl 
see whether, by the year 2000, full 
adaptive correction (i.e. for the full effec- 
tlve band pass) has been achieved for 
the vlslble waveband and for one single 
Isoplamtic field. If so, it wlll be a great 
technical achievement. If not, R will be 
the principal area of endeavour followed 
by extension of the field to more iso- 
planatlc flelds. But for even modat 
fields, the Information flow rate, apart 



fmfn the problems of cmectlon feed- 
back and Isoplanatic angle, is forml- 
dable to say the least. 

For these reasons, search for and In- 
Vestlgation of optimum sites will con- 
tinue at an accelerated pace: the most 
effective adaptive optics is a site where 
nature has taken as much of the load 
from us as possible. A further revolution 
has taken place here, in the scientific 
understanding of atmospheric optics 
and the means for proper evaluation of 
the seelng of sites. 

Apart from Its intrlnslc advantages 
(see "optical efflclencyn blow), op- 
tlmlzed Image quality at optimum sites 
brings rich advantages in Instrument d s  
vdopment. The "matchlng problemn of 
Instrument sllt size to pixels has meant 
that Instruments become bigger and 
more difficutt the larger the telescope 
aperture for a glven angular Image size 
of a star. This dilemma is expressed by 
Bowen's Spectrograph Law: 

YI 'CAM 01 b l s . . - " $ # -  
206285 Yg ,,, ( V ~ O ~ W '  

width of the slh Image on 
the detector 
image size of a star In 
arcsec at the slit 
radius of the telescope 
entrance pupll (normally, 
the prlmary mlmr) 
semi-height of the spec- 
trograph gratlng 
focal length of the spec- 
trograph camera 
diameter of the telescope 
entrance pupll (normally, 
the primary rnlrror) 

(f/no)- 1 finumber of the spectro- 
graph camera 

Clearly, the smaller the value of the 
image S, the larger can be the f/no of the 
spectrograph or the smaller the corn- 
sponding value of y,, doteminlng the 
she of the grating. High quality lmglng 
benefits all modes of obbservatlon, not 
just direct Imaglng. 

The aR-az mounting has returned as 
the standard because of the revolution 
in 2-~1x1s tracking. But other forms, 
perhaps above all various forms of 
spherical mount, will certainly be &further 
developed In the new century. The 
domination of the alt-az may have a 
much shorter life than that of the 
equatorial. It will be seen, too, whether 
non-rotational forms of mounting are 
technically feasible or not. Tracking wlll 
be the determinant requirement. Better 
Im~ge quality requlres better tracking. In 
the NTT with its alt-az mount, It Is al- 

ready clear that the tracking require- 
ment (combined wlth fistd rotation corn- 
pensation) Is the hardest technical 
speclfl~tion to flll. 

Buildings 
The trend away from the conventional 

dome Is clear. Cost Is not in Its favour, 
but control of the oonditions of the Imal 
air will be the dominant reason for 
choosing other forms which are also 
favoured by the alt-az mount. Tile re- 
volution here was mde by the bullding 
of the MMT. Apart from external seeing, 
the Iocat air will k the decisive influen- 
tial factor in the flnal optical quallty until 
adapth~ optics is avallable In a general 
form. 

The optimum she of a telescope: 
optical efficiency 

The classical formula for the optical 
efficiency of a telescope has been 
known implicitly ever since photography 
was introduoed into observation about 
1850: 

where 
E - the optical efficiency 
D diameter of the telescope pupll (nor- 
mally the prlmary) 
d = image diameter of a star 
k - transmissivity 

Although #Is formula i simpllstlc and 
only really valid assumlng adequate pix- 
el sampllng and photon-limited obser- 
vatlon in certain regimes, Its general 
valldity Is proven every night by the in- 
tegration tlmes used at the NTT. More 
sophisti~~ted criteria are under Investi- 

gation for the VLT. A general formula 
reflecting all different observing condl- 
tlms, above all background limited, 
would certainly be more complex. Even 
if the formula above is accepted only as 
a rough general approximation, Its con- 
clu dons are strl klng: if C) Is doubled, but 
d is also doubled, there is no gain In 
efflclency, but a tremendous amount of 
money and effort has bmn wasted: 
huge "llght buckets1' of tow optical quall- 
ty are not the path of the Mure. 

After the year 2000, the struggle for 
blgger size will only give hlgher efficlen- 
cy if the conditions of the local alr can 
be adequately controlled or compen- 
sated by adaptrve optlcs. These factors 
will dominate the development scene 
and determine what the optimum (or 
maximum) slze can be. My colleague 
Richard West mentioned cost-effective- 
ness yMerday. I should Hke to take this 
up and emphasize t The most cost- 
effective telescope (with instruments- 
tlon and detector) Is the best for a glven 
observation and size is only one of the 
parametem Involved. The astronomical 
community will have to think increasing- 
ly in these terms to make the best use of 
its resources. Reduction of d may well 
be more efficient than increase of I3. 

It may take 50 years or more to "di- 
gest" the sire range 10-20 m. Untll 
adaptlve optics Is avallable in a faldy 
complete form (wavelength band, fre- 
quency band, reasonable fi~ld) the 
optimum slze may be < 20 rn or even 
< 10 rn. 

2 Space Telescopes 
In the absence of an atmosphere, the 

specification of space telescopes Is far 
simpler than for ground-based tele- 

"Tours du Monde, Tours du Ciel" 
"Around the world, around the sky" Is the tltle of what k probably the most 

wmprehenslve documentary fllm about astronomy ever made. It wss produced by a 
tarn d Fmch speciatlsts, headed by Robert Pansard Bessan and supported by Pierre 
LBna and Michel Serre~ (see also the M v  No. 48, page 33). 

During more than t h e  years, Mr. Pansard -son and his crew travelled to 811 m e  
observatorles In tfie world, ancient as well as modem. The Europmn Southem 
Observatory prodded support durlng tltelr vlslt to Chile and the film includes scenes 
from La Sllfa, P m l  and Gwdtlng, Many other observatories, alw In the ESO member 
Matee, are shown and astronomm from all over the world have provided live cornmen- 
tary to varlous passages In the Rim. 

The fllm is divlded Into ten 'Yravels" In time and space: (1) The beginning (180,000 
years ago); (2) Around the year 0; (3) From the 0 t h  end of the world (from -500 to 
1000); (4) Around the world, around the sky (1000-1600); (5) Venlce, BeIjlng, Parls 
(1600-1678); (a East, West (1842-17W; (7) The starry rnwnger:  the llgM 
(1743-1880); (8) The vlslble and the lnvlslble (1880-1954; (Q) Towards the glant 
mlrrors (I 950-1970); (1 0) The llght and other m e w e m  (1970-1990). Each part lasts 
dlgMly less M n  one hwr. The total playlng tlme Is tfierefore almost 10 hours. 

The film Is dlstrlbuted on video msmths (Pal, Secam, NTSC) from: HATIER, 8, rue 
d'hssas, F-75006 Parls, F r a m  pel: 48.54.49.54: Fax: 40.49.00.45). tt is amllable wlth 
French commentary, and soon dm In Engllh. 



scopes: they should be dlfFraction Ilm- 
ited, also In the UV. 

The r a l  breakthrough will come when 
assembly and mdntenance can be done 
in space (on tha moon?). HST has made 
very clear the limitations of pre-assern- 
bly and control from the ground. 

For individual telescopes, active op- 
tics Is essential and also the simplest 
and cheapest solution. HST, I think, 
proves this clearly. Slnce there Is no 
atmosphare, no adaptive optics O re- 
quired: it is meaningless. But the harsh 
thermal environment makes active op- 
tics even more necessary than on earth. 
It dso becomes easier In the absence of 
the disturbing effect of local air: In 
space, the NIT could go immediately to 
the diffraction limit even in the UV and 
be maintained them with simple tech- 
nology. 

Assumlng the existents of bigger dif- 

fraction-limited telescopes In space af- 
ter the year 2000, they should be un- 
beatable for direct Imaging of deep, faint 
objects until a complete solution of 
adaptive optics is avaiIabla Even then, 
the complete absence of atmospheric 
turbulence and absorption am bound to 
glve the edge on space obsewatlon for 
direct lrnaglng. However, cost-effective- 
ness wlIl stlll mean many obsewatlons 
will be better performed by ground- 
based telescopes. Space is also the 
natural efivironment for interferometry 
whose sue- on earth Is closely llnked 
to, and dependent on, the advances in 
adaptive optics. 

Wlde-field telescope projects In 
space have been mentioned at this con- 
ference and will certainly be carried out. 
The quality requlmwlts wlll be far 
higher than those of any existing 
ground-based Schmidt tetescopes. 

Ideas and technologies that will re- 
main a phantasy for hlgh quality ground- 
baaed telescopes may be Investigated 
and become a reality In space, e.g. plas- 
tic film reflectors with a fixed (dc) or 
slowly varying active corrector for small 
fields. Maybe "longer" telescopes may 
come back slnce ''length" in a welght- 
less environment Is of less conse- 
quence. The technical possibjllttes are 
far wlder than for ground-based tele 
scopes. 

3. Optical Design Developments 
Optical design solutlons for tele- 

scopes are effectively worked out: It Is 
most unlikely that new design solutlons 
will emerge. Developments will come 
rather from advanced technologies to 
realize known designs with hlgher preci- 
sion. 

X- and Gamma-Ray Astronomy Beyond the Year 2000 
G.F. BIGNAMI, IFC/CNR, Milano, and Dipatfimento lngegneria Industriale, Universitd di 
Cassino, Italy 

Astronomy should progress in a bal- 
anced way. This simple statement 
needs no proof beyond the simple re- 
flection, for example, on the importance 
for cosmology of the joint radio, optical 
and X-ray studies of extragalactic 
sources. Thus, in view of the Impressive 
progress now being planned far the turn 
of the century at ali wavelengths, both 
from the ground and from space, It is 
logical to thlnk also of the goals of high- 
energy astronomy, In X- and gamma- 
rays. 

Celestial objects happily carry on 
emitting thelr energy at the wavelength 
they please, but astronomers have to 
worry about how to do astronomy with 
photons that are widely different in their 
interactioddetection processes. For ex- 
ample, there is a basic difference be- 
tween X- and gamma-ray photons: 
whlle X-ray photons can be focussed by 
a sufficiently smooth surface, gamma 
rays cannot because their wavelength is 
small compared to the interatomic dis- 
tances In solids. Thus, X-ray astronomy 
can, and must, rely on focussing tele- 
scopes (of ever Increasing throughput 
and angular resolution) and clever focal 
plane detectors for doing both imaging 
and spectroscopy of the X-ray sky. This 
has been the winnlng recipe introduced 
by the Einstein Observatory, currently 
used in the ROSAT mlsslon, and also 
adopted by the "great okervatories" in 

X-ray astronomy of the end of this cen- 
tury: NASAS AXAF and ESA's XMM. 

To speculate realistically on the future 
of X-ray astronomy beyond such great 
observatories, means to think of what 
more can be done using the same tech- 
nique. Firstly, the optics, Of course, high 
throughput, essential for high sensitivity, 
means light-weight material, with all the 
technologbal cornpllcations involved. 
Very high (1.e. sub-arcsec) angular reso- 
lution wlll also be mandatory for match- 
ing the source positlonlng at other 
wavelengths. Such high resolution 
should be maintained over a wide 
enough field of view, in itself a big 
challenge, only now being seriously 
tackl8d; but not yet solved. Finally, the 
focal plane detectors should afford an 
excellent spatial resolution, so as ta 
correctly oversample the telescope's 
PSF, but, most importantly, should also 
have a very high spectral resolvtlon, 
since accurate spectrosmpy will remain 
a key issue in the X-ray astronomy of the 
future. 

It is difficult, at the moment, to im- 
agine an X-ray observatory with the 
above characteristics without thinking 
of a "bigger and better" comblnatlon of 
AXAF and XMM: high-throughput (tens 
of thousands of cm2), optics with hlgh 
resolution (sub-arcsec) over square de- 
grees FOV, suitable imaging detectors, 
and spectroscopy with wsolving power 

in the several hundreds. However, it is 
also difficult to imagine how such a mis- 
sion could be designed and wallzed In 
the current framework of research from 
space, given the financial and practical 
constraints within which national and 
international Space Agencies have to 
move. No concrete sign for the birth of 
an idea of such a mission exists at pre- 
sent. 

A possibly even more realistic ap- 
proach would be to speclallze missions 
by spllttlng the science objectives. For 
example, a pllot mission centred on 
high-resolution, wide-FOV Imaging, de- 
dicated mostly to extragalactic work, is 
currently being studled in the context 
of an Italy-U.S. collaboration, with 
manageable dimensions and reason- 
able budget. Cornplementarily, a rnis- 
sion dedicated to high-resolution spec- 
troscopy of selected sources could 
capitalize on the wealth of imaging re- 
suits presumably available in X-ray as- 
tronomy by the end of the century, 

For gamma-rays, on the other hand, 
the sltuation is quite different. Because 
of the severe limitations posed by the 
physics of the detection process as well 
as by the intrinsically poor astronomical 
signal-to-noise situation, gamma-ray 
astronomy is only now leaving the ex- 
ploratory phase, wlth the imminent 
launch of GRO, the first gamma-ray 
Great Observatory. On the eve of such a 
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launch, It is of course dlfflcult to say 
precisely what GRO, with Its oomple- 
ment of instruments, will be able to 
achlwe, R Is probably easier to specu- 
late on what it will not, because ii 
cannot, achleve. 

Here agaln, as usual in astronomy, it 
Is a matter of sentivlty, background 
rejection, angular resolution and spec- 
tral resolution, For gamma-rays, sen- 
sitMty can only be achleved by brute 
force, 1.e. by Increasing Ule exposed 
square centlmetres. In this GRO does 
quite well, at l a  within the practical 
Ilmits of what can b flown on a space 
mission. For the high-energy experiment 
(EGRFT, sensitive above few tans of 
MeV), based on the classt~al spark 
chamber technology, a straight com- 
parison can be made with the earlier 
SAS-2 and COS-B mlsslons, showing 
an I n m e  in the exposed surface of 
more than a factor of ten (see Fig, I). 
Background rejection is also achieved 
very well on GRO, with different tech- 
niques according to the type of instru- 
ment and energy range. 

However, it Is in the field of angular 
and spectral resolution that the majorlty 
of post-GRO efforts will have to be 
done. The only way mlistlcally applic- 
able for Increasing angular resolution in 
gamma-ray astronomy is the use of the 
Coded mask technique. Conceptually, 
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thls Is an extension of the pinhole cam- 
era, 1.e. of an inflnliely-small-aperture 
collimator centred on the source to be 
o b s e d .  A coded mask Is a collimator 
oondstlng of roughly half open spaces 
and half absorber elements arranged in 
a quasi random, repetltlve pattern. A 
source in the sky will cast the- shadow of 
the absorbing mask onto a detection 
plane, located at an appropriate dis- 
tance and capable of sufflclent posl- 
tionai resolution. By applying suitable 
image unfolding techniqm, one can 
then reconstruct the real source die 
trlbution, with, of course, the Ilmltatims 
imp- by the instrumental and sky 
backgrounds. Wlthin the payload of a 
near future gamma-ray astronomy 
space mission, a coded mask with cm- 
slze elements could be placed at seveeral 
metres from the detection plane, for 
which the technology is a l d y  In hand 
which yields positional accuracies of a 
few millimetms. The resulting angular 
resolution or, better, the instrument's 
source location capability can easily 
reach the arcmlnute level or better, de- 
pending on signal-to-noise and source 
statistics. 

An ideal new-generation gamma-ray 
astronomy telescope shwld not only be 
able to Improve dramatrcally (by a factor 
of about 100) the source podtionlng vla 
the coded mask Imaging, but should 
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also have good spectroscopic 
capablllties. This Is especially disirabls 
In the few MeV range, where nuclear 
llnes pmmise a new tremendous paten- 
tlal for asmphyslcs, still virtually un- 
tww. 
Very gwd energy mlut lon can already 
be obtained wlth solid-stab (Ger- 
manium) cooled spectrometers, reach- 
Ing a resokrlng power of nearly 1000 at 
about I MeV. The Improvement wer  
exlstlng, classic sclntillator spectrome- 
ters, for example Na I crystals, Is spec- 
tacular: Figure 2 shows the effect of 
Germanium-type resolution on a real 
spectrum In the nuclear line reglon. Cur- 
rent technology is beginning to allow the 
constnrctlon of Ge spectrometers in a 
mosaic of separate elements of dimen- 
sions of few centimetres, or less. It Is 
thus conceivable to use such a mosalc 
as the detection plane for a coded mask 
telescope, thus coupllng hlgh angular 
and spectd resolution. Indeed, a mis- 
don based on the design outlined 
above, and with the adequate sensitivl- 
ty, is currently being assessed by Me 
European Space Agency under the 
name of INTEGRAL, the INTEmatlonal 
Gamma-RAy k r a t o r y .  Its timlng 
appears good, oomlng as it does, just 
after the GRO will have exploited a max- 
imum In the classical way of doing gam- 
ma-ray astronomy, 

astrwwmy aharrtbsr exphmnb: SAS-2 (1972- IRS),  CIXQ- for, wfth ABUE - 1/500. - L o w  ~m the s ~ m e  w h w n  f&W 
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Astronomy and Astrophysics: To Be an Editor 
J. L EQUEUX, Astronomy and A 

Founded in 1969, Astronomy and As- 
trophysics has grown fast and is now 
one of the four leading international 
journals in Astronomy. It is sponsored 
by no less than 16 European countries. 
Without the Supplements, it publishes 
about 950 papers per year, over 8,000 
pages totalling 70 millions of characters: 
the Astrophysical Journal publishes 
about 100 millions of characters per 
year while the Monthly Notices of the 
Royal Astronomical Society and the As- 
tronomical Journal contain slig thly more 
than 30 millions each. As to the Supple- 
ments of Astronomy and Astrophysics, 
they publish about 1 50 papers per year 
totalling 2400 pages, against 100 pa- 
pers per year over 3000 pages for the 
Astrophysical Journal Supplements. 
These numbers reflect roughly the 
populations of astronomers in the re- 
spective countries with, however, some 
advantage for the American journals as 
a number of f uropean astronomers who 
have apparently not yet discovered the 
merits of Astronomy and Astrophysics 
and of Monthly Notices still prefer to 
send their papers to the Astrophysica! 
Journal, while the reverse is true in only 
a few specialized fields. 

Processing all these papers is a con- 
siderable task requiring a fair amount of 
organization. As I have been involved in 
this business for more than 6 years as 
one of the three Editors of Astronomy 
and Astrophysics, I thought that it would 
be interesting to share my experience 
with the readers of the Messenger. Ap- 
parently there are no considerable 
differences in the way the four major 
astronomy journals are run, as far as the 
papers are processed, so that my ex- 
perience should have some sort of gen- 
eral character. 

Let me explain first how the Journal 
works administratively and financially. 
Astronomy and Astrophysics is directed 
by a Board formed of astronomers rep- 
resenting the 12 (soon 13 with Czecho- 
slovakia) participating countries. The 
Board meets annually and takes all de- 
cisions concerning finances and poticy, 
including the contracts with the pub- 
lishers and the designation of the 
editors. The contributions of the 
member states together with the rela- 
tively small income from page charges 
paid by non-European authors are ad- 
ministered by ESO and are used to fi- 
nance the running expenses of the three 
offices and the salaries of the sec- 
retaries. From time to time an extra 
issue can be paid on money drawn from 
the reserves of the Board, in order e-g. 
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to reduce the publication delay by ab- 
sorbing a part of the backlog. The publi- 
cation and distribution of the Journal 
itself is entirely subsidized by the in- 
come of the subscriptions which is re- 
ceived directly by Springer Verlag for 
the Main Journal and by Les Editions de 
Physique for the Supplements, respec- 
tively. The subscription rates and the 
number of pages published every year 
are fixed by a contract between the 
Board and the Publishers. This system 
is rather different from e.g. that of the 
Astrophysical Journal for which all the 
income comes from the subscriptions 
and (to a large extent) from the page 
charges. Both systems have advan- 
tages and inconvenients that f cannot 
discuss here. 

Let me come back to the actual work 
of an Editor. 

First, the authors choose to which 
Editor they will send their paper. The 
papers intended for publication as Let- 
ters are in principle sent to Stuart 
Pottasch in Groningen; those intended 
for the Supplements should go to me in 
Meudon and the "normal" papers either 
to Michael Grewing in Tiibingen or to 
me. Many papers submitted as Letters 
end up as normal papers when they are 
not considered as very urgent (then 
Stuart forwards the complete file to me); 
the reverse is rare. There are also ex- 
changes between the Supp[em%nts and 
the Main Journal. The Geman authors 
tend to send their papers to Michael and 
the French ones to me but there are 
many exceptions. At present the ba- 
lance between the normal papers re- 
ceived on both sides is roughly even. 

Then the job starts. ) first eliminate at 
once the obvious "crackpot papers" 
mostly dealing with gravitation, cosmol- 
ogy and cosmogony. They are surpris- 
ingly rare (apparently there are not so 
many misunderstood geniuses in as- 
tronomy): the story ends up with a kind 
letter to the author. The most delicate 
part is the choice of the referee. We 
usually use only one referee, but two for 
the Letters. In rare cases, I referee the 
paper myself if I feel competent. An 
ideal referee should be competent, fast, 
honest, willing to help the author rather 
than to crush him, kind but firm. These 
qualities must be less rare than one 
would think as my computerized referee 
file contains as many as 1800 names 
(over some 7000 active astronomers in 
the world). Of course some referees are 
better than others and I keep in the 
computer my confidential evaluation of 
the work everyone is doing (yes, many 
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of you have police records in may 
office!). Choosing the referee is a very 
subjective affair requiring experience 
and knowledge of the community. For- 
tunately astronomers seem to behave 
better with each other than e.g. biolo- 
gists, probably because there is less 
money involved behind their science! 1 
would not dare to say that there are no 
"chapels" in astronomy but most often 
the problems are kept within the limits of 
courtesy. 

The most difficult thing with the re- 
ferees is to obtain their answer! We have 
an automatic reminder system to send 
them telexes, faxes or phone calls at 
regular intervals but this is not always 
efficient. If after some time we consider 
that the answer will not come I look for 
another referee, putting some pressure 
on him (or her) to obtain a fast reaction. 
Sometimes his or her comments come 
together with those of the first referee! 
The worst case (fortunately rather rare) 
is that of some referees who write on the 
acknowledgement card they are 
supposed to send on receipt of the 
manuscript that they are very interested 
and willing to referee, but then don't do 
anything. Understandably, I hesitate in 
such cases to contact another referee 
as early as in other cases and this 
means more time lost for the author. I 
hope that the readers of the present 
paper will sympathize with my difficul- 
ties although it is not at all pleasant to be 
a victim of those extra delays. 

The comments of the referees come 
in an astonishing variety, from those 
who produce extremely detailed reports 
and even correct entirely the language 
of the paper, to those who say only "OK, 
this should be published" (or rejected) or 
only remark that a paper of theirs should 
be cited by the author! I have not been 
able to discover a rule for this behaviour: 
there are very busy people with heavy 
responsibilities who take their job quite 
seriously and are very helpful, while 
others do very little. The younger re- 
ferees are doing somewhat better than 
the older, although they may be unex- 
perienced. Surprisingly at least 3/4 of 
the referees allow the Editors to com- 
municate their name to the authors, 
even if their report is rather harsh. 

Anyway, the referees give only advice 
and recommendations: the Editors are 
taking the decision and do not 
necessarily follow the referee. We may 
cat1 for another referee if we think that 
this is useful, etc. Sometimes the referee 
may ask to see the paper several times 
when this does not really seem 



necessary: then we don't comply, espe- 
cially If we suspect that this rnlght be a 
way of delaylng the publlcation of the 
paper (such cases do exist but are fartu- 
nately quite we). In general the system 
works well and mults In s u m a l l y  
improved papem. The rejection rate Is 
only about 11 per cent (not including the 
papers rejected tnwally but eventually 
accepted after major changes). Thls may 
seem small in cumparison to physics, 
chemistry or biology journals where the 
rejection rate oscillates between 30 and 
50 per cent or more, but I must stms 
that the other major astronomy journals 
do have rejection rates similar to ours. I 
belleve that journals in other d[sciplines 
may use different principles: they often 
seem to accept the paper or reject It at 
once, and In the latter case the authors 
submit it essentially unchanged to 
another journal until it ts eventually pub- 
Ilshed.Thls is posible becaw there are 
many journals in those fields whlle we 
have only a few, but at the end the paper 
is not much i m p r d  while we sumead 
in having many of our papers made sub- 
stantlalty better. 

I must confess that I do not actually 
read all the papers. This would be phys- 
ically Impossible (the job takes already at 
least 1/3 of my time). In many cases a 
cursory look through the paper whgn 
reading the referee's report seems suffi- 
dent. But thereare c- where I have to 
spend many hours on a single paper. I 
have even written a few myself to a 
large mtent when 1 saw that them was 
something good h the sclence but that 
the author was unable to express it prop- 
erly. Not unexpectedly, thls Is often the 
case with papws from Eastern countrfes, 
parttcularly Chlna, due to language 
difflcultles; I even wonder sometimes if 
some authors don't have a different way 
of thlnklngl This does not make me at 
ease as I strongly believe that there 
cannot k several klnds of scientific 
logics. In such cases there may be sever- 
al Iterations before coming to a publish- 
able paper. If the paper is understand- 
able but written h poor English, I simply 
send R for rewriting to a native Engllsh- 
speaking astronomer. I must say that 
slnce the birth of Astronomy and As- 
trophysics 22 years ago aswonomem 
from Western and even Eastern Europe 
have made considerable progress in 
writing English; If not always completely 
correct (in particular lhe mult is often a 
mlfium of Engllsh and American), the 
language Is mast often quite under- 
standable. Of course purists would llke 
to see only papem In superb English (or 
American? whlch to choose?) but we do 
not have the means to achieve such a 
result, especially as the rewriter must 
newmadly be a cultivated astronomer. 

At the end of the process, every 

manuscript accepted by one of the 
Editors is seen by the other m e  for a 
check (he has a complete copy of the 
file): there are a few cases where we 
have discovered a problem at thls late 
w e .  Alm, the advbe of the other 
Edltor Is very welcome In marginal cases 
where R is better to have the responsi- 
bility shared! Then all manuscripts (ex- 
cept W e  of the Lettern which are 
made camera-ready by the author) end 
up In our office in Meudon where they 
are prepared for sdltion by my two sec- 
rehdes, Bemade Perche and Moni- 
que Rougeot, and then sent either to 
Springer-Verlag In Heldelberg for the 
Man Journal or to k Editions de Phy- 
slque near Pads for the Supplements. I 
take the opportunity to express my ap- 
preciatlon of h e  excellent work of the 
two secretaries, who not only make the 
Anal preparatton of the manuscripts but 
follow them at all stages whlle receiving 
the complalrds or questions of the au- 
t h m  and sometlrnes of th% referees, 
typing and sending Innumerable letters 
and temlndm and alao adapting to the 
somewhat Irregular schedule and 
changfng mood of their Editor or of his 
occasional substltutel There are also a 
competent secretary In TLibhgen and a 
half-time one In Gronlngen, who are not 
sitting idle elUlerl 

Those authors who use the Springer- 
Vetlag TEX or LATEX macros to prepare 
thdr manuscripts are well aware of the 
corresponding advantages: their papers 
wlll look exactly like the manusctipt (but 
proof-reading is still in order to check if 
the flgures are put at the proper place 
and in general if there has not bmn a 
problem in the layout), but also they 
beneflt from a substantlal reduction in 
the publlcation delay (say 3-4 months 
after acceptance instead of 0-7 months 
for normal papers). Also this alleviates 
the burden of our secretarlss and allows 
costs savlngs for publication, resulting 
in mare pages publlshed at the same 
cost for the subscrltwrs. This Is cerEalnly 
the solutlon for the future and we are 
glad to see the fraction of such papers 
Increasing (It reaches presently about 
15 per cent of the total). The authors 
should also be aware of the Reswrch 
Note formula. Research Notes are short 
papers which elther contaln results 
whose publication Is not sufficiently ur- 
gent to justiiy a Letter, or short follow-up 
of previously publlshed pspers. They 
are used by Springer-YerIag to com- 
plete the Issues whlch for technical 
reasons must have a number of pages 
multiple of 8. Thus Research Notee may 
- or may not - benefit from a reduction 
In publication delay. 

To end, I would like to offer a few 
reflections concemlng Use future. The 
size of all astronomical journals is in- 

creasing continuously, not h u s e  the 
number of astronomers Is lncreaslng (tt 
has been qulte steady on the average 
during the last years) but because they 
have avallable more and faster observ- 
ing means and computers, hence an 
lncre- productlvlty. Will the conven- 
tional way of publishing the results on 
paper remain appropriate? There have 
been many suggestions for alternatives. 
Microfiches is one that we use for big 
data sets In the Supplement Series. 
Data too big to be published an paper 
can also be stored at the Centre de 
Donnks Stellaires of Strasbourg, whlch 
dlstdbute them on magnetb tape on 
request. But this Is not appropriate for 
the nomsal papers. Editing all papers on 
mlcrdches Is an Interrrstlng possibility 
for saving storage space (the Astrophy- 
sical Journal Indeed has an edltton on 
microfiches). However, whPe this can be 
useful for long-term archiving, it is not 
very practical to mad microfiches of the 
papers just pubHsfied: you need to have 
the mbroflche reader at hand, and pa- 
per reproductions of microfiches are ex- 
pensive and often not of high quality, 
~pecially for the half-tones. Moreover, 
the authors like to see their production 
printed on paper, and thls Is a 
psychological fact one cannot tidy ig- 
norel For the same reawons, we are still 
a long way from a computerized journal. 
It is clear that pappapers can already be 
memorlred in computers and can he 
made accessible to Me community 
through computer networks. However, a 
general use of this system would mean 
a substantially Increased charge on both 
the computer and the network, would 
require a graphic display for the figures 
(and what about half-tones?) whl te 
access and even reading is not golng to 
be as fast and as convenient as for a 
printed Issue. Momover, even If you 
have a graphic terminal at home you will 
stlll not be able to read your favoutite 
journal in the traln or In the plane! Final- 
ly, thls solution would be very unfair to 
countries and indtviduals whose access 
to a worldwlds computer network is stltl 
HmM or imposslbla For dl these 
reasons, I believe that there are still 
m y  good days for the conventional 
way of printing and dlstrlbutlng paper 
journals. I tend to belteve that the sub- 
stitute (whlch will no doubt come even- 
tually) will be a dense individual support 
ltke an optical disk distdbuted by mall, 
that will be read on unexpensive port- 
able lap computers wRh hlgh-qualhy 
displays, of the size of a present paper 
issue. Perhaps such devices already ex- 
ist or will be soon available. If this is the 
case, we have to contemplate seriously 
the substkutlon of the combersome pa- 
pr]oumals by such devim. Will this be 
Wore I retlre? 



Dramatic Eruption on Comet Halley 
This photo shows the enormous out- 

burst of Comet Halley, as observed by 
ESO astronomers Olivier Hainaut and I 
Alaln Smette wlth the Danish 1.54-m 
telescope at La Sllla on February 
12-14, 1991. At this moment the cornet I 
was abut 14.3 A.U. (2140 million km) 
from the Sun and 13.4 (2002 million km) 
from the Earth. The image is a combina- I 
tion of eight Indlviduat CCD Johnson-V 
exposures wlth a total exposure time of 
just over 7 hours. 
Comet Halley's nucleus Is completely 

hidden within a diffuse dust cloud (the I 
"coma") that is seen as a bright light 
point at the centre; the magnitude is 
V - 21.5. From here, dust is dispersed 
into surrounding space; the parabolic 
shape of the faint, outer contour and the I 
arc-like structure are thought to result 
from the complex motions of the indl- 
vidual dust particles. The central part of 
the dust cloud measures more than 30 I 
arcseconds (300,000 km projected) 
across, but faint contours can be 
followed much further out. The total 
brightness of the cloud is about 19, or 
about 300 times brighter than the pre- 
dlcted magnitude of the nucleus alone, 
about 25.3. No outburst of a comet has 

tance from the Sun. 

I I 
ever been observed at such a large dis- - 700,000 x 700,000 km at the distance projected direction to the Sun Is 15" 

of Halley. The telescope was set to West of South. To produce this photo, 
North is up and East is to the left; 1 follow the cornet's motion (directed at the frames were lndivldually cleaned 

pixel = 0.484 arcsecond; field site: 153 72' West of North) and several star with the ESO IHAP image p r o c w i n g  
x 153 pixels, 1.e. 71 x 71 arcseconds or trails crossed the image of Halley. The system. The editor 

Visiting Astronomers 
(April 1 -October I, 1991) 

Observing time has now been allocated for 
Period 47 (Aprll 1 -October 1,1991). fhe de- 
mand for telescope tlme was again much 
greater than the tlme actually avallable. 

The following llst gtves the names of the 
vlsltlng astronomers, by telescope and In 
chronological order. The complete llst, wlth 
dates, equipment and pmgrarnme tittes, Is 
avallable from ESO, Garchlng. 

3.6-m Telescope 

Aprll: van der HuchmhbMrlHlams, Cour- 
volsler/BouchetlRo~n, Damlger/BoucheW 
GouM~LucyFranssoR/MaualVDeIIa Valle, 
Grenier/bgelman/Gaulffes, Goulffes/C)gel- 
manlAugustdjn, Reimers et al. (2-009-45K), 
ReimedKoester, Prleto/Benvenuti, Chlnca- 
rlnWBunonWMollnarl, Turatto et al. (4-004- 
45K), DanzigerlsoucheVGoulffesl~cy/ 
Fransson, Mazall/Della Valle, Hutsembkerd 
van Dmm. 

May: Mal betlBettoutlMdRigautlMerktel 
Lagrange-Henrl, Miley st al. (2-001-43K), van 
DramMutsem6kers. GlraucVMelnlcklSteppd 
Gopal-Krlshna, Turatto et at. (4-004-4510, 
Oanziger/BouchetGouIWLucy/F~~n~~od 

MazzalNOeHa Valle, MathyslMaeder, Barbuy/ 
SilWFranpls, Baaddhne, Hensberge et al. 
(5-005-45K). 

June: GmttonlSneden, AndreaelDrechsel, 
dl Serego AllghlerVFosbury/Sehl6telburg, 
Mlrabe1RuWDottodl Schmid/Schlld. Gaylte 
BertrelLef~vr~per/Perrler. Richichr/UsVDI 
Glacorno, Vladllo/Centurlon. 

July: Vldal-MadjarIFerletfGry, FerlWidal- 
MadjadDennef~ld, RendnVGregglo/Bmga- 
glia. Pennln#Augusteljn/van der KIIdKuul- 
kers, Chambers/van BreugeVDey, 
Tsvetanov/Fosbury/Tadhunter, Tsvetanw/ 
WllsontFosbury, Hablng et al. (5-007-45K). 

August: Melsen helrnerNagner, Turatto et 
al. (4-004-45K), Danzlger/BoucheWGoulff& 
tucylFransson/MaualUDella Valle, Mac- 
chettoISp&s, VbronlHawklns, Danziger/ 
BoucheWGoulff&Lucy/Fmn890fi/M~~~lV 
Della Valle, Cetty-VBronNdmn, Webb/Shav- 
er/CamwelI, WestertundlPmers80nEdvard- 
ssw, Danzlger/BoucheVGou~~s/Lucy/ 
Fransson/Msuali/Della Valle. 

September: Vettolani et d. (I -01 9-47Q 
Borral~nvico/Cristimi/L~~~~qu&h~wr, 
HammerlPetrosianRe Fevrelhgonin, Turato 
et al. (4-004-45K), Danrlger/Bouchetl 

Goulffe%/Lucy/FranssonlM~alt/Della Valle, 
HedFwbury/Barthel, Goulffees/~elman/Au- 
gusteljn, Danzlger/Bouchet. GouMeslLucyl 
FranssonlManalllOella Valle, Hablng et al. 
(7-008-474. 

4m-lI: Tammann el al. (1 -022-47K), Danzlg- 
sr/Bouchet/Gouiffes/Lucy/FranssonlMazza1V 
Della Valle, BergvaHRBnnback, OttolanV 
Rosino/Renzlnl, TarenghVD'OdorloolWamp- 
l~~NoshlVPetmon/SlIk, Zlnnecker/MelnlcW 
MoneU, RejpurtWlnnecker, Moorwwdl 
Oliva. 

May: Ollva/Morwood, DanzlgerMloor- 
woodOllva, Dmziger#oucheVGouI~es/ 
Lucy/Frans~lnlMaualVDsila Valle, Denmar/ 
Shaw/Dahlem, Tarnman at al. (1 -022-47K), 
Danzige~/Bouchetl(jioulff~slLueyFranssonl 
MmlYDella Valle, Blgnarnl et al. (6-002- 
45K), Tammann et al. (1-022-47K), Bandleral 
Della Valle, Bender et al. (1-004-4339, 
Tammann at al. (1 -022-47K), BandledDella 
Valle, Dejonghaeillnger, Schbnbemw/ 
NaplwotzkVJordan, Tmmann et al. (1 -022- 
47K), Bandlera/Oella Valle, S p h  FJRebolo/ 
MolarolNlssenlSplte M., KoornneeWlsrael. 



Jwre: Kownne&lsraet, WStanghelllnV 
bnzlni, -1, BwmmoFust PeccVCorsV 
Richer/Fahmn, Tammann et d. 0-022- 
47w, B e m l a l S e r t l n / 8 u ~ g e r m  
jonghEdSagllMkrMiaveIIVd8 Zeeuw/ 
fellinw, T m m n  et al. (1-022-4719, Rleht- 
t e r A V a g ~ / H g l ~ o ,  T m n n  et al. 
(1 422-47 M, H a e f n e r / S i ~ M e r ~  
Fledk, QtasdMoomaodlhlond. 

July: 8ehwerr/Sahal, F~~~ 
laro, MurphyNwbunVRuttdvan Paradljsl 
~ ~ ~ r / C a l I a n a d C h ~ ,  Bor- 
kowskVTsvetanwRtarrlngh, Surdej et al. 
(24oa-43K), A u r i ~ h W K O c t l - m -  
mwrd. 

A W  MBylBnlDjwwwWShaverMceir, 
Qldbn@dBwdCrMmiTTmvmet, Mellier/ 
F~WSoudWlb, Fart et 4. (1-015-45w 
M o e t l m I ~ ,  CapacclolV 
CaorrlLomlcht0r, cappilaro/CapBwMolV 
HeBdlFerrarIo, B m r M e d e m n .  

Ssrptevnbw TarenghVb'WoricO/wmpler/ 
YmhllPWmm&lik, Wampler et al. (2-010- 
4SQ. - e m  et al. (141243~, Surd@] 
et al, 440&43@, Smette/Su&yShaver, 
C h r W m d & m m e r - ~ n ~ ,  
~ ~ o W R ~ r n u t s  
Moh/CastallVBonlfdo, B o W J o l y /  
MoorwoodOlhrMevd, OendgerCBouclW 
O o u ~ F ~ ~ ~  Valle, 
~ m a r m / D r u l d g w / G o u t f f d ~ u l g u ~  
W b  I Boucbet, hmigw I Bwchetl 
GwJ-IFrmsordMdWla Vdle, 
De lapparant et al. (~-0OS4K). 

AprN: BlornmaerEIHabln~n der Vsen, In- 
f a n ~ d n t e ~ J T e r l e u I o l u U h a v / L ~ n -  
dan-Bell, hrdej at-81. (2"0034rg, &CCY 
FulchlgnonWlari~ AngeUslFo~urchV 
DottwRatundVOl Mattino, Barblerl et a. 
(24074K), Turatto et al. (4401146Q 
ZalI lnger~rrl leWSaglia, MPI TIME. 

MY: MPI TIME 

Jumc owmIodPrlgcg, ZellIrlger/BertoW 
0-4 f3anweYMohlgnwrrnM 
AngelWaiyW8urch~otundUDi Mar- 
tlno, RleMler/Kalumy, HablngEp&e!d 
Bbmmamhn LangeveldeRe BertwWinn- 
brgLIndqvlstrven der Veen, Oladhor -  
~ o ~ w a n / M o n e t l .  

July: H H a M n ~ h v B t o m m & a n  
bnpetdwLe ~ n i l e r g R i n d q v W  
van der Veen, BanrccVFulchignonWWe 
A n g e l l ~ ~ d V O l  Mar- 
tho, Surdej et al. (2-0[W-43M, T o s W d V  
Greggldhaamni, -la et a1, (1 -1308-43M, 
SoselKinkel. De J W a n  dar Mlt. 

Augusk Oe Jon- der hit, O M r -  
n a r d r a e ~ d N ~ ,  BamVFJchl- 
QrnVHenJslDa Angslw- 
RotundVDl Martlno, In fmtarMeln lcW/ 
T ~ c h l ~ / L y n d e n - M l ,  Surdej et al. (2- 
wf0, Bender eO EA (1-004-4310, T u r n  
Bt aL (4-#4-45Q, BarblerI et al. (e-007-4W, 
MPI TIME. 

MPI TIME RobeWDrlmd 
Lsttherer/NaWB&mutz, Mirabehgagd 
-ky, wing at A. 17-008-470 

VACANCIES ON LA SlLLA 
STAFF ASTRONOMER 

A of staff astronomer wlll become avallable on La SHla in Wm mcmd Mf d 
1091. mls Is open b experlmcrsd astronomen with a Ph.D. degtw or 
quhralmt and s m l  years of post-doctoml experience In the area of h l ~ h  dtspealon 
- m y *  
lha suwwful applhnt will be In charge of the hlgh d l s W w r  spectroarephs on La 

Silla Thk lnoludes - lntroduetng visitm to the use of the insbumenCatlon, - WIiq and updating User's manuals, 
- wuW Wlng the performance of the equipment, and - Immcting wlth the teehnlcal people mgdtng modiftcatlons and updates of the 

instrumentattan. As members dthe AstrwKImy Support Department on Ls Silk stdl 
astronwners are required b spend et Iearrt 50 % of their Ume on support actlvittes 
and the remainder wndudlng orlglnal m h ,  
Staff posts am tenure t m k  pdtims, Mmnally offed for an Inltltld period of 3 years 

thBt may be re- far a second period of 3 yews. Tenure may be granted during the 
wed term of the staff contract. 

The swxessful spplimt wit1 havs an excellent oppoatunlty of partlclptlftg in me 
commlaslonbq phases of the VLT. 

Applications should be submbd to ESO Personnel AdmlnIstratlon and Gmeral 
Sewices at ESO-Garchlng b&m 91 May 1991. 

FELLOWSHIPS 
TWO ~ s t - m a l  #toup.shlps we QWered on La Sllla W n g  dwhrg tRe half 

of 1 W . These posttbns am opened to young aetronomers wlth an Wmt in Optlcal w 
Infrared observatrd work. The ESO fehwshlps we gmntad for a perlod of one year, 
nwmalty renewed for a m n d  and exceptbdly for a thlrd year. 

Succmfut appllcanta will be required ta spend 60 % of hidher time dolng suppod 
a ~ a n d 5 0 % d t h e t I m e o n r ~ h .  

Applicants nwmally shwtd have a doctomb awarded in recmt yam.  Appllcaklans 
should be submitted to ESO not latar than 15 May l s l .  Applicants wlll be notlfld by 
July 1 Wt . The Em Fellowship AppllWon Fern shwld be d and be ac~ompanled 
by a lM of publicetbm. In asldltlon, thrw M a r s  of recommendation slrwld be 
obtained from p e m s  familiar with the wientifte work of the applicant. Theae letterti 
should reed? ESO not later than I 5  Yay 1gSL 

The M m m m y  Support Dap&nent on b Silk is corn- of about 20 &mom- 
era Includhg staff, fellows, and studem. The reeraarch Mafeats d the m m b m  d the 
sfaff hdude low rnarvs atw formatlon, formatbn and evolution of rnamlve Mars and 
starburs@ pst-AGB e4elk wolevolutlon and planetary nebulae, wpm-, actlve 
nuht, high redshlff @axles and galaxy dumrri. Staa mmbm and m l o r  fellow set 
as ca-supewbrs fcK studants of Eu- unIv&Mrn that spnd up to 2 years on La 
Sllta worWng towat& a doctard dlssertatlon, 

EnqulrBes, wu8sts far appllEatron forms and epplicettons W i d  be addressed to: 
European Southern Dbsmatory 
Feimrp Pmgramme 
Kart-Schwarzschlld-Strak 2 
0-84346 QARCHING b. MUnchen 
hmrsny 

Cou~r/aPucheWBlecha, PageV 
T e r l e v l c h t D I ~ t ~ m u n d s ,  Wbleri et 
a. (2907-43Q. J m r g a n ~ m u ~ n /  
F m  C a O n J 7 .  

May: Krautt~rlSchrntWWdHennlng, 
~ I K m w R a r h ~ ,  BMonVbtoW 
Burron. Paturd et A. (1-01745M, Hensberge 
et al. (64054K). UantegazdFm. 

J u m  -mr, A n d m h -  
sel, GoudfrwlJlde dongVJ--- 
gaard-Ni*Wansenhrrur de Ho& Coup 
vohlei'/BoucheVBkba, Ackw/CuUnl~/ 
~ppdStmhaWerzan,  P o w a n -  
chadoMarcle-hhBahu KC., Th&/de Wlnt- 
sd Blbo, Slneehopaub. 

July: S~ehopwbs,  LomaDmhsel/ 
Maw, ~ p a ; z m l P n r g n l ~ ~ u ~ n t i c ,  de 

1.4-m CAT 
&dl: Poldvan den H e u ~ ~  

MFaters, T&glirderrVCuti~, G M  
Palldchi iquinl ,  Paaqulnl, QdtonlSne- 
den, WdSahaddSulsklJ. 
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M y :  B m e n u t V P a ~ t o w ~ k I ,  
FmchlnVCwindAlcalgK:h&flmeg- 
raFerlugdStalEo/Pasquhl, Go&, van Dls- 
hoec!dBlack, Gosset, NusabaumerlSchmutrl 
Schtnld, P4ttasch/Sahu KC. 

June: P o w s c M u  KC., PothcWPar- 
thasarathy, SabbadldCappellMuratto/ 
Salvadori, FaragglWC&lll/MoWGer- 
baldl, PdlmlcinVauncan/RandIch/TagII&~, 
PallavlclnVRmdich. 

J u ~  FdrlWIdal-MadJadDer~nefeld, Lag- 
mr@e-HenrVJaschok UJJasctrek C., La- 
grange-HmrVBouvier/(3orndEiertout1 S m -  
bacWCranefDankdSavagel Pogodln, van 
ParadijWerbuntrZwaan/Rvtten/Schrl~r/ 
SchmitWvan KerlcwljWPitea, Nussbaumer/ 
SchrnWSchmld. 

August: PJussbaumer/Schmutr/Schmldj 
BossUQueWScardla, FavaWklortlnol 
Mleela, MondlMdarWIadilo, J o r l m ~ -  
bertrrwnkin, da SilvwVasques. 

Septembc d~ Sl lWques ,  ?oldvan 
den Heuvel/Phra/CotBIWat~m, N w  
baumer/SchmutrlSchmId. 

4-m Photometric T e h o p e  

&'it: van der HuchtTThB/Wllhms, Hron, 
CourvoI~er~uchet/Blecha, TaglWmU 
Cutls~GlwnmVPallavlcinVPqulnl, 
WelsarSchnelder/KuschniS/Ro~l, Le Bedre & 
al. (5-00845lq. 

MY: b Bertre et at. (5-WlH5K), Cour- 
voisler/Bouchetlslech& M MarthdMottolal 
Oonano/Neukum, M Martino/Mottolal 
GonMoffmanrv'Meukm, BaruccVFul- 
chlgnonVHWDe Ange l l emurchV  
Dotto/RotundVDI Martlno, Courvolsier/ 
BouChetlBlecha, Hablng et al. (5-007-45Q. 

June: Hablng el al. (5-007-45)q, CayreV 
h e r ,  Fulehi~nonVBaruecllOe AngellslBur- 
chi/DoWFeMotyWRoqu85, RichichV 
UsWI Glacomo, La Bertre et a1. (5-008-45Q. 

August: AugWIrdvan Paradijs, HatnauV 
~ / P o 9 p l ~ l a k a - S u r d e ~ h i I s / S u r d ~  
We& Habing et al. (5-007-45Kj. PrugnleV 
Rampaao/CombealSulentiwZwnggl. 

50-cm ESQ Photometric Telescope 

June: A 1 3 0 ~ u i l l ~ r n ~ u l C o 1 8 8 ,  
WesWundlFtuk,  thude Winter/Bibo. 

September: PorettllAntonelWMantagaua, 
Lel thew/Orfsaen/Not~obe~hm~.  

GPO 40-crn -graph 

Aprll: KohoutWBWlnhardt. 

June: Semer/hioVDuerbec~svetkov/ 
Tsvetkova, Debehogne/Machada, Caldeira. 
VkIrs/NettmalklDe SanetlsbgerlnrlsV 
M o u m o / P ~ i t e h - ~ & e W J ~ ~ ~ n s h i r # o ~  
czeyWbP=* 

JuM D@behogne/Mach&, CaldelwVIei- 
~WettnlfappaIUDa SanatlsbgekvlsV 
Uoumo/P~ch-Benl8h8WJawnshid 
W ~ z y W L o ~ .  

August: Elst. 

September: Vldal-Madjar et al. 

I .5-m Danish Telescope 

&dl: NordstrllmlAndersen, Jl lrgenm 
RasmusseiVFranx, DanzIgarlBoucheW 
Gouiffes, Lucy/FmnssonlMa~alVDella Valle, 
QulntanalRamlraz, D'Onofllo, h o d  
CapaccloloiF6mrI0, BergvalMback, Or- 
tolanWarbuy/Biea, Mayor et al. (5-003 -#@. 

May: DANISH TIME Duquennoy/Mayor, 
WaeIkwdMayor. 

June: MoffaVPiirola, van der KIldPmnfnxl 
K u u l W m  Parad#$, InfanWMelnlcW 
Lu~eyfletlevIcWlahMynden-Bell, GrebeV 
Rbhtler. W I S H  TIME. 

July: DANISH TIME, MermlllWayor, Ar- 
debrgAIndgrenAunm. 

August: Damlgerl t30uWGoui~ucy/ 
Fransson/MaualVDella Valle, Bwblerl et d. 
(2-007-43@, Llndgren, AaopardVLequeud 
Rsibelmt, Shanks/Fmgi%?etcalfe, DANISH 
TIME, 

September: DANISH TIME Mayor et al. 
(5-001-49K), DanzlgwIBouchetlG.outfW, 
Lucy/Franssow?ddkDeI1a Valle. 

&dk DANISH TIME. 

May: MenniekenWoogtlCovarrublas, Mait- 
Zen, Wne/Cataho/Jenkner, 

June: Mant~~1amF%na, Group for Long 
Term Phatom&y of Variabk. 

July: Sinachopoulos, Group for tong Term 
Photometry of Variables. 

August: FavaWSciortlno/MIcela, Ar- 
@ebergRlndgrenlLundstr&n, Gmp for Long 
Term Photometry of Variables. 

September: Group for Long Term Photom- 
etry of Variables. 

90-cm Dutch Telescope 

April: Rifatt~udetti/MenneHalBu~on/ 
Zeillrsger/CotangdVOUTCH TIME. 

M&y: DUTCH TIME. 

August: F ~ u c c l a r e l l ~ a s s w t e /  
KoornnwfAasK~rRe PooWmlman/Slcllia- 
nollattanrl, Sohuecker/Cunow, DUTCH 
TlME 

September: DUTCH TlME 

July: Wleleblnskl, Becker, Casoll, Wild, 
Freudling, Huehtmejer, Duprar, van Woer- 
den, Eckart, vsn der Blkk. 

August: F. Combas, Mauefsberger, Fran- 
ceschlnl, Andreanl, Dandger, Henkel, Cas- 
t&, tinnecker, Bmfman, Kdlgel, Pollacco, 
eertout. 

Minor Planet Named after Guido and Oscar Pizarro! 
A mlnor planet In the solar system has 

recently been narnd after two night 
assistants at the ESO La Sllla observa- 
tory as a well-deserved recognition of 
their great efforts to senre astronomers 
in the ESO member countries and be- 
yond. In the January 30, 1991 issue of 
the Mlnor Planet Circulats, the following 
text appears on page 17658: 

"(4609) P h r o  = 1988 CT3 
Discovered 1988 Feb. 13 by E.W. Elst at 
the European Southern Observatory. 

Named in honour of Guldo and Oscar 
Pizarro, who operate the ESO I-m 
Schmidt telescope and who exposed 
the plates on which this mlnor planet 
was discovered. For almost 20 years the 
two brothers have been renowned for 

thet patient and effective work with the 
telescope, They took the plates for the 
two ESO sky surveys and have taken 
several thousand plates for general pro- 
grammes, including many specifically 
for the detection and follow-up of com- 
ets and minor planets. Cltation prepared 
by H.-E. Schuster at the request of the 
discoverer." 



Mlnor planet 'PIzm" movss in an about 5 1/8 years. Once Ule orbit had h n  measured earlier; a single obser- 
eltlptical orbit with a mean distance of been established by means of the ob- vation was made already in 1969 at the 
465 rnlllion kllometres, Le. between servetlons In 1988, It turned out that Crlmean Observatory. "Piram* mea- 
Mars and Jupiter. One revotutlon takes Images of this minor planet had slso sums about 10 kilometres across. 

ESO'S EARLY HISTORY, 1953-1 975 
X. The Schmidt Telescope: Design, Construction, the ESO-SRC Agreement and the Onset 
of Suwey Projects* 

A. BiAA U W, Kapteyn Laboratory, Groningen, the Netherlands 
"Ehube mir die Anfrage, ob obhr viellelcht fiir SpiegeIteIeskope in teressiren, ich -- -[mClchte] ma1 sehen, was slch mit 
einm Spiegel fotograflren Iiisrt, - - -" 
From a letter of Bemhard Schmidt to Karl Schwatzschild of May 29,1904 as quoted in Abhandlungen Hamburger 
Stemwarte Band X, Heft 2, p. 50. 

As the last, but by no means the least, 
d the instruments of ESO's Initial pro- 
gramme we turn to the Schmidt tele- 
scope. We review its history up to the 
tlme in the early 1970's when R began 
fulfllllng its great missbn: providing the 
astro~~)rnlcal community with the south- 
ern complement to the Palomar Sky At- 
las. But first, a glance at Its pre-history is 
In order. 

Bemhard Schmidt 
and Early Developments 
at Hamburg Obsewatory 

From the beginning, the planning of 
the Schmidt telescope was, bsside the 
involvement of the Instrumentation 
Committee, very much a concern of 
ESO's Director Otto Heckmann himself. 
In the early 1950's, the Hamburg Obser- 
vatory had obtained a Schmldt telesa- 
pe In the acqulsitbn of which Heckmann 
had been deeply involved. The obsewa- 
tory had special affinity to this type of 
telescope because it was here that 
Bemhard Schmldt's invention had been 
applied first, and thereupon It: had dm- 
ply affected observational astronomy. 
Let me, therefom, spend a few lines on 
these eariy developments [I]. 

At the commemoration of Schmidt's 
hundredth anniversary in 1979, the Pre- 
ddent of the University of Hamburg In 
his openlng address related that in 1904 
Bemhard Schmldt approached the fa- 
mous astronomer Karl Schwanschlld 
wlth the question whether hls work In 
optlcs might be of interest for Potsdam 
Observatory and that he much Im- 
pressed Schwanschlld - and that fn 
1916 Schmidt contacted the DlMor of 
Hamburg Observatory, R. Schorr 121. 

' Previous mtlcles h this aerles apperared h Uw 
Nos. 54 lo 82. 

Schmidt's ingenuity in optlcs led to con- 
tinued association wlth thls obwrvatoty 
under Schorr's direction and enoour- 
agement, and In 1931 produced the first 
Instrument of the type we now call 
'Schmidt Telescope". In the M@ssqer 
of June 1979, Alfred B&r cornmemo- 
rated Bernhard Schmldt's achievements 
and showed a plcture of the original 
Schmldt telmcope, still at Hamburg Ob- 
servatory. For the benefit of those read- 
ers who are not acquainted with the 
special properties of thls type of tele- 
scope, the accompanying box de- 
scribes its maln optical features, 

Considerable stimulus for Schmidt's 
work also seems to have been due to 
Walter Baade who was a member of the 
staff of Hamburg Observatory from 
1 920 to 1 931. Schmidt died in 1935, and 
when In 1936 Baade was nominated for 
the succession of Sehorr as Dlrector, he 
made It a condition that the Observatory 
should be equipped with a Schmidt tele- 
scope of 80 cm aperture. The Hamburg 
authorities agreed, and notwithstanding 
the fact that Baade ultimately preferred 
to stay at Mt. Wllson Observatory with 
the prospect of utlllzing the more pow- 
erful 120-cm Palomar Schmidt, the 
plans for the Hamburg Schmidt were 
realized [3]. It was to have a focal length 
of 240 cm, and a 120 cm diameter 
spherical primary mirror. In this rsaliza- 
tion Heckmann played a Ieadlng role. 

It Is no surprise, then, that Heckmann 
felt that the acquisition of the ESO 
Schmidt should be vw much a matter 
of his Interest and responsibility. Along 
with the essentially French realization of 
the 1.5-m telescope, the Outch one of 
the I-m telesmpe (both described In 
article IV), and the Danish role In the 
development of the Telescope Project 
Divlslon (described In articles Vlll and 
IX), the Schmldt-telescope project may 

be considered as the early major instru- 
mental contribution from German side. 

Plannlng the ESO Schmidt 
At the meeting which marked ESO's 

beglnnlng, June 21, 1953, Baade sug- 
gested that ESO should acquire a copy 
of the Palomar Schmidt, and thus would 
be able to soon start Its work. The 
Pdomar Schmidt with Its 120 crn aper- 
ture, fully operational since 1949, cer- 
tainly met its designer's high ex-- 
don for wide-field photography. How- 
ever, ESO astronomers wanted more: 
the facillty to obtain objective prism 
spectre, In the 1950'~~ spectral surveys 
played an important role in galactlc re- 
search at many European obsewatodm 
and It was Impottant to extend these to 
fainter stars than had been reached so 
far. 

Thls point was raised for the first time 
by Heckmann at the July 1958 meeting 
of the €SO Committee, and taken up 
agaln when In November 1881 the Com- 
mittee requested the recently created 
Instrumentation Committee to consider 
an alternative design. This differed from 
the Palomar Schmldt malnly in that the 
aperture would be 100 cm - 40 inch - 
Instead of 120 crn, and the d lader  of 
the spherical mirror 160cm instead of 
180 cm, however maintalnlng the focal 
length (305 cm) of the Palomar Schmldt 
and hence its plate scale (approximately 
87" per mm). Reason for this modlflca- 
tion were the reduced size, and hence 
the lower welght, of the objective prlsm 
and therefore a considerable reduction 
of the demand on the sturdiness of the 
telescope tube and lower costs, and an 
important additional consideration was 
the smalter chromatic variation that Is 
left after the comectlng plate's elimina- 
tion of the principal part of the spherical 
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wavelength of h planned eurvey. 
As M'fd plans Is m d ,  the -ic pldbs'm hoed to haw t h e m  rruw@un by phdw them in spedalip designed@* 
holders, a trabwnt that moat of the gthh) pl- survlw, 

-ion, ailawin~ high q M y  objec- 
live prlsm over a wlda wge,of 
wavder@hs 141. fhe Hmbum Sdmddt 
also had b m  provided with an oh)&- 
tlve prism. 

In OcWw 1962 the IC, upon advice 
from various wpm, endorsd the 
prom) and the EC In b meethg later 
that p a r  decfdad accordingly. A dl- 
Vantage m the M u &  && wf the 
uignet#n&frw fldd, only 5% x S:4, 
mmpondtng to the standard p!& &e 
~ f 3 0 ~ $ 0 o r n ,  tWmdafiheB?5x6~5 
of the Palomar SchmIctt (due to the fact 
that the fOCEZ( length was not re&& In 
the m e  ratio as the dimensions of 

.-I-&- --A -,--A ---I -- wrmwng pimu a m  rntmrj, ana ma 
msequent increrase of the number of 
p W s  required for wvering the slcy in 
ifw Wwey p r o g m ~ ,  However, this 
was e t c m .  TMg dwkdion from tb 
sptaclflcatron d fie Sdhmtdt.ln the EgO 
Convention was oonflmwd at the fir& 
mWng of &und In Febnraty 1964. 

Machanlcal E~gineer 
and Matihcturer 

The Hamburg Schmidt had pwf& 
saZldactorily since Its ddicdm In the 
year 4 W ,  and se, It was n a m l  &r 

HackmmntopmpmatotheICtoput 
the reallmtbn of the mechanbl of 
the ESO Wmldt In the hands of thm 
who had b m  mpodblefwtheHam- 
burg tel-pe: the Brm 05 J-tehnralch 
and Harbeck (Isreoisbn steel oome 
lions) at Hambua - Ire-rth d m  
by H&H - in G O U ~ ~ I O R  wlth the m e  
chan1cal mgineer W, Strewinsi. Stre- 
wlnsld had b m  d employee of H&H, 
but,afWthe wmpledon of the Hambum 
Schmidt mdted his own, fndependent, 
engfnwdng burnu. 
On the other hand, aa M b d  In 

&icle N, the ESO QommM& that In the 
d y  days m m g d  the a*, prefer- 
--A L- ---At-- -A! -- ---.t.---.J-- *-..- rwu me ~ m u o n  VT WJ W~JI IUUTI I I~  yr v u l ~  
to bs char@ with the comprehensive 
task of dwfophg dl maj& instnunen- 
hh, including ma 3,641 and the 
86hmi& %baoopas. A prelhrlPimg 
qmnt for a @lnt wtm of thi8 
nature m reached wtth the engbam 
b i n s k l  and Hosghoudt In November 
1981 M and contracts w m  s i ~ n d  by 
them In August and September I=, 
q d v e l y  [q, To h t  extent these 
oovered m m  then jW lha SchmM te- 
tescope b nd dear,, but in any case the 
arrmgement did not wbk out sat-.- 
totIly. In August 1963. there gill was a 

prosped for Joint d M  fn the b b n  of 
the SCIIIIII~~ m, M m F ~ W  IW JI 
the €50 Dimetorate had at Its dlsposd 
w m  some pmllminary studies by 
~ m k l ,  H~~ghoUdl m988 I ~ d v e -  
me* In the l-m b1erscopa was de- 
&&d in wtlcb IV) had bwom heavily 
I n d w d  in the Bendux Gross htenna 
Projm, a - not redid - pmwrspr- 
p m p W  fbr the Westetbark .SyntlwW 
R d b  Tetescq?sJ> 

Heckmolnn thm dedded to 
5wm the joint proposMon, and by the 
middle of 1964 prop- to IC and 
Cnundl W pmcW fot-the Schmidt ex- 
dusiveljr #* t h l  [@]. Council 
r r u c l c t  *Uk**mrh dm*&.rlkr aa U w-, ~IUIUWII ~wruurcu~uy, uu rr 

1o~es;aw delays In view of Smwlnski's 
shn- Involvement In the work 
on the 3.m tslqsmpe. In Juw 1Wn 
Hmttmn infwmed Council that a draft 
conW with Slrmlnski had been 
dmwh up. Om of hh fl rst Mke was the 
dmign of the mimr cell, the mlrror b l f  
m m i q  OompMhn, tn 1967, at Zdw- 
om-. 

Some Dmign Features 
Cnntmy to what has been d m  far 

the ~ l w  €SO tdewpes, no m- 



pwnsive description of the design has 
been published for the Schmldt. A brlef 
description by Heckmnn occurs in the 
report on the 1972 Conference on 
Schmidt telescopes [a], Speciflcatlons 
also occur in R. West's article an the 
Sky Survey p r o j ~ t  fn ESO Bulletin No. 
10 of May 1974, and later mod~c~tions 
have been described by A. 8. Muller, see 
Note [t6j. Quite Instructive are also the 
proceedings of the IC rneetlngs over the 
years from 1862 on. Some of the matn 
features of the telescope are described 
In the following paragraph. 

As in the case of the Hambug 
Schmidt, a fork mounting has been 
chosen, and the weights of all movable 
parts (tube plus polar axis) are dtstri- 
buted In such a way that their centre of 
gravity coincides with the centre of the 
sphere which also defines the sutface of 
the oil padsdong whlch the upper bar- 
ing slides during its motion when the 
telescope is set on, or follows, a star. As 
one of the advantages to h i e  construc- 
tion, it allows smooth adjustment of the 
polar wls. The mirror is supported In Its 
cell in such a manner that it allows main- 
taining exact focussing - so essential 
for Schmidt photography - by means of 
lnvar rods, free of thermal expansion, 
whlch keep the plate holder at constant 
dbtanca from the mirror. Stiffness of the 
telescope tube Is achieved by a double- 
wall construction, and an outer layer of 
thermal Insulation helps avoidlng rapid 
temperature changes of the Interior. 

A Daring Design, 
Not Realized 

In the a r t y  1960's, as an alternative to 
oapying the deslgn of the Hamburg 
Schmldt, Strewinski suggested for fur- 
ther study a rather unorthodox one, re- 
ferred to as the "spherical model". It 
went a step farther in that not only the 
surface of the upper bearlng that is in 
contact with the pads of the mountlng is 
spherically shaped, but this spherical 
section Is extended m as to become an 
J m m  complete sphere to whlch tlw 
telescope tube is directly flxed. 

Fork prongs and decllnatftion axls are 
dispensed with. The axis of the tele- 
scope tube goes through the centre of 
the sphere, whlch is also made the 
centre of gravlty of the sphere together 
with the tube lncludlng its optlcs. There 
is a shorl polar axis with bowl-shaped 
upper end to whlch the sphere can be 
clamped by means of electremagnets 
f l xd  to the bowl. For motlon around the 
direction towards the pole, all damps 
are flxed. For adjustment in declination, 
two of the clamps are switched off, and 
the third one remains clamped but it can 
be displaced along a slide [lo]. The con- 
cept is sketched in a drawing repro- 

fhe Mmburg Schmidt T- two drawlngs by W. StmwlnskI oodurtlng in hls article 
quoted In the text [IB] and showing design faaturn elw edopted for the ESO Schmidt. 

d u d  by Ch. Fehrenbach in hls #cent 
monograph "Des hommes, des tBIe 
scopes, des Btolles" [I 11. 

As advantages of this model, 
Strewinskl pointd out that only a short 
and relatively light polar axis is needed, 
that the spherical mounting is very rigld 
and qulte resistive against earthquakes, 
and that the foundation of the mounting 
would be simple and cheap. Manufac- 
turlng would present no dtfficultles and 
not be expensive. 

The spherical model was discussed 
by the IC in the meetings of March, June 
and September 1984, The majority of Its 
members, although appreclatlve of the 
new concept, was hesitant about apply- 
ing it In the case of the ESO Schrnldt, 
Heckmann was in favour of pursuing the 
Idea, and reported at h e  September 
meeting that also Bruce Rule of Palomar 
Observatory, after a meeting in 
Strewinskl's office, had expressed him- 
self positively. Yet, the Idea was not 
followed up any further, and Strewlnaki 
agreed to follow In hfs deaign essentially 
that of the Hamburg Schmidt. 

same firm the j-m corrector plate, to b 
made of ultwlolet-transparent Schott 
UK-50. The ordem were finallzed right 
after the ratification of the Convention. 
Flguring was done by alas-Ober- 
kochen, where mirror blank and correc- 
tor plate arrived by the middle of 1965 
and early 1986, respectively [I 21. A mis- 
hap occurred when, by unknown cause, 
the blank broke In the d y  figuring 
phase, but it was soon replaced so that 
no delay was caused. In the course of 
1967 both mlrror and corrector plate 
approached thelr flnal shape and would 
m be ready for testlng in the mirror 
cell. Unfortunately, construction of the 
cell and its dated mechanical parts wos 
not yet completed at that time. Provi- 
sional aoceptance took place In Octokr 
1970 upon examination by Ramberg 
and Alfred Behr, expert in optics of 
Gmingen Observatory (who also made 
the palatimeter for the 1 -m telescope). 
Meanwhile, also In 1967, material for the 
flrst, 4" objmlve ptlsm of UBK-7 had 
been ordered from Schott, to be shaped 
by ZetssQberkochen. 

Mechanical Construction 
Following a recommendation of the and First Tests 

IC, the ESO Committee in its meeting of Negotiations with the flnn of Helden- 
F e b w  1 983 declded to order the reich and Harbeck started in the flrst half 
spbricd mlmr with diameter 1.62 m of 1967 and the contract for tbe eon- 
from Schott, Mainz, to be made of low- stru6tIon of the mechanical parts was 
expansion Durm 50 glass, and from the concluded later that year. The minutes 





December 21, 1971. Oil0 I t~ukrrl;?rltl trl lrnrll 
of the Sul~rntrjl tclescupe ~ L I I I I I ~ ~  its Jltst 1 ~ 7 ~ 1  

[IPI iod. 
Pliuluq-,-1pI~ I j y  El-~c ~ ~ : ? L I I I ~ : I :  ~n the< El /PA. 

Stl-ewinski's early worlc on the I-lambulg 
Schrnldl: "Ei~'i,l Jal~r zehr~t spster st:ll?d 
er' rals ~11s selbst~ir?drgt?r lnger?reur 
qegeniibet. Leider hatien ivir' erst ztt 

eit~ori? Zerlpitr~kl, nls seme Atbeiten be- 
I-eits welt forigeschntlen wr!~erl,  klnr er-- 
kan i~ t ,  wrc s t ~ r r  r t ~ ~ d  1nil3trnr1iscl? er I I ?  

dtlt Zwtscl?e~~zerl grwor,det? iw~r-. - - - 
Sehe Ufdrts t. sich r~rrs~rrspt~echen r?(iet 
gar 211 f tage!~, h'illrie lerder rnellrfiich 
~13~11, dnlj wtr vo1 fertige Entsc/~erdt~r?- 
gen gestellt VVLII-dm?, wo wrt gerrle mii- 
bestirnmt hijtte17. So karn es, dafl s,t?dte! 
Sr:/~rwer~~gke~ler~ ~ i ~ f t n r  ~chterl,  kvell 
I I ? ; ? I ? C / ~ ~  Eir~zcll~gtt a t  ge/slrer(:t?, : { I  

liornpliziett gelost worden \ m r .  - - -" 

As  fa^. as the ESO Council is cun- 
cerried, the body where the ultlmnte re- 
spons~bility ~es ted,  we have descr'tbed 
their growing ~mpat~ence in 111-evlous nr-- 
ticles. Looklng back, we may be sur-- 
prised by their leniency: co~if~dcncc rn 
Heckrni~nn's judgement ~~r,evniled. 

The Schmidt Telescope In operetion. 
Upper dght phobgmph: Oscar ~ m ,  who 
together with Guicb H m  was responsible 
for &ng out most of the extensiva and 
delicate programme of obsetwtions for the 
ESO Sky Surveys, guiding the tslescppe dur- 
Ing an exposure. 
Lower right photograph: placlng the 
plateholder In the felesmp. 
From undated slides in the EHPR 



Steps Toward Perfedon 

The first phase was followed by a 
lengthy perlod of finishing touches and 
improvements under the supewislon of 
And& Muller. Well qualified for the job 
by experience In optical instrumentation 
gathered d y  In hls career, as well as 
by hls acquaintance with La Silla, Muller 
embarked upon a series of technical 
Impmvements in colteboration wlth the 
staff on La Silla - particularly with Hans- 
Em1 Schuster - and with the growlng 
expertise of the staff of the TP DivWon, 
of which weclslly the Important con- 
tributions of the englneer Jan van der 
Ven should be mentioned. In 1972 Mul- 
ler stayed for mveral extended periods 
on La Sllla where he collaborated In the 
middle of the year wlth Strewinskl. The 
Long serles of improvements and mod- 
ernizations which followed extended 
over many years, during the time d my 
Directorate and beyond. They wlll not, 
therefore, be recorded here in any de- 
talt; t shall only touch upon some main 
points, as a background for the account 
on the large obsewatlonal projects 
summarlzed below, whlch developed 
parallel to this work. 

Defects in tbe electronic control sys- 
tem as it had k n  delivered before the 
E80 TP Dlviston became involved 
caused a major problem. Eventually, an 
entirely new system was installed, simi- 
lar to the one developed by the TP Divi- 
$Ion for the 1 -m telesOOpe In 1974. Also, 
at the f P Diviston, entlrely new rnechan- 
ical drive systems In right ascension and 
declination were constructed, 

A very imporbnt problm, enmun- 
tered already In the bglnning of the 0th #eckmenn p-8-IN t - 13-5-igm), painted by the artkt H e m  wm Knrmhaar on the 
obsewatlonal work, was that the dif- mcmlon of hrs mIramenr from the General DIrectorafe per h w m b e r  31, 1989. Aftw hls 
fewntial motion between the camem rethment, H e c h m n  mftnued to work for ESO as e consu(tant with particular attention to 
holding the plate holder and the field on the Of Scbmfd t-P. mb m s u m b  w m I d  when flmt 
the sky as seen by the guiding tele- 0 ~ ~ 0 n e ~  St-8 0f the &800P@ had been IWChed /IY the COMM of 7972. The PainuW W M  

scopes, me history of this problem *'Bd by m s  and d m  of Heckmenn. 

goes back to the earliest work wlth 
Schmidt telescopes [15]. It became 
more and more pressing as the required 
exposure times became longer. For the 
ESO Schmldt, a major Improvement refer to a contribution by Muller to the The Sky Atlas Laboratory 
was found by discarding altogether the Bmhard Shrnidt Centennial celebra- 
use of guidlng telescopes attached to tion mentioned before [16] and to a re- In the course of the year 1971, wlth 
the Schmidt tube, and lntrodu~lng an view by R. West "The ESO Sky Surveys" completion of the Schmidt drawing 
offset guidng system that directly ob- In IAU Colloquium No. 78 1171. nwer  and the operational stage in 
s e w s  stars in the field of the Schmidt Flnalty, it is of Interest to know that in slgM, the next step to take was the 
optlcs itself. And, when plates have to 1958 Strewinski published a detailed creation of adequate facilities for pro- 
be taken with exposures of several description of the Hamburg Schmldt, oessing the expecteel pho~raphlc  
hours, as is the case for the Sky Sur- which has much basic design in corn- material. The hlgh optical performance 
veys, perfection even has to be carried mon with the ESO Schmidt This work to whlch the telescope was gradually 
so far that, by means of computer con- ma& him acquainted with the exacting- brought, had to be matched by the mh- 
troI, the variation in the relative positlon ness of astronornem "Die WLrnsche der eat possible perfection in the handllng of 
of the pointlng of the plate centre wlth Astfomnnen h # g I I c h  Gen~uMkeIt und the plates taken with the tde~cope. This 
respect to that of the offset guider, ZuverlMgkeit ihrer lnstmmente sind became espdally significant in con- 
caused by the changing differential re- sehr witgehend. Es b&M erAeblicher nection with the planning of the sky 
fraction In the earth atmosphere, must Anstrengungen dw KonstruMion und &as. 
be eliminated. FeFtrbung - - - urn die gestsIlten F4r- in the early days of the plannlng for 

For a review of further Improvements I derungen zu enWtIen" 11 8). ESO, the use of the Schmidt telescope 



fw producfng sky surveys did not wt 
figure very prominently in m p a r b n  
to, for inmnce, objmthreprism spechl 
work H w w e r ,  by the t h e  the in- 
m m t  b m e  'MI, for use, o m -  
tionsfwtheSky Atbweresem asthe 
~ i m p o r t a n t ~ k f w t b l W y e a r s o f  
opewtlon. The Mas produced by the 
Patmar Schmidt far the northa 8ky 
had proved to be df enmmw Irrlport- 
anwforwswch in manyflelds, as- 
aly for identifying candidate &- to 
be Wffh large telescope& Pro- 
vidlng the ~~ cwntqmt of the 
Palomar Atlas bewm the Most urgent 
task for the ESO Schmidt. 

The whordinmy demand8 the 
photographic, pwcessfnp Wnique has 
t u ~ c a n b l ~ ~ t F l d n e r  
M- th& a $~hmidl phte my m- 
tain swne million or mom stellar Fmaga$ 
mked with h n m  of faint mies and 
dii%m nebulous obi&, each 9f which 
my lbemnaa the object of &patate In- 
v&@tion now or in the W, and that 
npt only dl of t h e  imqges 8houtd be of 
optimal quality, but %hat at the same 
time the plate should not contain any 

thst MgM inWm with he re- 
search. Spurfaus steltar i m m  b e  
to i n e m  pme#ing must be 
M d & ,  and m W  h h ~ m o g ~  
development d the plates, =~~ 

Aocdhgiy, two steps W to be 
Wen: >prouldh~ t h  dwk room in ?he< 
S&rnkst~t&scope building on La SIlla 
WWI up-to-date q ~ i p a P l h  f~ th p- 
&ng ofthe pMes and b r  prints -to b 
made from h, and the creation h 
Europe d an €SO pbtopphlc labora- 
tory hr the wholesale reproductron of 

thw prints vvim tasa of qualily. 
were chalienglt@ task, for nras- 

Wing the requlrd techniques could not 
h keamgd from expdence collected in 
any laboratory, wienk'fic 01: WWd, in 
Europe, p d  mntmcting out to'lndustry 
wwtd ha,w betan too expensive. I? was, 
thepsfm, a most W n a t e  ciraum- 

stance that ESO m l d  profit from the 
h - h o w  gathard by MWI 4- 
leagum involved In the Palomar Sky At- 
las project. Redness tb Lliy share Wr 
epcperrience with ESC) was mpms& at 
m early stags to the author by Rudolph 
Minkowski who s u ~ i s e d  at that tlme 
the Atlas Laboatory at Padenet. 

Left phobgmph 8. PunwuII~ hspects a 30 x 30 m cupy glass plate. The special plate hmes and tanks for mIn$ and wesMng wem of hls 
-m. 
RqeM phdograph: WnIlem Will7 MI& uf the Palomar AMs -my (Hala O ~ ~ ) ,  from wwhrwe ewxiena the ESO Iabmtofy 
bmdtt6d greeUy, looking o w  the shoulders of 6, Dumaulln and R. West. 
Photographs by PHOTO GERN In the WPR 



Consultation within ESO In the middle 
of 1971 led to a proposal to the Council 
mwlng of Nov. 30-Dec. 1 for the es- 
tablishment of a labratory equipped for 
the production of large numbers of 
copies of the Schmidt plates on film or 
on glass. It was a major proposition, 
considering the space required, the per- 
sonnel to be appointed, and the equip- 
ment to be purchased; on the other 
hand, the work to be done was a natural 
follow up on the completion of the tele- 
=ope* 

Council agreed, including Ule decl- 
sion to establish the installation, not at 
the site of the administrative headquar- 
ters In Bergedorf, but on the premises of 
CERN, close to the TP Division which at 
that time had just started its work. For 
his project, again, strong support was 
received from the side of the Directorate 
of CERN that created space in one of its 
buildings adjacent to the TP Dlvision. 

As leader of the project, Rlchard West 
was appointed who since January 1 970 
had been an ESO employee as scientific 
associate to the Dlrector General. As 
one d his first moves, West took up 
contact with the Atlas Laboratory at 
Pasadena and laid the foundation for 
close collaboration with William ("Bill") 
C. Miller who directed this project. Over 
the ye=, Miller's active interest and 
support contributed much to the work of 
the €SO Laboratory. 

The Qubk Blue Survey 

Well within a year after tfie Council 
decision of December 1971, the Atlas 
tabomtory was ready for its first tasks. 
A major project was soon to be under- 
taken: the production of the ESO-B At- 
las for which the first plates were taken 
in April 1973. It has also been referred to 
as the ESO "Quick Blue Atlas", a name 
derived from Its aim to provide the as- 
tronomical community at an early date 
with an overall picture of the southern 
sky. pending the production of the more 
sophisticated ESO-SRC Atlas the origin 
of which will be described below. The 
Quick Blue Atlas was distributed on a 
limited scale (see also below, under 
ESO/SRC Agreement), yet it soon play- 
ed an Important role in many research 
projects. It covered the sky between 
-9V and -20' declination by means 
of 608 fields with exposures of one hour, 
reaching a limitlng blue magnitude of 
about 21.5. 

Much of the successful achievement 
of the Atlas project (it was completed in 
1978) must be attributed to the harmoni- 
ous collaboration b e e n  the staff 
handling the Schmidt observations at La 
Silla including the delicate processi~ 
and making first copies, 1.e. Hans-Emll 
Schuster and the brothers Guido and 

fha Atlas Laborrrtofy's Wt exhiMHon. 
In November 7 973 the Atlas Labomtory organizd an exhIbItlon of its work and of that of the TP 
Diddon In the entrance hall of the Main O M  BulIding of CERN. B e w n  the flrst and the 
second sky photographs from the /eft is a model of fhe 3.6-rn telescope building, cmt8/nlng a 
mode/ of thk f d m p .  

Oscar Pizarro, and the staff of the ESO 
Sky Atlas Laboratory. 

A British Sister 
for the ESO Schmictt 

Whlle ESO worked on the realization 
of its Schmidt project, a aoutham 
Schmidt also formed part of a project for 
two Schrnidts to be acquired by Cerm 
Tololo and Kitt Peak Obsewatoriss 
around the year 1970. (In fact, as early 
as in 1960 a Schmidt for Tololo was 
under consideration (191.) Preliminary 
designs aimed at telescopes with an 
aperture of 1.3 m, a focal length d at 
least 4 m, and fields of 4'4 x 4%. These 
telescopes should, moreover, be con- 
vertible to Cassagrain operation. Design 
considerations were presented by R. 
Buchroeder and B. Lynds at the 1972 
Hamburg Conference referred to below, 
but the project did not materialize. 

However, a sister for the ESO 
Schmidt was born elsewhere. Early 
I971 the ESO Directorate learned about 
plans being developed for a southern 
Schmidt by the British Science Re- 
search Council (SRC) under the leader- 
ship of Vincent R. Reddish, Director of 
the Royal Observatory at Edinburgh. 
Based on a design closely similar to that 
of the Palomar Schmidt, this telescope 
became operational already in Sep- 
temhr 1973 - an outstanding achieve- 
ment when compared to the tedious 
history of construction of the €SO 
Schmidt! A brief description of the SRC 

Schmidt - placed at Siding Spring 
Mountain in Australia where also the 
Anglo-Australian 3.5-m Tetescope is ID- 
cated - was presented by Reddish at 
the Conference on Schmidt Telescopes 
in 1972 mentioned below. 

Obviously, with the prospect of the# 
two powerful Schmidts in the southern 
hemisphere, coordinatton of their pro- 
grammes was in order. The ESO Direc- 
torate therefore approached Dr. Red- 
dish and found him agreeable to joint 
ptanning, and this was soon followed by 
parallel consulWon between the Presi- 
dent of the €SO Council and the Chair- 
man of the SRC. From these first steps, 
a very fruitful collaboration emerged. 

The Hamburg Conference 
on Schmidt Telescopes 

A first result of this collaboration was 
the Conference on The Role of Schmidt 
Telescopes in Astronomy, held at Ham- 
burg Obsewatory on March 21-23, 
1972. This obsewatory joined in the or- 
ganization of the conference, and the 
proceedings were edited by Ulrich Haug 
of Hamburg Observatory [20]. The con- 
ference- surveyed fields of applications 
of large Schmidts, and in particular 
sewed for looking ahead in connection 
with the extensive Sky Suweys to be 
carried out in the coming years. It prof- 
ited much from the participation of as- 
tronomers involved in the work with the 
Palomar Schmidt. On the day following 
the conference, March 24, a session of 



Two of the early photographs taken with the Schmidt telescope. 
Left: The cenltal pad of the cwnstell3tion Orron /t?cludit~g the Ortot~ Neb~lb,  a 20-nlinrttf: exposttt'e taken bv Schirster or? Febnrnty 2. 1972. 
Right: The Carina Nebula. a 45-tninuls i?.upostrr.t? taken by Sch~rster oo Febr,tary 28. 1973. 

specialists discussed In detail the 
specifhations for the surveys. 

The ESO-SRC Agreement 

After the Hamburg Conference, con- 
sultation bmeen ESO and the SRC 
gradually sMped the final agreement 
[21]. A first dmfk was made by Reddish 
In April 1972, and the final text was 
signed In January 1974 by Reddish as 
Project Olflcer of the U.K. 48-Schmidt 
Telescope Unit, and the ESO Director 
General. From ESO side the corre- 
spondence was conducted mostly by 
Richard West, whose task as Head of 
the Sky Atlas m a t o r y  henceforth 
would also embrace this coilaboraUve 
project. The agreement has Wen of far- 
reaching importance far astmrtomical 
research. We shall outline here Its main 
features. For a more detdted account 
r e f e m  Is made to 8. M. West's article 
on the ESOSRC Sky A t k  and related 
Items In ESO Bulletin No. 10 of May 
1974, and to accounts in the ESO Annu- 
al Repats. 

The agreement consisted of four 
parts. The first one defined a p n d  
framework for collaboration "- - - con- 
sidering fhat ESO and SRC have previ- 
ously expmsed their intenst to cooper- 
ate in carrying out southern sky surveys 
and publishing the results, - - - ", The 
second part was an arranprnent "gov- 
emlng the production, plrblicatlon and 
sale of a two-color at& of the sauthwn 
sky*, to be printed on fi Im. The f hird part 
c o n w e d  arrangements "governing 

the production and dkttibution of initial 
[glass] copks of the €30 (RJ and the 
SRC (IIIaJ) sumys". The fourth part 
dealt with "the production and distribu- 
tion of Initial copies of the €SO "8" 
Survey". 

In thls fourth part, principal item was 
the number of copies of the Quick Slue 
Survey to be distributed by ESO among 
ESO cwntrles and a few US obser- 
vatories and by SRC among oQser- 
vatories in the UK (and the prlce to be 
paid for the latter by SRC). 20 glass 
copies and 20 film copies were to be 
made, of whict~ SRC acquired 6 on 
glass and I4 on film. Taking the plates 
for the Qulck Blue Survey had started in 
Apdt 1973. By the end of 1973, 40 
acceptable plates (out of 80 taken) were 
available. We note that the earliest plate 
used for this suwey carries the number 
299 [22]; plates taken previously sewd 
many other purposes. 

The second part specified the most 
substantial component of the collabom- 
tion: the joint production of the two- 
cobur Atlas for whlch the SRC Schmidt 
would provide the ESO Sky Atlas 
Idoratory with the 'blue" plates on 
I I Id emulsion, and the €SO Schmldt the 
"red" plates on 094-04 emulsion. Other 
items of this agreement included market 
exploration, selling prices, the number 
of copies to be made, etc., and the fact 
that the Sky Atlas Laboratory would 
handle the production, distribution and 
sale on a non-profit bash. The Atlas 
referred to hwe, containing 606 fields 
between declinations -20" and -9Wj 

was made on film. 
The third part specified the produc- 

tlon of a small number of copies of the 
Atlas an glass: 6 for SRC and 4 for ESO. 

The ESO-Uppsala 
Faint Galaxies Sunrey 

As a last item In thls early history of 
the Schmidt telescope, I shalt briefly 
dwelt on the birth of the ESGUppssle 
faint galaxles project. When early 1973 
the first Schmidt plates of atlas quality 
became available, astronomers' 
thoughts naturally went to the many re- 
search projects for which t h y  mlgM be 
used. AS mentioned before, a mast im- 
podant field of appliation wwM be the 
study of extragalactic stellar systems. 
Was there a task for the ESO Directorate 
byond just providing the astronomical 
community wlth the Atlas? 

A comparison may be drawn with an 
earfir situation In astronomy whm, in 
the beginning of this century, wholesale 
spectral classification by means of ob- 
jective prism plates became possible. 
Haward Observatory then Initiated the 
systematic cahlqulng of the 
types of all bright stars, resulting in 
Annie Cannon's monumental Henry 
Draper Catalogue. With its more than 
2Q0000 stars It has been a basic refer- 
mce in stellar research since thm. Now, 
with extragalactic research ~ n g  
opened up in the southern sky, 
shouldn't It be a task for ESO to pro- 
mote the provklon of the cummunhy 
wlth a basic catalogue of galaxies, down 



to a well-defined observational limit and 
specifying main characteristics such as 
Hubble type and apparent magnitude? 
Many considerations pointed to an- 
swering w, including the important 
side effect of ensuring uniformity in the 
identification numbers to be used in the 
future. 

Since the task would be far beyond 
what might be done by the ESO staff 
M, collaboration with an astronomical 
Institute, preferably in one of the ESO 
cwntr i e ,  would be the solution and this 
led the ESO Directomte to approach in 
the spring of 1973 the Director of Upp- 
sala Obssrvatury, Eric Holmbrg. Upp- 
sala Obmatwy was one of the few In 
the ESO ant r i es  with an established 
tradition In extragalactic work, including 
work of statistical nature. A major pro- 
ject published in 1973 was P. Nilson's 
Uppsala General Catalogue of Galaxies, 
containing data for nearly 1 3,000 galax- 
ies north of declination -2"30' and 
based on the Palomar Sky Suwey 1231. 
In reply to a formal letter of May 16, 
1973 of the ESO Director General, 
Holmberg expressed his interest in the 
proposition and sketched first outlines 
for the collaboration In a letter of May 
27. Further correspondence and meet- 
ings between €SO and Uppsala staff Id 
to a formal agreement between the two 
institutes of February 8, 1874 g4]. 

In the course of the negotiations, for 
ESO the Head of the Sky Atlas Labora- 
tory, Richard West, became more and 
more involved, and $con took this pr* 
ject, too, under his wings. The agree- 
ment spwlfied, among other items, that 
the Uppsala search was to be made by 
an astronomer at Uppsala Obsmvabw 
on copies of the original plates of the 
Quick Blue Suwey especially made for 
this purpose; an Annex, apart from giv- 
ing technical details, stated that besides 
galaxies satisfying certain observational 
criteria, also a selection of stellar clus- 
ters and planetary nebulae were to be 
included. The criteria to be adoptd for 
the selection of the galaxles were tha 
same as thme used by Nilson so that 
homogeneous coverage of the northern 
and swthem pat% of the sky would be 
assured. 

In a letter of February 20,1074 to the 
Dimtot General of ESO, Holmberg 
wrote fhat, since November 1973, the 
work had h n  going full force hy Andris 
hub-, and a flrst batch of 20 plates 
were under survey. A c o m p ~ n s l v e  
description of the project was published 
in 1974 by Holmberg, L a u r n ,  Schus- 
ter and west 1251. 
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Open Clusters Under the Microscope 
6. NNODSTRdM and J. A NDERSEN, Copenhagen University Observatory, Denmark 

Stellar Evolution Models theory has provided a framework within Stellar evolution models are used. to 
whbh, in broad terms, we can fit the calculate the ages of observed stars and 

Our use of, and faith in. stdlar evolu- apparently bewildering variety of single their lifetlmea in various evolutionary 
tion models underlie mueh of contern- and double stars into a logical order phases. They also describe the transfor- 
wary astrophysics. Stellar evolution described by a physlcal theory. mation of llghter to heavier chemical 



elements withln the stam, and the 
amounts of prmessed material returned 
to the Interstellar environment at various 
stages during their evolution. Thus, stel- 
lar evolution models are an essential 
basis for models of galactic chemlcal 
evolution, a subject of much current in- 
terest. 

How well do these models corre- 
spond to the d stars7 Open clusters 
are an excellent piam to make the corn- 
parison, but care is required in interpret- 
ing what one sees. We have attempted 
to look a bit deeper Into this question 
than b often done. 

Weak Points 
Among the weak points of current 

stellar evolutlon models is their treat- 
ment of the energy transport in the stel- 
lar interior. 

At the microscople level, the effect of 
the absorption, miss ion ,  and scatter- 
ing processes encountered by a photon 
on its way towards the surface of the 
star is described by opacity tables. 
Here, the 1970 Cox-Stewart (C-S) 
opacities have now been superseded by 
the more recent Los Atamos Opacity 
Library (LAOL). The LAOL opacities are, 
on average, significantly larger than 
those by C-S, leading to cooler and less 
lumtnous stellar models (see Guenther 
et al., 1989). 

At the macroscopic level, the treat- 
ment of convective energy transport in 
stellar interiors has long h n  r a g -  
n b d  as one of the weakegt points in 
stellar evolution theory. Standard mud- 
els use the classical mlxing-length ap- 
proximation, but it has long been argued 
that the conwlve motions will "over- 
shoot" lnto the classically stable, radb- 
tive regions. Overshooting from the con- 
vective cores of massive stars Increases 
the amount of hydrogen fuel avaitable in 
the main-sequence stage. Hence, main- 
sequence models with convective over- 
shooting are brighter than standard 
modds, and the stars leave the main 
sequence wRh higher ages and larger 
helium cores, modifying thelr later 
evolution. 

Models vs. Real Stars 

As no satisfactory physical over- 
shooting thwry exists (Renzini, 1 Q87), 
Its existence and eventual importance 
must b~ ascertained by comparison 
with real stars (Chtosl, 1990; Maeder, 
1890). So let us assume that we have a 
real star of known mass, composition, 
and age, and use our favourite evolution 
code to construct a computer model of 
this star. How well do the observable 
properties, radius, effedve temperature 
or luminosity, and surface composition 
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Figure 1 : CM diagmn of lC 4851, km AntAony-Twmg et a/. (1988). lsmhmes rrOm M& 
(1990) are shown, for the obmwd reddening and metal abundmca. Dotted: #a o m d i n g ,  
22 10' y~ Solid: WN overshooting, 4,O I @  yr. 

(whlch might also have evolved) match 
those of the observed star? 

Wdl, for which real stars do we know 
the mass, radius, effective, temperature, 
chemical composition, and age, accu- 
rately and without reference to stellar 
models7 The answer is: Only for one 
star, the Sun. So, the mlnimum require- 
ment for a trustworthy evolution code is 
to produce a satisfactory solar model. In 
fact, no set of standard solar models 
has been found to account for all of the 
observations mentioned above and for 
the obsenred solar neutrino flux, oscilla- 
tion spectrum, and surface lithium 
abundance as well (Sackmann et al., 
1990). But how about stam of other 
masses and ages? 

The Binary Test 
Apart from the Sun, two alternative 

kinds of test object exist: eclipsing 
binaries and star dusters. The former 
have the great advantage that their 
masses, radii, and effective tempera- 
tures can be determined with great 
accuracy in a fundamental manner. Met- 
al abundances can be determined by 
standard spectroscopic methods. The 
ages am not known, but must be the 
same for both components. Thus, one 
binary system provldm us with two 
points of known mass (the key parame- 

ter determining the evolutlon of a star) 
on a model isochrone, the locus far 
models of different mass, but the same 
age. 

W i s e  masses and radii of eclipsing 
binary stam for such comparisons have 
long been a pet subject of ours. Here, 
we shall just quote a couple of relevant 
recent results: Standard models (Van- 
denbrg, 1985) gave a superb M to the 
evolved system Al Phe at 1.2 sotar 
masses when LAOL (but not C-S) 
opacities were used (Andersen et al., 
1988). However, at just slightly larger 
masses (1.5 -2.5 sotar masses), binary 
stars near the top of the main sequence 
can only be fitted reasonably by over- 
shooting models (Andersen et al., 1990). 

Later precise studies of additional 
binaries in this mass range confirm this 
conclusion. But what do the clusters tell 
us? 

The Cluster Test 
As test objects for stellar evolutlon 

models, star clustem have the advan- 
tage of populating the entire isochrone, 
defining Its shape much more precisely 
than possible with the mere two points 
supplled by a binaty system. For this 
reason, cluster colwr-magnitude (CM) 
diagrams have been compared exten- 
sively with theoretical model isochrones 



Frgw 2: Close-up of the drcted wion of 
T I  I ,  whew CQMVEL radial-veIoclty ob- 
ssrvatlons haw bean mads. Dots: LlkW sin- 
gle members. Crosses: EHablished n m  
members. Circle: Un&n (bmd-lined 
star). 

(e-g. Vandenkg, 1985), and quite pre- 
ciw age detenninationa have been r e  
ported (kg. Mazzel and Pigatto, 1988). 
We concentrate in the following on the 
age range covered by the open clusters. 

As tools for testing stellar models, CM 
diagrams of star clusters also have a 
number of drawbcks: First, of course, 
the true masses of the stars are In prin- 
ciple unknown. Second, defining the 
correct effective temperature and 
lumlnosiiy scales in the cluster requires 
that the reddenlng and distance of the 
duster have been accurately deter- 
mined. Next, the metal abundance must 
be accurately measured by photometric 
and spectroscopic obsmations of clus- 
ter stars. Then, some cluster stars wlll 
be unresolved binaries and appearing 
brighter and generally redder than the 
mom Iuminous component by itself (If 
both are main-sequence stars). Finally, 
most cluster CM dlagrams also contain 
a signiicant number of non-member or 
field stars. 

All of these efFects combine to pro- 
duce more ambiguity in fitting thmretl- 
cal imhrones to observations than of- 
ten meets the eye in published dia- 
g m .  If reddening, metal abundance, 
and distance have not been determined 
separately, but included in the tit, any 
systematic e m  in the model colours 
or luminosities wlll be hidden, but 
reappear as systematic errors in the de- 
rived ages. E m  will also m u r  if red- 
dening or metal abundance detmtna- 
tlons were based parlly on non-member 
stars. 

Further uncertainty in the interpreta- 
tbn of details in the isochwnes is intro- 
duced If, in addltion, one can pick and 
choose which stars to exclude from the 
fit as presumed blnaries and rmn-mem- 
krs.  We have examined this point 

closely in two open clusters of inter- 
mdlate age, IC 4651 and NGC 3680. 
Our results show that these 'nitty-gritty 
details" are far from inconsequential 
when one wishes to actually test stellar 
models: The purpose of a critical test Is 
not to play with enough free parameters 
to tit the data with one's favourhe mod- 
el, but b see whether at least some of 
the wmpeftng models are In fact ex- 
cluded by the data. 

IC 4651 is a fairly rich open cluster 
with turnoff stars of mid-F typ. The 
most recent photometric studies of It 
are by Anthony-Twamg et al. (1988) and 
Nissen (1988), who found its age to be 
about 2.5 1 On yr, based on the Vanden- 
Berg (1985) standard models. Mazzei 
and Pi tto (1988) dedved an age of F 1.3 10 yr with modsls incorporating 
strong overshooting, which they found 
to be superior to standard models. 
Maeder (1Q90), on the other hand, de- 
rived ages of 4 10' yr and 2.2 10' yr, 
respectively, from models with and 
without overshooting - from the same 
CM diagram! 

Which of all these wildly conflicting 
estimates can one believe? And, to ask 
the underlying key question, does the 
CM diagram of IC 465 t provide unam- 
biguous evldence for significant over- 
shooting In the cluster stars, or does it 
not? 
The CM diagram of IC 4651 Is shown 

in Rgure 1. The isochrones are those by 
Maeder (1 WO), fitted with the reddenlng 
and (solar) metallicity determined direct- 
ly by Nissen (1988). Clearly, the main 
differences between the two curves are 
In the upper part of the turnoff: The 
overshooting isochrone extends signifi- 
cantly higher above the turnoff than the 
standard lochrone, and also curves 
gently towards the red before reaching 
the "red hook". 

The issue Is decided by the true na- 
ture of the encircled group'of stam Are 
they all binary and field stars which 
should be disregarded? If so, the stan- 
dard models without oversht>otlhg and 
the associated (low) age are to be pre- 
ferred. Or are they mostly slngle cluster 
members? In that case, the standard 
isochrone is clearly not an acceptable 
match to the observations, and the high 
age estrmate must prevail. 

IC 4651 under the Mlcmmpe 
Let us look for the answer by putting 

the turnoff region of IC 4651 under the 
mkroscope. Our "microscop" in this 
case is the radial-vebciity scanner 
CORAVEL (Mayor, 1985), mounted on 
the Danlsh 1.5-rn telescope at h Silla. 

For distant clusters such as IC 4651, 
accurate radial velocities (1 km s-I or 
better) are the most reliable indicator of 
membership: If repeated observations 
show a constant vetocity equal to the 
cluster mean, there is a vwy strong 
probability that the star is bath single 
and member of the cluster. 

Figure 2 shows what the "micro- 
scope" reveals after two seasons of ab- 
sewations: The large majority of the 
stars do indeed appear to be single 
cluster stars. Granted, a ooupb may 
turn out to be long-period b i d e s  In the 
cluster, which we happened to observe 
just when they were close to the mean 
velocity. Sure, one or two may be field 
stars with nearly the same velocity as 
IC 4651. But cewinly not all the stars in 
Figure 2 are blnaries and nen-membm, 
as would be required for the standard 
isocfirone to be the appropriate choice. 
IC4651 does appmr to show unambig- 
uous evidence for the presenm of con- 
vective core ovmhooting. 

NGC 3680 Is a cluster very similar to 
lC 4651 In age and metal abundance 
(both marginally higher than IC 4651). 
We show its CM diagram in Figure 3, 
assembled from the photometry of 
Anthony-Twarog et al. (1989), Nissen 
(1 988). and Eggen (1 969). The CM dia- 
gram is less neat than that in Figure l, 
due to the larger Influence of field stars. 
A striking feature is the apparent 
dichotomy of the main sequence into 
two parallel sequences, the so-called 
"blmodal turnoff discussed extensively 
by bath Nissen (1988) and Anthony- 
Twarog et al. (1 989). No credible expla- 
nation for a ma! feature of this type 
could be found. 

Again, we have f a c ~ e d  our 
CORAVEL "microscope" on the encir- 
cled stars in Figure 3. Although our 
1989- 1990 observations of NGC 3680 
are much more complete than those of 
lC4851, what we see is not qulte as 
clear-cut as that In Figure 2. This Is be- 
cause the fraction of stars with broad 
lines and/or variable or slightly discrep- 
ant vdocitles is much larger. More data 
are needed to clearly separate the a d -  
ow categories of stars. we expect to 
obtain these during the I Wt obgerving 
season. However, several robust con- 
cluslons are already emrwglng: 

Rrst, about 2/3 (I) of the stars in Fig- 
ure3 appear not to be members of 
NGC 3680 at J. Also, binaries we 
r a b r  frequent among both cluster and 
fleld stars. Then, when binaries are Iden- 
t i f id and field stars removed, the 
"bimodl turnoff d i w l m  into a single 
sequence of stars. Interestingly, this se- 
quence shows the shallow slope on the 



uppef main sequence and the large ver- 9 
tical extent and redward curvature of the 
turnoff which distinguish the overshoot- 
ing isochrone in Figure 1: Overshooting , seems definitely present in NGC 3680 
also. 

Some Lessons 

The Oldest Stars 
A. ARDEBERG', H. LINDGREN~ and I. LUNDSTR~M' 
'~und Observatory, Sweden; 2European -hem Observatory 

&ription. We hope to extend this &e of 
work to clwets of other ages, and sub- 
ject new generations of stellar models to 
tests based on both binary and cluster 
data. 

A third significant consequence of 
accepting the valid& of overshooting 
models is that higher ages (-4 10' yr) 
are estimated for the stars in IC 4651 
and NGC 3680 than with standard mod- 
els, by almost a factor of two (cf. Fig. 1). 
This result appears to be typical for 
evolved main-sequence stars (cf. 
Table I in Andersen et al., IWO), and 
should be of some significance for mod- 
ds of the evolution of the Galactic thin 
disk population. 

Why did Mazzel and Pigatto (1 988) 
derive ages a factor of three l o w  from 
their overshooting mcdels, when fhey 
considered their ages accurate to 
-1 0 %7 Thdr determination of redden- 
ing h the Isochrone fit itself is a likely 
reason: Their values of E(B-Vj are -0.16 
mag larger than those observed directly, 

One lesson is immediately obvious: If 
significant conclusions on stellar mod- > 1 2 
els or cluster age depend on the correct 
Interpretation of minor featuree of a 
cluster CM diagram, careful star-by-star , identification of non-rnernbms and 
blnaries is essential. The microscope 
may reveal that Initlal, and perhaps 
biased, Impressions are in fact wrong. 

Then, together with the binary evi- 
dence, the cluster data seem to show 
that convective overshoofing does exist 1 5 
as an observable phenomenon in stars 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
of these masses. Future stellar evolution b-y 
models have to take this jnto F~um 3: CM diagram of NGC 3680 Irom Anthwry-Twarog et a/. (1889), N(ssen fl988), md 
account. With their precise photometry Eggen (1968, transformed to by). h t e  the appamnt bimodal& of the meh seqmce; 
and membership clusters such as COWEL data for the clrcled stars show thls to be an ar#8ct of Mn#y and m-membsr 
IC 4651 and NGC 3680 will be very vat- mtam/na th ,  
uable In helping to calibrate the mode! 
mameters used in the convection we- 

maybe because the C-S opacities lead 
to their modds being too hot. Over- 
correcting for reddening by 0.1 5 mag 
will, of coursB, lead to significantly lower 
age estimates. 
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Introduction the reasons for this preference, the gen- same Is definitely not true for the oldest 
erally high luminosity of hot stars has populations In the Galaxy. The major 

Traditionally, young stars haw been played a major role. As a rmult, our reason for our limited insights into the 
favourfte objects for Investigations of knowledge of the young populatlon in early generation of galactic stars is their 
galactic structure and dynamics. Among the Galaxy is relatively advanced. The low luminosltles and generally Incon- 



Flgure 1: FractfoYlal Mstogmm of mdid wWt& obtained for the 
13#~sereGtedfarowpmtmtstu@vtudV Bln&zeis 10Ubmetm 
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splcuous appearance. $Imply apeaklng, 
theee stars have not h n  able to ralsa 
the same enthusiasm among obsenrers 
as their hotter and more recent counter- 
parts. Consequently, our knowledge of 
the fIrst generations of galactlc stars has 
long been rather limited. This is a defi- 
nite weakness In the understanding of 
wr own galaxy, its structure and evolu- 
tion. It Is also, In a cormpondlng 
manner, a limitation to our understand- 
ing of the evolutlon of stars and of tfw 
Universe. 

stars of Interest 
For a study of the earllest phases of 

the evolution of the Galaxy, we are ln- 
Wrested in stars with lifetimes compar- 
able to, or longer than, that of the sys- 
tem Itself. In practice, this means that 
we are limited to stars of roughly solar 
temperature and cooler. At the same 
time, there ls a special advantage In 
studying stars which are reasonably 
similar to the Sun in their bask proper- 
ties, as this largely improves our 
possibnities to interpret observing data 
through dmt comparisons wkh 
sponding solar data. Taklng into consid- 
eration both the age and the similarity to 
the Sun, we are limited to siam of spec- 
tral types from late F to late K. Among 
these, those with higher surface 
gravities am the most interesting ones. 

What Do We Want to Know? 
Nobody embarking on a proJec? con- 

cerned with the earliest generations of 
galactic stars should have difficulties in 
ldentifylng Interesting topics for studies. 
Such topics are as numerous as impor- 
tant. Largdy depending on our present 
lack of suitable data, a major problem Is 
to arrlve at soma basic understanding of 
early star formation and its governing 
processes. 

In general, we want to obtain a picture 
of the early Galaxy, its structure and 
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Figure 2: E m i M  Mafogram of mob/ v d d W  for s i b  indwred in 
theBn$MSEarCata~ .EUn&eIs  1 0 k h m e k 3 ~ ~ .  

dynarnical behaviwrr. At the same time, 
the evolutlon of star-forming processes 
as a function of time b an important 
target for our studies. In additin to pa- 
rameters describing structure and dy- 
namics as a functian of time, we are 
hlghly interested in the chemical evolu- 
tion of the Galaxy. This Involves the 
chemical composition of the very young 
Galaxy and the subsequent composition 
evolutlon. 

Ttw structure, the dynamics and the 
chemical composition may be seen as 
parameters describtng the Galaxy as an 
entity or, In other words, as seen by an 
outside observer watching our galaxy at 
Iow spatial resolution. 

In our case, it is natural to include 
parametea describing the Galaxy more 
In detail. Such parametws concern star- 
formatron processes. How were the first 
stars formed? Did first-generation star 
formation occur mainly in groups or 
clusters, or did it give preference to indt- 
vidual stars? Are there a number of 
galactic stelb components well or at 
least reasonably well distinguishabte or 
is the distribution of such components 

generally smooth? Is the total history of 
star formation marked by explosive 
events w does it present overall can- 
tinuity7 Does star formation present a 
largely isotropical pattern or Is the pic- 
ture of a more patchy nature? &re early 
and mom recent star formation pro- 
cesses approximately mpaf&ble or 
are the mechanisms significantly dif- 
ferent? 

From the dynamical pornt of view, a 
detalled approach provokes a number 
of questions. How did the early Galaxy 
b h a w  dynamidly7 Can we determine 
galactic rotation as a function of age of 
the Galaxy? How are orb'rtal parameters 
depending on age? Can stars have high 
space velocities but still not show signif- 
icant underabundance of heavy ele- 
ments? 

b there a smooth transRlon between 
stars with high space velocities and 
those with modegt and low velocities? Is 
space velocity a large-sde characteris- 
tic only, or can isolated group of stars 
break an otherwise smooth velocity di- 
trlbution? Can we d h e  a well-defined 
velocity of escape for the solar neigh- 

h / H l  

Flgum 3: Fractiomi his togm of heavy element abundance for the 1300 dbjects selmted for 
our p m n t  siurj,. Bin &e is 0.1 dex. 
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Rgure 4: Radial vetocity, &rpwsed in kilometres pwr second, vs. abundance of hmvy 
elements, express& in dm, for the f300 ob- W t e d  for our present study. In the right- 
h m d  central part of the diagam, plot mdng Is substantAal, 

stars selected for radial vslocity obser- 
vations, we have used the photoelectric 
radial velocity scanner C O W E L  The 
malor part of thls work has been made 
with the Danish 1.54-metm telescope at 
La Silla, with a minor part made with the 
Swia telescope at the Haute-Proven- 
Obenratoly in France. Our p m n t  re- 
port refers exclusively to data obtained 
at La Sllla 

From our photometrlc data, we have 
idenMed around 3000 stars as belong- 
ing to Population II. For approximately 
2400 of these stars, we have obtained 
radial docity data. In addition, we have 
made spctmcople studies of some of 
the most interesting objects. Finally, as- 
trometric data are fwthcoming for many 
of the stars, partly obtalned with the 
Carlsberg Automatic Meridiari Circle at 
La Palma, partty with the HIPPARCOS 
satellite. These data will furnish both 
distances and tangential velocities. 

bwrhood and thereby obtaln an esti- 
mate of the mass of the Galaxy outside 
the solar orbit? 

In addltton to our concerns regarding 
the chemical evolution of the Galaxy, we 
are Interested in the general chemical 
picture presented by the early Galaxy as 
well as by its more recent counterparts. 
Is there a metalljctiy gradient in the 
Galaxy7 If so, what is the nature of this 
gradient? Is metalllclty a parameter with 
smooth variations, or does it present an 
uneven pattern? 

Both for a study of large-scde para- 
meters of the early Galaxy and for inves- 
tigations of star formation processes, 
data on binary and multiple stellar sys- 
tems with high ages am highly valuable. 
Among otMr things, such data can con- 
tribute to our understanding of early- 
generation protostellar matter, Further, 
we are highly interested in the ratios of 
binary and multiple objects as a function 
of stellar age. From a sample of old 
binary systems, the circularization time 
for short-period systems can be esti- 
mated. From data on period cut-off, 
abundance of heavy elements can be 
inferred. A study of binary systerns per- 
mltting mass determinations should 
provide crucial Information concerning 
the mass-luminosity function for the old- 
est stars. Such data wwld significantly 
improve our possibilities to understand 
early stellar evolution and also provlde 
an estimate of the production of helium 
in the first phases of galactic evolution 
as well as, possibly, an estimate of the 
prlmordlal abundance of helium. Finally, 
with a solid material for binary systems, 
it should be feasible to Identify compo- 
new wlth vwy small masses, posslbly 
down to the mass range occupled by 
brown dwarfs and planets. 

Our weak knowledge of the oldest 
stars has been and is still emphasized by 
the fact that observational samples of 
such stars are normally seriously 
affected by seIection bias. Such bias has 
been exceedingly hard if not Irnmlble 
to avoid. Nevertheless, it is a significant 
limitation concerning almast all our 
knowledge of the first generations of 
galactic stam. For this reason, we have 
endeavoured to obtain an observing 
material which is, firstly, as free as possi- 
ble from selection bias and for which we 
can, secondly, study possible effects of 
existing unavoidabk bias. To his extent, 
we have chosen to include both a prima- 
ry obsenilng sample and sub-samples 
supporting the primary one and wr 
possibilities to study sample bias. 

The primary obsetving sample is 
based on photometric criteria. It in- 
cludes stars wlth spectral types be- 
tween F5 and MO, - on the 
Strijmgren uvby system. Our photomet- 
ric data give us effective temperature, 
surface gravity and abundance of heavy 
elements {Crawford, 1978; Nissen and 
Gustafsson, 1978; Nissen, 1981; Ar- 
deberg and Undgren, 1981 ; Ardeberg et 
al., 1983; Olsen, 1884; Ardeberg and 
Undgm, 198Sa), In addition to general 
sbllar paramet-, this provides us with 
a sensitive selection criterion rqarding 
rnetallicity. In this way, we define the 
sample of stars for which we subse- 
quently obtain radial velocity data. This 
basic set of programme stars is, in par- 
&Id, supported by samples of stars de- 
fined entirely from kinematical data 
(Stock and Wroblewski, 1972; Giclas et 
al., 1971, 1978]. 

For the total sample of programme 

Some Tentative Results 
As described above, a search for bi- 

nary and multiple systems among our 
programme stars is an essential part of 
our project. For this reason, we have 
scheduled wr observations, of photo- 
metric quantities as well # of radial 
velocities, to cover adequate time inter- 
vals. In practice, these intervals depend 
on the periods of the systems we want 
to include, At the same time as wr 
obsswattons have to cover relatively 
large intervats in time, there is a corre- 
sponding need for data of high accura- 
cy. This is especially emphasized for 
radial velocity data, as we want to be 
abte to detect also components with 
small masses. 

From the total of 2400 objects which 
are classified as belonging to Popula- 
tion 11, and for which we have obtained 
photometrlc as well as radial-velocity 
data, we have selected approximately 
I300 objects, including also a smaller 
number of reference stars, mainly b e  
longing to the younger galactic popula- 
tion. For the latter objects, the data now 
available and reduced are solid enough 
to permit some tentative conclusions, 
even if additional data are needd for 
conclusions of a more dd~nlte nature. 

In Figure 1, we present a fractional 
histogram of the radial vetocitbs ob- 
tained for the 1300 objects s e l m d .  
For the systems with vatfable radial ve- 
locity, we have used best avallabte es- 
timates of system radial velocities. As a 
comparison, Figure 2 shows the m- 
sponding data for stars included in the 
Bright Star Catalogue. Whlle a differ- 
ence in the fractional distributions is to 
be expected, we think that the o h w e d  
difference clearly lndlcates the need for 
systematic surveys, as unbiased as 
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Figure 5: F r m i m l  Msrogmm of system mdial- for ow sub- 
sample of 61my and m u l m  systems. Bln $ l a  is 50 W I w n e t m  per 
smnd. A b u t  70 syasyst~ we Included. 

possible, of stars belonging to the old 
galactic population. 

For the stars studied, the abundance 
of heavy elements Is a key parameter. 
Formally representing this parameter as 
[Fe/H], we display, in Figure 3, the frac- 
tional distribution of this parameter. The 
result most immediately obvious from 
Figure 3 Is the large range in [Fe/H], 
covering an abundance interval includ- 
ing objects typical for populations rang- 
ing from that of the solar neighbourhod 
disk stars to values normally deserlbed 
as indicative of an W m e  Population Il 
or even a Population Ill .  

Some dlscusslon concerning galactic 
stellar populations has concentrated on 
the internal relations between these 
populations. From the distribution of 
metallicky (Fig. 3), some tentative com- 
ments may be made. First of all, an 
Intermediate Population II seems indi- 
cated. The extension of the range of the 
metallicity for this population has been 
subjected to extensive debate. We men- 
tion the conduslons drawn by Str6m- 
gren (1 966) and by Eggen et al. (1962). 
From our data, we find a relatively 
strong indication of an Intermediate 
Population II being rather restricted in 
[Fern]. As a matter of fact, our data 
indicate a range In this parameter e m  
more narrow than that proposed by 
SMmgren (1966). At the same time, 
there is some suggestion of a spllt in 
metalticity btwm lntermedlate Popu- 
lation II and Population I, although U i i  
should be more carefully studied when 
more data are avai labla 

Whereas it appeara possible to detimtt 
tentative ranges in [FdHJ for Population 
I and for an Intermediate Population II 
from our data, stars with more extreme 
underrrbundance of heavy elements 
wrn to have a comparatively smooth 
distribution with resjmt to FalH]. 
Whether this fact should be taken as an 
argument against the existence of a 
Population Ill annot be decided from 
the present status of our material. At any 
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Figure 6: Same es Figurn I but with a bin dm of 50 kllofmtm per 
s e c o n d T o r ~ v e n ~ c O m ~ w i t h & t a s n O w n i n F i ~ 5 .  

rate, the substantial range of Extreme 
Population II seems verified bsyond 
doubt. 

Judging from the distribution in Fig- 
ure 1 only, it is difticult to distinguish 
between stars belonging to Intermediate 
Population II and those pertaining to 
Population I. Rather, these two popula- 
tions merge in the radial velocity do- 
main. At the same time, the differen- 
between Population 1 and lntermedlate 
Population !I, on the one side, and Ex- 
treme Population 11, on the other slde, 
seems rather pronounced. This fact, as 
well as the large width of thls Population 
in radial velocity, tends to confirm the 
Impressions based on the distribution d 
metallicity. As was the case in the 
metalllcity distribution, it is not clear 
whether or not separation of a Popula- 
tion Ill can be made by means of the 
present radial velocity material. 

The data on abundance of heavy de- 
ments and on radial velocities have 

b m  combined in Figure 4. The separa- 
tion of stars belonging to Intermediate 
Population II and to Population I is con- 
firmed, especially when cornpard to 
Figure 3. From the distribution d data, 
both populations show kinematical 
characteristics defining them as disk 
populations. At the same time, there is a 
significant indication of a thick disk (GI- 
more and Wyse, 1986). fhis thfck dlsk is 
rn-t clearly defined by stars whose 
metallkities show that they belong to 
Intermediate Population II. However, the 
presence of a thick disk seems also well 
indicated in the range ascribed to Popu- 
lation I. 

From the width of the dlstrlbution of 
radial velocities, Extreme Population II is 
clearly present over a range In IFe/H] 
from around -1 -0 to beyond -3.0. Over 
a major part of this metallicity Intenral, 
this population appears to be rather 
homogeneous. However, at its high 
metallicity end, Extreme Population II 
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Figure 7: F m t h a I  hist- of ohh i  pmhds, aexpR3ssed in days, for ow sub-sample of 
binary and multiple systms. No attempt has hen  ma& to correct fwselecfion e m s ,  which 
am prob6bly highly signihnt. See the text. 
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seems to display wnsidmably smaller 
mdW veioclty dispersion than more 
metal poor stars. Whether this should be 
interpreted in evolutionary terms b a 
problem that merits a closer study with 
more complete data. As judged from 
Flgum 4, the reality of a Population 111 
seems posslbk, but is not confirmed. 
More data are mcwwy, before this 
question can be a d d m  In a fully 
m u a t e  manner. Very tentatively 
might be suggested that, if real, Popula- 
tion Ill is in evolutionary twms tather 
Rrmly coupled to Extreme Population II. 

From the sample of objects classified 
as binary and multiple systems (Ar- 
deberg and Lindgren, 1985b, c; Und- 
gren et al., 1987, 1989; Ardebe~ and 
Llndgren, IGQO), we have selected those 
for which system radial velocities and 
orbital periods are determined wlth 
accuracies which, although not suW- 
cient for definite oonclusions, aitow 
some reasonably we1 [-defined statistical 
conclusions. This gives us a sub-sample 
of close to 70 t>lnaty os multiple sys- 
tems. tn all but a few cases, ecm- 
trlcitles have also been determined to an 
accuracy that allows tenwive statistical 
conclusions. 

For thls sub-sample of M n q  and mul- 
tlple systems, Figure 5 shows the frac- 
tional dlstributton of system velocity with 
a bin size of 50 kms-'; a rather wide 
dlstrlbution la noted. In order to compare 
It to the dlstrlbutfon In radial velcclty of 
the total sample of stars under present 
study, we have, for the data pmnted In 
Figure 1, made a rebinning resumng In 
the frmonal dlstributton of radlal vel- 
ocities presented in Figure 6. 

A comparison of Figures 5 and 6 indi- 
cates that the distribution of system W a I  
veloclttes for binary and multl pte systems 
is as wide as that defined by the dlstdbu- 
tlon of radid velocitlesforthe total m p l e  

of stars presently under discussion. This 
is a result of special interest, In particular 
with reference to the long-standing con- 
troversy about the relative incidence of 
binary and multiple systems among the 
oldest stellargenesations as compared to 
the comspondtng Incidence among 
younger s m .  We refer to studies by Abt 
and Levy (I 86$, Cmpton and Hartwick 
(1 972), Lucy (1 Bn), Petemn et al. (1 980), 
Griffin (1989), Lucke and Mayor (1982), 
Mayor and Turon (1 982), Undgren et al. 
(1987), Carny and Latham (1487) and 
Latham et al. (1988). The fact that our 
data, with their low bias, Indicate a frac- 
tlonat radlal velocltydibution for binary 
and multlple systems comparable to that 
ofouftotaIsampbofstaw, speakscleariy 
In favour of the absence of a significant 
dependence on galactic age of pro- 
cesses determining stellar multlplieity. 
At the same time, this Is ~bvlously a 
question that merits a more stringent 
treatment wW a Mtw data base. Given 
the Importance of the topic, we will en- 
deavour to revisit this flald as solidly as 
possible. 

In Figure 7, we have displayed the 
fractional distributbm of orbital periods 
for wr sub-sample of binary and multi- 
ple systems. In order to interpret such a 
dlstrlbution in an adequate manner, we 
have to consider &eds of sdection as 
well as of other bias. We mention the 
diiculties to derive non-sputious #lee 
tions of the systems with the shortest 
periods, due to the high msolution 
necessary in the radial velocity data, 
and, equally, of the systems wlth longer 
periods, in this case due to the large 
time coverage needed for detection and 
determination of radial velocity variabili- 
ty of systems. Nevertheless, it is of con- 
siderable interest to note the presence 
of systems with very short as well as 
with rather long periods. 

The distribution of orbital eccentricity, 
versus orbital period has been shown in 
Figure 8. Except for a general trend of 
the upper and lower envelopes for 
periods longer than around 15 days, the 
existence of a cut-off period m s  
strongly Indicated. This is another topic 
that needs further study. 
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Dust and Extended Ionized Gas in NGC5044 and its Fellow 
Radio Elliptical Galaxies 
P. GOUDFROOIJ, Astronomical Institute "Anton Pannekoek", University of Amsterdam, 
the Netherlands 

I . ,  ... 

Introduction To study the global occurrence and Jong from the University of Amsterdam, 
A remarkable discovery of recent propefties of dust and gas in elliptical H. E. Jargensen and L. Hansen from the 

years is the detection of cool interstellar galaxies, we (P. Goudfrooij and T. de Copenhagen University Observatory 
matter in a surprisingly large number of 
apparently "normal" elliptical galaxies. 
In particular, the technique of GO-adding 
IRAS survey scans has led to the detec- 
tlon of more than half of all ellipticals 
brighter than Bq = 11 mag. in the Re- 
vised Shapley-Ames Catalog of Bright 
Galaxies [I] (hereafter referred to as 
RSA). The far-infrared radiation is most 
likdy explained by thermal emission of 
heated interstellar dust 121. In addition, 
CCD multi-colour surface photometry 
effectively shows dust patches in some 
30% of the cases studied to date 131. 
Thorough study of the gas and dust in 
elliptical galaxies is important to: (1) de- 
termine its origin (mass-loss from late- 
type stars, merging collisions with other 
galaxies or accretion inflows from cool- 
Ing X-ray gas), and (2) investigate the 
three-dimensional shape of elliptical 
galaxies (oblate, prolate or triaxial) as 
can be derived from the orientation of 
the dust lanes and the two-dimensional 
velocity field of the gas. 

Extended ionized gas has been de- 
tected in a number of elliptical galaxies. 
Kinematical studies have shown [4, 51 
that the kinematical major axes of gas 
and stars generally do not coincide. This 
strongly suggests that the gaseous 
material has an origin external to the 
galaxy itself, i.e. brought in during an 
interaction or merging collision with 
another galaxy. Moreover, a number of 
dominant cluster ellipticals containing 
hot, X-ray emitting gas have been found 
to contain irregularly distributed dust 1 - 
patches and associated ionlzed gas In 
their central regions [6.71. Also in Wse 
cases, the interstellar matter evidently 
has an external origin. However, the I 3 
presence of dust Is surprising, since the ? 
life time of dust grains exposed to em- 
sion by "sputtering" in hot gas Is only of f 
order 1 0' -1 O7 yrs. To resolve this dilem- 
ma, it has been suggested in some re- 
cent studies that the dust is replenished 
by evaporation of cool gas clouds 
brought in by a recent rnerglng collision f 
18, 91. Transfer of heat through electron -tern m n v e  a m  mmou 1- mom mrnl 

conduction from the hot X-ray gas to the Figure 1 (4: False-colour plot of the Ha+[#/# emission-lina flux in the central 1!31 x 7131 of 
gas can provide both the Oxcita- NGC5044, North Is up and east is to the left. Spiral-llke features are present at a low level. The 

tion for the emission-line and the f m e  has h e n  smoothed by a rectangular box of 3 x 3 pixels, This causes the "boxy" 
heating of the dust responsible for the appearam of the contra/ region. (b): Scantine running through the cenfre of NQC5044, in the 
far-infrared emission. same wientation as in Figure 2b. 
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and H. U. Nergaard-Nidwn from the 
Danish Space Research Institute) are 
currently undertaking an optical survey 
of a complete, apparent-magnitude 
selected sample of ellipticat galaxies, 
containing all such objects (58 in 
number) with B ~ C I ~  mag In the RSA 
catalog. We have performed deep CCD 
imaging with B, V, and I broad-band 
filters to study dust patches, and wi3h 
narrow-band filters centred an the 
Ha+[NII] emission lines to derive the 
amount and distribution of ionized gas. 
The proiect also involves long-slit spec- 
troscopy at two resolutions. Low-reso- 
lution spectra (covering the whole opti- 
cal region) are used to study the proper- 
ties of the underlyhg stellar populations. 
Template (stellar) spectra will be made 
using measurements of metallic absorp- 
tion Hnes in these spectra. Subtraction 
of an appropriate template from the 
spectrum of each object in which the 
presence of ionized gas has been estab- 
lished by our CCD imaging will reveal 
the pure emission-line spectrum which 
can be used to investigate the ionization 
mechanism of the gas [I 01. High-mlu- 
tion spectra in the wavelength region 
around Ha are used to determine the 
kinmatiw of the gas. Comparison with 
the stellar kinematics provides informa- 
tion about the origin of the gas. For the 
southern sample objects, the bulk of the 
Imaging data have already been ob- 
tained with the Danish I .54-m, while the 
spectra are being taken with the Boller & 
Chivens spectmgmphs attached to the 
1.52-m and 2.2-m telescopes on La 
Silla 

Careful Reduction Essential 

Since the amounts of dust and 
iontred gas in Jliptkals are very small 
(generally of order 10~-108 MQ) com- 
pared to the total mass of the galaxy (in 
most cases one cannot distinguish any 
sign of it on the "raw" CCD frames), the 
image processing has to be done care- 
fully. To prcduee satisfactory 6-V, 8-1 
and Ha+(NII] emission-line frames it is 
essential that the point-spread function 
is of uniform width and shape in each 
frame M o r e  one can be subtracted 
from the other. If, for example, the see- 
ing in the I frame is better than in the B 
frame, then a B-l frame will contain an 
artificially "red" nucleus, since the I pm- 
file contains proportionally more intensi- 
ty in the central few plxds of the galaxy. 
An additional problem In producing cob 
our-Index frames Is the subtraction of 
the sky background. The "normal slze" 
CCD frames of 320 x 51 2 pixels are not 
large enough to include an empty region 
of sky background when observing 
these giant elliptical galaxies, and an 
error as small as 1 % in the background 

subtraction can already lead to unusual 
etliptlcal ring-like features with anomal- 
ous colours in the cotour-index frame. 
We have therefore made separate sky 
frames in each (broad-band) filter just 
before and after each object frame. After 
ellmlnation of the stellar images in the 
sky frames we have subtracted these 
from the object frames. The mutt is 
generally very good. 

Some Strlkhg Examples: Radio 
Ellipticats 

During the time-consuming routine 
reduction process, It is quite stlmulatlng 
when one of the galaxies turns out to be 
more peculiar than the others. A recently 
published example of such a galaxy Is 
lC1459, which exhibits a striking splral- 
like disk of Ionized gas accompanied by 

Ngun Z(4: F8Ise-dour plot of Me 8-1 &ur index in the central 1131 x f.'37 of N G C W .  
Orlentation and #/our lookup table as in Figure la. fhe two "blobs" near the nucleus am 
reminiscent of an ahmi  face-on dust hg .  77w hlnt spiral-lib fmtum (m Ft. la) ctrn just 
be nxqsnked. The sour# to the east of KC5044  is probably a f w e g m d  star. @): 
Scanlines running through th8 centre and the two dm@ "blobs" in Be mh of NGC-, 
bufh Iw the I and B frames. it can be seen that the B Ilght profile shows "dips" ef the posriims 
of the blobs, whereas the I profile Is much smoother. The I profile has been shift& to agm 
with the B praftle in the oum p t s  of the galaxy. 



dust patches [I I]. Other Interesting 
features of 1C 1459 are: (1) It is a com- 
pact, powerful radio source with a flat 
radio spectrum (the latter feature is an 
lndicatlon of "activity", since most 
quasars also show it; we hereafter refer 
to this feature as CNFRS [from Compact 
Nuclear Flat-spectrum Radio Source]), 
and (2) R contains a (stellar) core which 
is kinematically decoupled from the out- 
er body of the galaxy {a '"unter-rotat- 
ing core") [I 21. 

Here we want to point out that these 
features may be quite common to ellipti- 
c a l ~  with a CNFRS. All of the southern 
( 6 ~  0') sliptlcals in our sample which 
are listed in the literature as having a 
CNFRS 1131 are found to exhibi ex- 
tended Hn+@Ifl emission, most of the 
time associated with dust patches. 
As another strlking example of the 

class of peculiar elliptlcats with a 
CNFRS we present here results of our 
observations of the EQ galaxy 
NGC 5044. Thls glant elljptlcal 
(&r- 11 -82, MB=-21 .61) b a member 
of a small group at a distance of 56 
Mpe (H, = 50 km s-'~pc-l), containing 
3 galaxies. Hot X-ray gas has not been 
detected, but the presence of dust is 
Indicated by a (marginal) detection of 
NGC 5044 by the lRAS satellite at 60 
and 100 pm. Figure l a  shows the dis- 
tribution of the bnized gas. Thb frame 
has been produced ushg baokground- 
corfected exposures by subtraction of a 
scaled frame containing purely stellar 
continuum light from a frame containing 
both stellar continuum and Ha+[Nll] 
emission. Just like in the case of 
1C 1459, spiral-like structure can be 
seen at a low level. These features are 
probably tidal tails which reflect the re- 
sponse of the gas In the gravitational 
potmtlal of NGC5044 after the capture 
of a gas-rich galaxy. The mission is 
dominated by the nuclear region, as can 
be s m  In Figure I b. Associated with 
the bnized gas, dust patches are re- 
vealed by the 6-1 cotour frarne (Fig. 24. 
The spiral-like extensions to the north 
and south can just be recognized. In 
addition, two "blobs" of high reddening 
are present near the centre. In Figure 2b 
we show a scan line running through 
these two 'blobsu in both the B and I 
frames. It can be seen that the blobs 
correspond to a -1 deficit of light in 
the 6 frarne relative to that In the I frame, 
and the reddening is therefore assumed 
to be caused by absotbing dust, A pos- 
sible interpretation of the two blobs Is 
that we are observing a small nuclear 
dust rjng seen almost edge-on, but to 
h more convinced of this we mud 
await kinematical data on NGC 5044, 
which will be obtained durlng ESO ob- 
senring Period 47. 

We emphasize that, in addition to 

1C 1459 and NGC 5044, other ellipticals 
with CNFRS have been shown to have 
extended ionized gas which is generally 
kinematically demupled from the stellar 
velocity field, e.g. NGC5077 [5], 
NGC6868 [14], NGC1052 and 
NGC6958 [15]. This strongly suggests 
that this phenomenon is linked to the 
presence of a CNFRS. In addition to this 
we note that a numbr of dust-lane ellip- 
ticals show extended radlo emission, 
usually in the form of twin antiparallel 
"jets". In these eases It has been shown 
[7, 161 that the radio jets are aligned 
perpendicularly to the dust lane. A pos- 
sible Interpretation of this is discussed 
below. 

Building Ellipticals by Mergem 
Summarizing the case of elliptical 

galaxies with a CNFRS, we note that all 
(at least In our sample) exhiba extended 
ionlzed gas, and in all cases but one 
(NGC 13953 dust Is seen associated 
with the Ionized gas. Apart from that, we 
remind the reader that an elliptical 
galaxy is recognized by the characteris- 
tic way in whlch its surface brightnss 
falls off with distartce from the centre, 
generally called the de Vauwuleum or 

law. At this point we wwld like to 
draw e parallel between elliptlcals and 
the so-called "Luminous Far-Infrared 
Galaxies" (hereafter LFIRGs), which are 
evidently involved in mergers [Iq. In 
optical images, LFIRGs are irregular 
(and often multiple) systems, domlnated 
by chaotic patterns of dust. It has re- 
cently been reported that several 
LFIRGs also fdow the R"' law when 
imaged in the near i n M ,  where the 
light is largely radiated by old stars 
which were formed well before the 
merger [18]. Apparently, the old stars in 
these gdaxies Rave already settled into 
a distribution typical of an elliptical 
galaxy. The nuchi of LFlRGs generally 
exhibit optical mission-line spectra 
which are reminiscent of actrve Sey- 
fed nuclel, heavily reddened by dust 
which is also responsible for the high 
far-infwd luminosities of these gala- 
xies. 

There Is much observational evidence 
that nuclear act[* can be triggered by 
a merging event. From a theoretical 
point of view, the mechanisms that 
could transport gas and dust involved in 
the merger from about one hundred 
parsecs {which is the scale of a typical 
nucleus) down to scales ten orders of 
magnitude smaller where the gas can 
feed the active "monster" [I Q] are poorly 
understood. The main question is how 
the gas can lose its angular momentum 
during Infall. However, It has recently 
been shown that interactions and mer- 
gers can be quite effective In redlsfribut- 

Ing angular momentum in galaxies. 
Numerical simulations of interacting 
galaxies containing gas and dark matter 
show that the Interactions can generate 
strong gravitational torques that remove 
angu tar momentum from the gas so that 
it can sink to the centre (e,g., 1201). If an 
active nucleus is formed, it may destroy 
the surrounding dust and subsequently 
reveal a nuclear "monstef of non-ther- 
ma1 radio emission. We emphasize that 
these features are just what L observed 
in ellipticals with CNFRS like IC 1459 
and NGC 5044. 

In view of the evidence mentioned 
above, we may attempt to draw the 
parallel between LFIRGs and radlo ell1 p 
tlcals somewhat further. The near-in- 
frard imaging results of LFlRGs 
support the idea that some elliptrcals are 
forming in the present epoch as a result 
of mergers. Indeed, the radlo ellipticals 
could well be analogues to LFlRGs, but 
In a more advanced stage of evolution 
after the merging collision. In this view, 
the radio ellipticats have either almost 
blasted away the dust surrounding the 
monster or the dust and gas have 
meanwhile settled in one of the possible 
preferred planes in the galactic poten- 
tial, whereby the radb jets could de- 
velop perpendicular to this plane. In 
analogy, the active radio source In an 
elliptical with CNFRS may be expmted 
to develop jets. High-resolution radio 
obsetvatlons of the southern ellipticals 
with CNFRS using the new Australian 
Telescope array would therefore be 
quite valuable. 
As to the iontratlon of the extended 

ionized gas in e.g. NGC 5044, this is 
most probably due to shock heating In 
cloud-cloud mlllsions which are ex- 
pected durir~ the process of gas infall. 
In this respect we note that a 6Q &mm 
spectrum of NGC 5044 in the 
wavelength region around Ha [21] 
shows emission-line intensky ratios 
INlUlHa and [SII]Na typical for the class 
of Low-Ionization Nuclear Emission-line 
Regions (LINERS) m, which are well 
fitted hy models of shock waves moving 
at - I00 km s-' through a medium with 
densities of 10-1 00 atoms cm5. We 
will study the behviour of the doublet 
ratio of the [Slr] Ilnes (whlch is a measure 
of the densky of the Ionized gas) along 
the slit of a high-resolution spectrum to 
check if thre is a density gradient in the 
gas. We note that all bright galaxies in 
the sample of Heckman [22] containing 
a LINER and a CFNRS are early-type 
galaxies. 

Our extensive dataset of dllpttcal 
galaxies may soon tell us what fraction 
shows lurklng actlve nuclei; the spec- 
troscopic data wlH hdp relating the ob- 
m e d  characteristics of gas and stars 
to the merger picture. 
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Spiral Galaxies on the Chess Board 
E. A. VALENTIJN, ESO and Laboratory for Space Research, Groningen, the Netherlands 

Last summer I published a Letter in the 
scientific journal Nature in which evi- 
dence was presented for a relatively high 
content of obscuring dust in spiral galax- 
ies. Thls work, together with a more 
detdled analysis of the properties of the 
light absorbing bodies (ESO preprint 
730) and a study of the rotation cunres of 
some dusty spiral galaxies with Gon- 
&I=-Smno (€SO pmprint 731) was 
high-lighted in an ESO press release (PR 
07/90 No "Missing Mass" In Opaque 
Spiral Galaxies?). Here, I will address 
some comments and frequently asked 
questions related to this work. 

The new analysis of the dust content of 
spiral galaxies is based on data from 7he 
Surface Photometry Catalogue of the 
ESGUppsala Galaxies (by Lauberts and 
myself, in short ESO-LV), a project which 
was described in the Messenger (LV 
1983, 1984). In the Introduction to this 
catalogue, which contains about 180 pa- 
rameters for 16,000 galaxies, an exten- 
sive discussion is given of the photomet- 
ric accuracy (U~wght to be better than 
0.15" in surface brightness) and the 
completeness and selection effects of 
this galaxy sample and i t s  various sub- 
samples. Today, after two years of in- 
tense research on this data base, it is a 
great pleasure to say that only a vary 
minor amount of errors have h e n  found 
so far and I would like to use this oppor- 
tunity to express my deep appreciatixtion 
for the enormous dedication of my co- 
author Dr. Andris Lauberts, who worked 
full-time on this project for so many 
years. 

The basic idea to study the dust con- 
tent and hence the degree of transparen- 
cy in spiral galaxies by means of photo- 

metric data is very simple. We think of 
spirals as flattened round disks that con- 
tain dust and stars. Stars emit light; dust 
particles absorb and scatter light (to- 
gether called "extinction"). When such a 
disk is seen from the top it appears round 
and we see the integrated star light: 
attenuated by the dust atong the line of 
sight. When we see the same disk at a 
tilted viewing angle, the line of sight will 
have a larger path-rength through the 
disk, hence it will meet more stars, bul 
also more dust. The tilt angle of the 
intrinsically round disk can be deduced 
from its observed axial ratio a. 
The basic steps to study the transpar- 

ency are then: (i) to select a sample of 
spiral disks with supposedly dmilar ln- 
trinsic properties, ( i i )  to make models of 
the spatial distribution of both the dust 
and the stars in a disk, (iii) to make an 
analytical solution lor thme madds, de- 
scribing haw for a certain dust content, 
varlous photomet& parametem are ex- 
pected to change with viewing angle or 
d b  and, eventually, (iv) to f t t  t h w  mod- 
els to the photometric parameters of the 
sample galaxles. 

Although, in theofy, these steps 
appear rather simple and straightfor- 
ward, in practice the choice of samples 
and its effect on the other steps is quite 
delicate. The discussion in the literature 
is extensive and complicated, not only 
by the different photometric parametem 
used for the analysis, but &so by the 
wlldly different properties of the different 
sub-samples used. Table 1 summarizes 
a few of the most popular photometric 
parameters used (horizontal direction) 
whlle, vertically, differeat employed sub- 
samples are listed. Basically, each of 
the 64 boxes In the fable can provide 

Information on the effective transparen- 
cy, but for each h x  one has to evaluate 
the intrinsic dlstnbution of the particular 
parameter used and its relation to the 
observed dlstributton, both as a result of 
selection effects and effects of incom- 
pleteness. The selection effects are so 
much dependent on both the type of 
parameters used and on the selection 
criterion employed, that each box con- 
stitutes its own story. Most selection 
effects are distanoe dependent and the 
degree of complication is further quad- 
rupled when the prtlcular parameter 
used for the test Is In itself distance 
dependent. In Table 1 distance depen- 
dent parameters and sample cuts have 
been shaded, high-lighting the 'doubly 
difficult' boxes. 

Related to the distance dependent 
selection effects Is the so-called Malm- 
quist bias, an effect that puts categories 
of objects Into a sample even while their 
average Intrinsic parameter value would 
have prohibited them to pass the selec- 
tlon criterion. Thls Is because of the 
dispersion around that average value, 
either due to a cosmic dispersion or due 
to measurement errors. Since there ex- 
ist more faint than bright galaxles, the 
Malmquist bias has some amplification 
and lets more faint galaxles enter a sarn- 
pfa than bright mes drop out. A similar 
effect Is well known In radlo astronomy, 
when counting radlo sources close to 
the noise level of the &servations. 

To complicate matters even further, 
one has to care about the possible pres- 
ence of spheraidal bulges that off-set 
the assumption of dlsky objects. Fortu- 
nately, the effect of bulges can be 
shown to be very minor far Spirals of 
type 2 3  (Sb, Sc, Sd). This has also 
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plotted versus a&, a clear increase 
(-45%) with increasing a/b (1 to 5) can 
be noted - see Figure 1 a. In fact, this is 
also the case for diameter selected 
samples. The amplitude of this increase 
conforms to the expactation of fully dust 
free - i.e. transparent - galaxies and 
such data provided the motivation for 
adopting fully transparent modds for 
the outer regions af spirals in numerous 



papers (e.g, de Vaucouleuts, RC2). But 
this box represents me of the doubly 
distant dependent cases, where all dls- 
tance dependent selsctlon effects 
cooperate. When a subset of the same 
sample Is taken for whbh mdshlfts have 
been measured, and subsequently only 
a particular volume of space is u s d  in 
which galaxies have been selected in a 
more wpresentatlve way (galaxies wlth 
radial velocities ~ ~ ~ 3 5 0 0  km/sec and 
llmited range of central surface bright- 
ness, Cb) the increase of the diameters is 
reduced to 9%. But the redshlfts have 
been measured for only a limited 
number of not necessarily randomly 
chosen objects. An alternative way - not 
wing redshlfts - to construct spatial 
volume representative samples is pro- 
vided by the application of the VN,  
Mi whlch is detalled In the lntroductlon 
to ESO-LV. The last panel of Figure I 
shows that the diameter increase with 
a/b virtually disappears for such a 
VIV,, complete subsample of 2047 
galaxies, and is now wnslstent with &I& 
opaque &Is for the outer regions of 
splral @axles. The VN- sample de- 
serves a more extensive discussion, but 
Ulls example demonstrates how the dls- 
tan- dependent selectton affects can 
conspire to mimic transparent systems 
and how dangerous it Is to draw conclu- 
sions from 'doubly difficult' boxes. In a 
paper in press In Month/y Illotbsl 
Chdoniewskl (Warsaw) concludes from 
a different galaxy sample (CfA), for 
which redshifts have been obtained k a 
complete fashion, that hphotal dbme- 
ters do not increase with MI wnfimlng 
an earlier suggestion by Burstein and 
Lebofsky (1986). The example of the 

isophotal diameter test demmstmtes 
how critical the definition of the sample 
is for the type of result one obtalns. 

In the Nature paper, I d i n e d  that the 
classical test (box Bc14.5", p w )  pre- 
sented by Hdrnberg, which highly Influ- 
enced the view that spiral ~ ~ i e s  are 
transparent, could be equally well inter- 
preted with simple fully opaque galaxy 
models. Similar worries have been 
raised by Disney et al. (1988). The basic 
reason for this ambiguity was the defini- 
tion of the average projected surface 
brightness pm, which was such that its 
ngresslon with aflb does not discrimi- 
nate between different mdels. Holm- 
W g  most clearly described what he 
did, but for some (undear) mason his 
results later propagated In the literature 
as evidence that spiral galaxies are 
essentially transparent. 

Now, if both the 'classical techniques' 
that formerly led to the notion of trans- 
parent spld galaxlss are ambiguous, 
how can we proceed without introduc- 
ing similar ambiguities? The key to this 
problem is the availablllty of actually 
measured surface brightness profiles in 
€SO-LV. In Rsdf  surface btightness 
(s.b.) Is a distance independent parame- 
ter, which leaves only the worry about 
distance dependent selection effects in 
the sample definition Wf. When verify- 
ing the axial ratio distribution sf the 
samples used with the e x w e d  dim- 
trlbution of randomly profected axial 
ratios and by carefully screening the re- 
sub with the diameter selection proce- 
dure, it is possibte to perform a eom- 
plete, unambiguous anafyds of the 
probkm. However, this is greatly due to 
the fact that the €SO-LV data can give 

us a rather good description of the input 
0.e. cosmic) distribution of the s.b. of the 
target galaxies. Tfie amazingly small 
spread of Q.6m of the central s.b. (Free- 
man, 1970) has been confirmed (aver- 
age 21 -22 mag/arcseca), albeit with the 
refinement that Lt becomes fainter for 
later type galaxies. That thls In itself is 
not a result of distance dependent 
selection effects, could be demon- 
strated by mputing the average mn- 
W s.b. ofthe V&, samplers, which are 
supposedly representative for particular 
volumes of space. The average central 
s.b. from the V N , ,  samples agreed 
within 0.25m wlth that of the tatal Sam- 
ples, which conffrms the results of van 
der Kruit (1976). Davfes et al. @Piv. 
comm,) mently pointed out that if, con- 
verseiy, the m w  range of observed 
s.b. was caused by selection W s ,  
then the s.b. tests would be mom ambi- 
valent. This might be padly true in 
theory, but the ESO-LV data appear to 
cmstrain ths cosmic dlstributlon of s.b. 
to an amazingly narrow range, whlch 
greatly facilitates Its application to 
studying transparencies. 

In Figure 2 the s.b. at the half total 
light radii are plotted versus a/b for St, 
and Sd systems. While the regression 
with s/b for the Sd's conforms to simple 
semi-transparent modeis (C=0.5), the 
data of the Sb's are consistent with 
opaque models, 1.9. s.b. hardly &mas- 
ing with ah. Also, In the central parts 
the 8.b. does not appmr to depend on 
a/b, but the greatest surprise to most of 
w was the result at the hatf total light 
radius, which seems to indicate that 
large parts of the disks of spiral galaxies 
are very &cured by dust. This reauk 



could be further extended to the outer 
regions of the dlsks by analydng the 
distance Independent ratio D&,, and 
by several tests that operated on the 
total magnitudes. 

In the Nature paper 1 argued that 
these resub am most consistent wlth 
the view that spiral galaxies are opaque 
over large parts of their dlsks. While 
Burstein (1990) apparentiy agre8a with 
these conclusions, he wonders wbiher 
attention had been given to the effects 
caused by the sample definitions (with- 
out discussing the actual work pre- 
sented on this). Well, as a matter of fact, 
this was what most of Uw work was 
about. In Figure 2 of the Nature paper it 
was demonstrated that the prime selec- 
tion effect that operates in a diameter 
selected sample could be only under- 
stm in terms of opaque spiral disks, 
while that same basic selection criterion 
would bad to a serious inconsistency in 
the case of transparent systems. 

So, In othsr words: by carefully 
evaluating how gataxies were selected, 
it could be shown that tfw result of that 
selection procedure could be best 
understood In terms of opaque systems. 
In additlon, a control sample was de- 
signed for the brightest galaxies, to 
evaluate any remaining distance depen- 
dent selection effects. The d b  distribu- 
tion of this control sample is representa- 
tive for a random projection of axid 
ratios and reproduced the results of the 
total sample. Indeed, it is not s priori the 
large size of the ESO-LV sample that 
permitted to obtain the new results, It Is 
merely the very strict selection and 
homogeneous acqubitlon in combina- 
tbn with the possibility to create various 
sorts of smaller subsamples (types, s.b. 
redshm, etc.) to perform a variety of 
vertfic~tions. 

At a session at CERN, Splro (CEN- 
Saclay) presented some of his findings 
In the box be>80", a), which refers 
to Studying the hquency distribution of 
axial ratlos. This is one of the 'doubly 
difficult' boxes since, although axial 
ratio 1s principally di-ce indepen- 
dent, it is subject to a Mdrnqulst-like 
dlstanm dependent wtectlon efiect, 
which operates as follows: Sb-c g a b -  
iss with transparencies as indicated by 
the s-b. tests will undergo an increase 
of the isophotal diameter by about 9% 
when seen with an a/b of 5. This im- 
plies that around the diameter cut-off 
limit, highly inclined objects will enter a 
diameter limited sample in some cases 
even while thelr face-on diameters 
would have prohibited that. The fact 
that thm are more fainter (smaller) 
galaxies than brighter ones sfrangly 
amprfies this effect, which was Ignored 
by Spiro when he aonctuded that the 
noted excess of high &5 galaxies must 

result from Intrinsiaally transparent 8ys- 
terns. In fact, by analysing the D2s>0W' 
sample, the same effect that has b m  
described in the Nature paper at fainter 
magnitudes for the D&60" sarnpb 
has been transferred to brighter gala- 
xies. No wonder that I dedicated this 
article to the chess board! In fact, if 
Spiro had inspected a control m p l s  
with central s.b.<20.5, he would have 
noted that the excess of high axial 
ratios is entirely etiminated, which 
cannot: be explained by his 'transparent 
model', but is well understood in the 
descriptions 1 gave. 

This example again illustmtse; how 
dangerous it Is to embark on double 
difficult boxes, and that one can then 
obtain results that look clean and goad, 
but are dictated by selection effects, as 
wlth me data presented In Figure 1 a 
Using the frequency dlstribuflon of axial 
ratios to dlrectly deduce transparencies 
can only be done when one knows a 
priorf the luminosity function of the 
galaxies studied. In my work I used the 
frequen~y distribution only as a check 
on the representative nature of samples. 

At a session of the Dutch Astronom- 
ers Club, van Albada questioned 
whether the &f8ct of the physical thick- 
ness of disks could Influence the results 
of the s.b. test as shown in Figure 2. 
Whlle my studies of axial ratio frequency 
distributions Indicated that the efbd of 
the dish thickness is only evident at 
a/6>5, he suggested that this might 
already be the case at a/b>2-2.5 and 
he presented results of fits to the small 
range of wb4-2.5, which essentially 
represent f a m n  systems. In spite of 
the fact that the increase of the, Hne of 
dght with m*al ratio goes linearly wlth 
Mb, he presents the data versus Ma, 
which masks the very strong degrada- 
tion of the resolution of the the test 
when cutting off the sample at a/b 
-2-2.5, By applying detalled axid ratio 
deprojection algorithms, it could be de- 
duced that the spiral structure of our 
target galaxies causes the intrinsic face 
on axial ratio distribution to peak at &b - 1.4. So, in practice the fits presented 
by van Albada cdrrespond to &b 
-1.4:2-2.5 or a nominal 43-70 % in- 
crease of the tine of sight, opposed to 
the fits presented in my work d b  
-1.4--5 msponding to 257%. This 
implies that they degraded the m l u -  
tion of the test by a factor of about 0-4 
and not surprisingly, the data are then 
less conclusive and could represent 
semi-transparent situations. 

Anyway, a more elegant way to assess 
the effect of the disk physkl thickness 
is by comparing the results of other para- 
meters that are supposedly much less 
affected (like total magntiudes and the 
mean s.b, within the W v e  radius) wlth 

thoae of 'suspected' parameters. Both 
the tests using total magnitudes and 
especially the s.b. test uslng the the 
mean surface brightnsss wlthin the 
effective radlus, repmduc~d the results 
of the tests uslng local s.b. values, de- 
monstrating that tt b quite unllkely that 
the disk thicknees Is affectrng the out- 
come of the t a t s  for &c5. 

S Opaque, Opticalfy Thick, z > I, 
~ > > 1  

The obsemd dependency of the s-b. 
on a m l d  be well f M  with simple 
modds of single layers of light emitting 
stars mixed with light absorbing bdias, 
which can either represent scattered 
dust particles (cirrus) or compact 
opaque clouds. For Sb and Sc galaxies 
these layers are then found to have, on 
amge, a face-on optical depth t (i.e. 
ratio between disk metric thickness and 
mean free path d a photon) of, respec- 
tively, 2 and 1.3 for the outer parts and 
higher values for the central parts. Since 
them values do not include h effects 
of scattering and a possible small con- 
tribd~on of fully transparent layers on 
top of the dlsks, they represent lower 
limits. Thls means that on average we 
mias st least half of the emitted tight 
when a galaxy is fa-on and that values 
of r>5 must be common for inclined 
galaxies with a/b-2.5. tn this regime of 
optical depth, the photometric proper- 
ties of spiral galaxies are entirely llke 
opaque systems, which is the basic jus- 
tification to call them opaque as 
oppoaed to transparent or even semi- 
transparent. 

On the other hand, the term is slightly 
mnfusing since it doea not discriminate 
btweenr=2-5andz>z.f. Wedmply 
miss the vocabulary to separate r> 1 
and z>> 1. Although, k t h  in the central 
areas and along the spiral arms m t  
likely r > > l  and even in the inter-spiral 
arm ragion of nominally inclined spirals 
the data indicate z = 5, both implying 
f hat we are essgntislly seeing stars from 
the front side, we must remember that 
we are here discussing average proper- 
ties integrated over large parts of these 
systems. The deduced range of t om 
very well allow us to see through the 
disks occasionaily; for instance a typical 
faw-on t -2 can imply that we can de- 
tect on average about half of the 
quasars behind such a disk when the 
obscuring material Is composed out of 
compact rnolecutar clouds, or see them 
attenuated by 1 magnitude, when the 
dust is In the form of well-distributed 
cirrus. 

Both predictions are in practice very 
dif~cult to verify. The big geometrical 
dlffemce between these two examples 
ill us^ the probably most dramatic 
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Introduction and Data 
whether SDGs have in general an un- 

Supermassive disk galaxies (SDGs In order to investigate further these usual high content of dark matter in the 
hereinafter) are characterized by a high properties we have started an extensive inner regions or, perhaps, an unusual 
rotational velocity of their gas compo- optical survey of SDG candidates In the stellar population. It is important to 
nent (Vw>350 krn s-'). NGC 1961 southern hemisphere, using the 2.243 study SDGs optically, since the distribu- 
(Shostak et al., 1982), UGC 2885 (Bur- ESO/MPI telescope at La Silla. In par- tion of HI often has a hole in the centre 
stein et at., 1982) and UGC 12591 ticular, we would like to understand and is also affected by a severe beam 
(Giovanelli et al., 1985) are the best 
known examrrles. As Saalia and Sancisi 
(1988) pointh out, the& galaxies lie at 
the extreme upper end of the Tully- 
Fisher relation and are on the average 
less luminous than expected from their 
rotational velocity. Their mean mass-to- 
luminosity ratio M/L is 15 (with Ho= 
75 Mpc km s-I), i.e. 1.6 times the value 
for Sa galaxies (Rubin et al., 1985). In 
addition, their optical sizes appear to be 
on the average smaller than those of the 
normal galaxies. 

SDGs have been discovered only re- 
cently, since in the past the technical 
limitations of the 21-ern spectrometers 
have rendered impossible the detection 
of the very wide HI profiles that eharac- 
terize such systems. In effect, none of 
the galaxies in the Roberts (t978) Sam- 
ple has a rotational velocity greater than 
350 km s-'. SDGs are still poorfy known: 
it is not even clear whether supermas- 
sive galaxies really form a distinct 
category of galaxies with definite prop- 
erties or whether Uley simply reprmnt 
the extreme tail of the distribution to- 
wards the largest masses. These ques- 
tions have deep implications on the for- 
mation and evolution of galaxies and the 
amount of dark matter. The observed 
properties indicate that in supermassive 
galaxies dark matter may dominate 
even inside the RPs radius, in contrast to 
what seems to happen in normal spirals ngure 1: ~ e d  ;- of NGC 7590 obtained with EMMI at the nrrr pindk taken for w 
{Sancisi and van Albada, 1985). S.D'OdbrieoI. 'The fieid is 6 x 6 arcmin. North is at Me top and East to the right. 
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Distance from center [arcaac] component. A Young density taw 

Rgure 2: Rotath curve d the gasews companent of NGC7599 den'& from the mmwm- (Young, 1976) Is used to reproduce the 
mmis of Ihe HB iim at PA -57". axposum time of mch wectwrn was 120 tnhutes. bcltQe RR4 campnent* an expanen- 

tial law to simulate the disk, and a power 
law of the type discussed by van A b d a  
et al. (1 985) for the dark halo. This model 

smearing. Moreom, for the case of SM ratio. l h  analysis of the stellar ro- yields a c(rmlarvelocity curve (related to 
southern galaxies, high resolution HI ob- tation curve and the stellar velocity dls- the mass density profile assuming that 
servstions are stlll lacking. A candidate (wrsion profile may clarify this Point. the luminous components of the galaxies 
list w prod- using bhe HI mta- In order to ana lp  the luminosity dis- have constant MA ratlo$) and a IigM 
logue of Huchtmeler and Richter (1989) tribution outside the reglon covered by density profile. Fm NGC5084 the 
and the following selection criteria: (1) a the CCD frames we used ESO Schmidt corrected stellar rotation curve Is in 
rotational veloclty V-r 350 km s-', de- plates and the calibrated Images, ex- agreement wlth the velocities measured 
d u d  from ffw HI Ihe width at 20% traded from Ute ESO-LV catalogw on at21-cm wavelength by Gottaman and 
height. (ii) a HI line profile quite regular optical disk (Lauberb and Valentijn, Hawarden (1986) at a distance (4W) 
and doubte-hmed, indicating circular 1989). The h e r  parts of the galaxles M c e  the optlcal size of the dlsk. The 
motlons. have been calbmted in surface bright- global M/L profile of the galaxies can be 

Our observations of SDGs wed nee8 using the aperture photometry val- derived from the abwe density profiles. 
with NQC 5084, which was obswved in ues reported in the Catalogue of hngo Figure 3 shows for NGC5084 the de- 
May 1987 and July 1988 as a feasibility and de Vaucwlwrs (1 983). compltlon of the &wed rotation 
test of this programme. The results 
(Zeilinger; Galletta and Madsen, 1990) 
were so encouraging that we decided to 

600 start thb work more syystwnaticdly. v " r 1 1 * 4 v n ~ - 1 r n *  

CCD images in different colwrs, deep 
Schmidt plates and long-slit spectres- 
copy of four additional galaxies (NGC t 1350, NGC1398, NGC7038, and NGC 
7599) were then obtained In October ,- 4Q0 - ---___ 
1990. A CCD image of NGC7599 is pre- ' n 

------___ 
sented in Flgure 1 as an example. Other 2 galaxies will be observed next April us- - 
ing again the 2.2-m telescop. The data ,h halo 
mchtion has been pedwnd using 'B _-,,-------r 

0 !HAP and other specific pmgrammes - '( - 
dewtoped in Padova (FwrIerUuotient 

- ........ - - - bulge 
obaeGdd"'----, 

pacme). A sample rotation curve of the I 

/ 
I 

ionized gas, obtained by means of , I disk 
_ & C - - -  - 

, , f a ,  , , , , , - 

-------------------,' 
Gaussian fitting of the emission lines is *Hd ,-- 

shown in Figure 2 for the galaxy i ,Z- 
NGC7599. Surprisingly the gas rotation 
curve of NGC 7599 has values which are SO 100 150 
too low for SDG. Thls may have two Distance from center [arcsec] 
reasons:(i)weareloakingMl~atthe f l g ~ 3 : R o ~ f l o n w 1 v e o n N C C J 0 8 ) ~ t e d a 9 t n a m b ~ ~ , ~ & a o d ~ ( d a s h e d  
i n n e r ~ i O n o f t h e % a ' ~ a n d t h e m t a -  l / n e ~ h ~ t o ~ b o M ~ e d r w l e r ~ t d w r o u v e ~ # l i n e J a n d ~ v w b d ~ o f M e o u h v H i  
tion curve rises outsfde; (Ib wide dng (etmwn ~n ~ l e  tnset as el/&). me m~drrtced /ine m t s  me o b s e d  miwe. m he 
HI Proflie is influenced by the PmSeme IndlvMuaI obtw& WUBS (MI writs) am cormcted fw the mymmasymme~c d m  and integration 
of a companion galaxy or has too low an alwrg th6 timf-sight. 
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The relevant kinematical information 
comes from stellar and ionized gas rota- 
t i n  curves. Rotational velocities must be 
corrected for the inclination; the stellar 
rotation curves (obtained from abmrp- 
tion lines) also requlre a correction for the 
asymmetric drift, if a non-negliglbb ve- 
locity dispersion is present. In addition, 
the effect of integration dong the line of 
sight must be taken into account (in the 
hypothesis of negligible absorption). 
More accurate comlons, Wlng into 
amount the presence of intwnal abmp- 
tton (Holmberg, 1958, Disney, 19Q0, Va- 
lentijn, 1990) will be included in the Rnal 
paper. These c m l o n s  are acwm- 
plished with a three-component model 
(zeilinger, Galletta and Madsen, 1 
representing the bulge, disk and halo 





optical (FES) 

sampling. The data taken as an example 
are t h m  of the 2 most recent cam- 
paigns of obsarvations, November 1988 - January 1989 and February-April 
1990. The maximum dday between the 
UV and thb@cal variations is c 2 days 
In either direction as compared to a 
vbcous time scale of n few years. 
Moreover the time scale of the con- 
tinuum variations is of the order of days. 
This rules out the possibility that the 
observed wntlnuum variations are due 
to vadertions of the accre€ion rate (Prin- 
gle, 1981 ; Clarke, 1988), 

We propose two pnx3esses for the 
rapid and simultaneous optical and UV 
wntinuum variations (Ulrieh el al., 
1890): 

1. The variations are due to local In- 
stabilities in the inner part of the disk 
which produce small hot regions emit- 
ting mostly In the far W but which con- 
tribute to the optical flux through the low 
energy tall of their spectrum. This resuits 
in a nearly perfect modulation of the W 
and optical flux. The time scale and the 
amplitude of the variations at different 
wavelengths have the potential to give 
strong constraints on the dimensions, 
temperature and location of these In- 
stabilles. 

2. Alternatively, the UV/optical varia- 

tions could be due to irradiation of the 
disk by a central variable X-ray source, 
Such a model has been proposed by 
C m y ,  Czemy and Grindlay (1 986) for 
low mass binaries. The Irradiation heats 
the disk surface which then mi ts  a 
spectnrrn d h m t  (hotter) from that of a 
pure accretion flow. The modulation of 
the UV and optical flues is caused by 
the X-ray variations. In this case, one 
expects the Wloptical variations to be 
correlated wlth the X-rays variations. 

Our simultaneous IUEEXOSAT ob- 
servations of NGC4151 (Fig. 2) of 7-19 
Nwember 1883 and 16 December 1 984 
- 2 January 1985 (Perola & al., 1986) 
give resubs consistent with Irradiation: 
There is an excellent l i d w  correlation 
(probability of 2.5 x 10" of being due to 
chance) between the 2-1 0 keV flux and 
the continuum at 1455A during the 2 
perlods of simultaneous obsenrations. 

Figure 3 shows the correlation be- 
tween the X-ray flux in the ME range- and 
the UV flux at 1455A (same data as 
Fig. 2). We note that each value of the 
ME flux is the average of the flux rnea- 
surd durlng an WOSAT ohrvation. 
During each obsewation (which lasted 
several hours) the flux drifted smoothly 
by about f 15 % around the mean for 
this observation. The extremely good 

corrdatlon of Figure 3 suggests that 
similar variations must have occurred In 
the UV range but the tlming of our IUE 
obwvations (2 consecutive spectra 
within 2 hours, every 4 to 5 days) Is not 
m u a t e  to verify this point. 

We stress that at other iwlated dates 
of simukaneaus UVlX-ray or optlcdtX- 
ray observations, the UV (or optical) and 
X-ray Rues do not follow this m l a -  
tion but scatter at larger values of the 
W (or optical) flux and lower values of 
the X-ray flux. See, for example, tthe 
point represenUng the slrnustaneous 
IUUUnWn obsewatlons of 19-21 
May 1879 which falls on the right hand 
side of Figure 3 (Peroh et a!., 198@ 
Penston, 1886). We suggest that Jn 
November 7-1 9, 1983 and December 
16, 1984 - January 2, 1985, the X-ray 
variations o v d e  and masked the 
effects of the inner disk Instabilities; the 
latter are, in general, the domlnant pro- 
cess producing the UV/optical varia- 
tions when the X-ray source is not par- 
ticularly strong. 

The determination of MBH and Fh from 
fitting of the UVloptical spectra with 
theoretical models of an accretion disk 
spectrum have not so far Included the 
effect of irradiation or of the instabilities 
discussed here. Further mcdelling in- 
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FigureS: 7hi32- IOkeVfluxve brre fluxat 14556 
fbr the the of Flwm 2, PIUS the pdnt riwm 
mttngthe X-rry~yrdUVWxm M a y  19-21, 
tQ7Q. The qptlc&M-my data taken at iwhted 
dateso'onot~lowthemlabbnX-myvs UV 
Wx or Xray w opflcal fXux de#ned by the 
N o m b e r  1083 end Dmmber f W - Janv- 
a r y 1 9 t % d a ~ . A I t ~ w t h e ~ a u ~ t h e t  
imdlam by the %-re), source praduw tha 
quasl s ~ r ? W 8 n m ~  @cab/UV flux wrktims 
at some epochs. But in pnmd, A Is the 
htabllWes In the Inner disk whlch maduki~ 
SlrnukmmuslY #a Opflcal and UV ma. 

Schwarzschitd radius r, 5 2 x loq5 cm, 
the upper limit on tlm time delay wall- 
able now is not q constraining. 
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cludlng theem effects wH1 lead to better served, b less than 2 days. Considering 
estimates of  ti^ and espwlally MBH than that the mass of the central object in 
presently available. NGC 4151 is likely to be less than 

Wenotethatthereisnodearcotreta- 5 x 1 0 ~  &, Which cmespf~dsto  a 
tion b&mn the W (or optical) flux and 
the X-ray flux in other AGN/quasars 
which have been adequatdy o b a m d  
In different emrgy k n d s  (NGC4051: 
Done et al., 1990; 3C 273: Couwoisier et 
al., 19~0). me ~ m d  W/X-~Y COW- A New Jet in M 87? 
tion &saved In NGC 41 51 In November 
1383 and -bet 1884 - ~anuaty B. J. JARVIS, €SO 
1986 is exceptional for NGC4151 as 
welt as ammg the other AGN/quasam 

Evidently, a good estimate of the time The glant elliptical galaxy M87 (Ed= 
May betw-n W and X-ray vwlatlons 4488) has been the subject of Intense 
provldes cmstdnts on the relative lo- study over the p&t twa decades for a 
cation of the different emission mgbns. number of reasons. FMy, it is large and 
This time delay in NGC 4151, at the brlgM, centrally placed in the Virgo clus- 
epochs when the correfation was ob- ter and d m  W s e  of Its bright optical 

synchrotron and radio jet emanating 
from the nucleus. The jd has been 
studied at all wavelengths from X-ray ta 
radio, An understanding of these j& b 
important for probing the physical p m  
cessm in active nucM and their i n t e w  



observations of the dongated emlssion 
feature aligned wlth the nucleus were 
made in March 1990 wlth the ESO 

Flgum 1 : Nmw-band continuum subtracted imae (slightly smoothed) dth central region of 
M87 through a redshined (70A FWHM] Ha filter. The inserl at the cent# #how8 the [0/14 
emission concentrated in ithe cwe region. The Ha + WIIJ jet (PA - 31 7Pq extends towards the 
upper right-hnd comer, inclined about 25" h r n  ;he radio synchmkm jet. Note the alignment 
d the Ha + +1lojBt with the [OlllJ leaturn. 7he dimensions of the image are 4.8 x 4.8 kpc for an 
assumed distance of f5 Mpc. 

tions with the surrounding matter. contain a supermassive object, possibly 
The nucleus of M87 is also interesting a black hole, first proposed by Sargmt et 

for other reasons since it is believed to el. (1978) and Young et al. (1078). Very 

recent observations of the Calcium tri- 
plet absorptlwl lines in the core d M87 
by Jarvis and Melnick (1980) Indicate a 
mass of about 5 x 1 @ Mg wlthin a radius 
of r = 3". Surrounding the nucleus is a 
complex system of Ha + [N II] gas, loose- 
ly concentrated on the nucleus. This is 
clearly seen in narrow-band imaging by 
Ford md Butcher (1979) and more re- 
cently by van den Bergh (1 987) and Jar- 
vls (1989). We report here the kinematic 
observations of a "jet-like" Ha + [NH] 
feature, shown between the white tines in 
Figure 1, emanating from the nucleus at 
an angle of 25" northward of the optical 
synchrotron jet. 

Narrow-band Ha + [N Ill Imaging ob- 
senrations, shown In Flgure 1 were 
made on La Silla in August 1989 with 
the New Technology Telescope during 
Rs cornmisslanlng phase. Kinematic 

3.6-m telescope and Boller and Chi- 
vens spectrograph. The RCA CCD de- 
tector had pixels of dlmension 
1 !l x 1.68A with a spectral range of 
5776 81-75108L Four 80-minute ex- 
posures were co-added together wlth 
the slit aligned along the elongated 
emisslon feature and passing through 
the nucleus. Figure 2 shows an Image 
of the reduced long-slit spectra in the 
region of the Ha + Ill and [S It] emls- 
slon Ilnes. Gaussian profiles were least- 
squares fitted to the lines to determine 
their radial velocities. The results are 
plotted In Figure 3. 

All five emlsslon lines in Figure 2 show 
Identical kinematic behavlour lndicatlng 
that the emission-line regions are mov- 

I 
Figure 2: Long-slit spectra of the Ha + llJjef feature in Frgure 1. The vertrcal lines extendmg to the edges are n$M+@ emision lines end were 
Included to show how the nal8ctic emission Ilms are clearly inclined All Iiw galactic mission lines show the same fOt8tbf) cum. The cursor 
make the mn& of the g&y and the image Is SIBC in height. 



M87 gas jet 

emission-line regions are closely linked 
kinematically to the main body of the jet 
because those regions which lie on the 
slit also have velocities consistent with 
those of the Inner continuous paH. This 
suggests that the Ha + PI Ill gas may 
share a common origin or fate depend- 
ing upon whether it is being expelled 
from or falling into the nucleus. For an 
assumed distance of 15 Mpc, the con- 
tinuous part of the jet is approximately 
1 kpc in length. 

Heckman et al. (1989) also observed 
the kinematics of the Ha + [Nlu gas h 
M87 although not along the jet. How- 
ever, their PA - O" velocities are in 
close agreement wlth those here. Even 
though the Heckman et al. data extend 
to only about 10" from the core, both 
data sets show the same amplitude of 
about 320 km s-' and the sharp de- 
crease approaching the core from both 
sides. Thay concluded that this gas is 
Infalling at about the free-fall velocity. 
These observations suggest that all of 
the gas in the immediate vicinity of the 
nucleus is kinematically similar. Walker 
(1968) observed a fan-shaped distribu- 
tion of [Oll] emission (3728-29& be- 
tween position angles 310'-65' to 
which he also reported an increasing 
vetmlty with radius. However, very little 
[O Ill emission was o b m e d  at the posi- 
tion angle of the Ha + [NIu jet reported 
here. The veloctty amplitude and max- 
imum radial extent of the [011] emission 
is very similar to that observed for the 
Ha + IN II] jet, i.e. about 1 kpc. The dis- 
tributions, however, of the Ha + lM Ill 
and [O 111 emission-line regions are quite 

-10 0 10 20 30 different. Contrary to Heckman's con- 
Radius (arcsec) clusfons, he believed that this material 

was k ina  elected from the nucleus in - ,  

Ngure 3: Obsemed radial velocities, from long-slit spectra, of the Ha and two Plfl lines shown which case an increasing with 
in Figure 2. The bottom curve shows thair man. The d I t y  scale is arbitrary. radius means that the outflow Is being 

eiected away from us. It would be 

ing together. Their behaviour is charac- 
terized by a rapld increase in vdocjty of 
more than 200 km s-I within the first 6" 
from the nucleus. Eetween six and ten 
a r m n d s ,  a small decrease Is ob- 
served followed by another rapid in- 
crease to a maximum velocity of about 
320 kms'' relative to the core at 20". 
Beyond 20" there is a slow but smooth 
decrease for as long as there is measur- 
able gas. It is interesting to compare the 
morphological characteristics of this 
"jet-like" feature with Keel's (1 985) 
criteria for optical jets. Keel proposed 
four criteria for a jet, 1.8. it must contain 
less than 10% of the host galaxy's 
luminosity, be one sided (with respect to 
the nucleus), have an aspect ratio grea- 
ter than 10, and be straight to within the 
limits of its width. The optical feature 

studied here clearly satisfied all these 
conditions. W i  also a clearly defined 
velocity gradient we be1 teve that this is a 
true jet, albeit gaseous and not stellar. 

Cwtd we be tooking at a rotating, 
nearly edge-on disk of gas instead of a 
real jet of material? This possibility can 
be immediately rejected by the ve- 
locities measured on the opposite side 
of the nucleus from the jet. Figure 3 
shows that this gas also shows a rapid 
rise in velocity away from the nucleus in 
the opposite sense that would be ex- 
pected if it were s disk of gas smn 
nmdy edgean. Unfortunately, however, 
it is not possible to conclude from the 
velocities alone if this material is falling 
into the core or being expelled from it. 

Morphologically, the jet is not con- 
tinuous along Its length since the outer 

iorthwhrle to repeat these observations 
wlth CCD's to obtain better S/N ratios 
than Walker obtained photographically. 
Of pacular interest is the very close 

alignment of the nuclear (0 Ill] emission 
with the optical Ha + IN lu emission-line 
jet. This is indeed curious In view of 
recent work by Hanlff, Wilson and Ward 
(1988) and also Wilson and Baldwin 
(1989). Haniff st al. found that in a sam- 
ple of 10 galaxies with "linear" radio 
sources, all showed alignment (withln 
measurement errors) of the [01111 emis- 
sion-llne region and the radio structures. 
Wilson and Baldwin's observations of 
another Seyfert galaxy, 07 1 4-291 4 
showed the same effect. Moreover, 
Whittle et at., showed from a sample d 
11 Sqfert galaxies that several also had 
c l w  evidence for doublelobe sub- 
structure In the [OIlfl emission. This Is 
also clearly seen in M 87, except that the 
circumnuclear [Ollr] is aligned with the 



H a +  [Mil[ jet and not the well-known 
radio jet as in all other cases. 

The nuclear spectra also show a com- 
plex structure: the Ha and two WII] 
emission lines are multiple with st least 
three observable componsnts. This is 
probably due to flows of gas In other 
directions, e.g. towards the north where 
other emission can be seen in Rgure 1. 
me [OIIU (5007A) emission line is dou- 
ble peaked in the core, This can be 
clearly seen In Figure 4. The emission 
lines then merge at about r = f 2", re- 
miniscent of an expanding shell of gas. 
lhe velocity of expansion is rneasurd 
to be about 300 krns-I. 

In summary, the jet nature of the 
Ha + [N lu emission-line feature seems 
well established. The origin of the entire 
H a  c II] gas is not. Moreover, of par- 
ticular interest is the alignment of the 
[O III] core emission wRh thls jet since it 
is not seen b any other radlo galaxy with 
emission-line activity. This gas and 
other specles will merit more detailed 
study In the Mum. 
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Infrared Coronal Lines in Active Galaxies 
A. F. M. MOOR WOOD, €SO 
E. OLI VA, Ossentatorio Astro fisico di Arcetri, Italy 

1. introduction 
Coronal lines are forbidden fine-struc- 

ture emission lines from highly ionized 
heavy metals. Although the best known 
are probably those of [FeVIII-(FeXlV], 
which fall in the visible, many more coro- 
nal lines from a large number of elements 
fall in the infrared spectral range but have 
received little attention so far. These 
include transitions of [CaVHl], [AIV], 
[AIVI], [SiVl], [SiVII], [MgVIIIl, [AIIXJ, and 
[Si lXJ at wavelengths between 1.96 and 
3.92 pm which, although mostly falling in 
regions of poor atmospheric transmis- 

slon, have now been observed from the 
ground in several novae. Discovery of 
these lines in novae was cornpletey un- 
expected and their identification was 
controversial for some time until con- 
firmed by subsequent work. 

The [Si VI] ? P , ~ - ~ P ~ ~ )  I .96 pm and 
[SiVIl] ~ P , - ~ P ~ )  2.48 pm lines are also 
present in spectra of the extremely 
high excitation planetary nebula NGC 
6302 and represent the highest ionl- 
zation stages (ionization potentlals 
of 167eV and 205eV respectively) ob- 
served in PN. 

2. Infrared Lines 
As further evidence that infrared 

spectroscopy is still In its exploratory 
phase, the first reported measurement 
of an infrared coronal line in an extra- 
galactic object was our somewhat 
serendipitous detection of the [SiVI] 
1.962 vrn line in the Seyfert galaxy 
NGC1068 while using IRSPEC at the 
ESO 3.6-m telescope to explore bright 
galaxies in previously unobserved por- 
tions of their infrared spectra lying out- 
side the high transmission 'window' re- 
gions (Oliva and Moorwood 1990). 
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Flgure 1: Discovery spectrum of the iSiV14 2-48 pm line In the SeyFeH galaxy NGC 1068 
obtained wlth IRSPEC at the NTTploited together with the previowly obtained spectrum at the 
n&m td#wpa showing pi Vo 1.962 pm blended with the 4 7-0Sp) Ilm. Residual noise in 
the [SIWJ spectrum is dominefed by irn- cance/letlon of strong atmbspherk abmptlon 
lines in this region of the spectrum which lies t~ the long w&ngth side of fhe K band 
whdow. 

Followlng this discovery we have sub- 
sequently searched specifically for the 
ISi Vlj IIne in several other galaxies 
w k  detections in the Seyfert galaxles 
A1409-65, NGC5508 and IC4329A 
and, as anticipated, no evidence for this 
llne In several starbumt nuclei Included 
for c o m ~ s o n .  

Following the transfer of IRSPEC to its 
new home at the N l T  In October 1890 
we have also now o b m e d  the [SiVII] 
line at Its expected rest wavelength of 
2.48 pm in NGC 1068 to confirm the line 
identifications and obtain additional 
diagnostic information. Apart from their 
ptential as a new technique for hves- 
tlgatfng the origin of coronal lines, sim- 
ply the presence of these Ihes is of 
considerable interest as potential in- 
frared tracers of Seyfert activity and 
heir Intensities should provide a vatu- 
able check on mcdels now being used 
to predict the likely strengths of longer 
wavelength coronal Hnes which are un- 
observable from the ground but should 
be accessible to the spectrometers to 
be flown on the ESA Infrared Space 
Observatory scheduled for launch in 
1993. 

Both lines exhibit extremely large 
equivatent widths as can be seen In 
Rgure 1 which shows the calibrated 
spectrum of NGC 1068 around [Sl VII] 
platted together with our previously 

published dlscovery spectrum of [SiVI]. 
Estimated fluxes are -7.5 and 
9.0.1 O''serg. ~rn-~.s- l  In a 6 x 6 arcsec 
aperture for the [SiVI] and [SIVII] lines 
respectively, although accurate deter- 
minations are difficult because the [Si Vfl 
line is blended with the H21-OS@) line 
and lies shortward of the K(2.2 pm) win- 
dow, where the transmission is poor and 
varies rapidly with wavelength. while the 
[Si VlfI llne lies in an even worse atmo- 
spheric region longward of the K win- 
dow. This line, being broad (-1000 km/ 
s), is clearly visible in the raw spectra In 
order to improve cancellation of the 
many strong and narrow HzO absorp- 
tian features, however, the spectrum 
shown was obtained by combining 
spectra measured with the 32-pixel 
array at four grating positions selected 
to yield a 128 point spectrum with half 
pixel spacings whleh was then re-bin- 
ned over four pixels (-300 km/s) before 
dividing by Interleaved measurements 
of a nearby standard star treated in the 
same way. The resulting noise is, 
neverthdess. still dominated by imper- 
fect cancellation of these lines. 

3. Origin of the Unes 
As infrared cwonal lines result from 

transitions between low lying levels, 
they are easy to excite collisionally even 

In relatively low temperature gas. For- 
mation of th Ions themselves, however, 
requires a highly energetic process and 
is genwally attributed to colllsional -1- 
tation in hot (- 10%) gas or photoioniza- 
tion by UV/X-ray photons. The relative 
importance of these meehanbms in ac- 
tive galaxles is still a matter of debate as 
is the actual location and density of the 
m n a l  line gas. 

Initially, therefore, it appeared highly 
significant that both the ratios [SiVI]/ 
Br, - 6 and [SiVI11/[SiVI) - 1.2 measured 
for NGC 1068 are almost exactly as pre- 
dicted very recently for photoionization 
of the low density interstellar medium by 
the central continuum source in active 
galaxies (Korista and Ferland, 1989 and 
results presented In the IS0 Long 
Wavelength Spectrometer Consortium 
GT Proposal obtained using the same 
code). Accepting the apparent support 
for this model at face value, however, 
would imply that the fir, emission within 
the central 6x6 arcsec regim observed 
is dominated by the coronal tine gas 
which appears improbable. Following 
conventional reasoning, the fact that the 
[Si VI] and [SiVII] llnes are broader than 
other forbidden lines of lower excltatim, 
e.g. Fell] have wldths comparable to 
the He I 1.083 pm line, also indicates an 
origin in high- rather than low-density 
gas- 

Comparison of wr rmults for 
NGC 1068 with those obtained on novae 
and the planetary nebula NGC6302 also 
reveals the more perplexing fact that, 
whereas the [SiVll]/[Si VI] ratio should be 
sensitive to detalls of the ionization 
mechanism, Rs measured values are 
essentially identical In all the objects so 
far measured. 

In novae, the coronal lines are be- 
lieved to arise in relatively high density 
gas I< 1 O8 crn-3) excited by both photo- 
Ionization and collisions in hot gas and 
the remarkable similarity in conditions 
implied by the constancy d the piVIlY 
PiVIJ ratio in the four novae In whlch this 
has been measured has already been 
drawn attention to by Greenhouse et al. 
(1990). In the planetary nebula 
NGC6302 it appears to be consistent 
with lower density (1 ~ cm4) gas photo- 
ionlzd by a central star at ~ - 5 . 1 0 ~ K  
(Ashley and Hyland, 1988) and the same 
ratio now observed in NGC I068 is con- 
sistent with photolonkation of low den- 
sity gas by an active nucleu~. At the 
moment the detailed implications of this 
result are not clear. 

As the [Si] tine critical densities are 
similar and much hiher (-2.1 o8 cm9) 
than the model densities considered In 
NGC6302 and NGC1068 their line 
ratios should exhibit a relatively weak 
density dependence and the similarity of 
the observed ratios may slmply reflect 



the fact that the ionizing spectrum of a 
star as hot as that invoked in the planet- 
ary nebula does closely mlmic an active 
nucleus (thus at least providing support 
for photdmlzation rather than collision- 
d excitation in active nuclei). The mom 
diicult problem is accounting for the 
slmllarity whRh novae if collisional excl- 
tatton r d l y  does play an important role 
in these o b j d .  

As the other galaxies mentioned 
above which show the piv Hne have 
not b m ~  ohenred around [SiVII], the 
constancy of this ratio in galaxies 
cannot yet b tested. These and other 
galaxies for which [SIVU upper limb 
have been obtalned do, however, 
appear to exHbii l o w  [SiVl]/Br, d o s  
(52) except perhaps for the Seyfert 1 
galaxy IC4329A (2 1.7). The (SiVIY 

[FeVIIJ Ilm ratio in this galaxy is also 
larger than in NGC 1088 - caasistwd 
wlth higher excitatlcm conditions as a- 
ready indl-ed by its k p r  [Few 
reV1fl ratio. Further tests of the &a- 
tion between pi] and [Fe] lines are of 
interest but presently limited by the 
small sample of galaxk obsewad to 
date and uncertainties In the extinction 
cmections to be applied to the visible 
lines. 

Following the planned upgmde of 
IRSPEC with a 2D array detector, It is 
now Imp& in the near Mure to be able 
to extend our obswvatlons of the [Sij 
lines to a larger sample of galaxies; to 
utllhe the new long-slit capability to 
measure their spatial distribution and to 
search for coronal emission from o m r  
species in order to investigate further 

the location and excitation of these 
lines. 
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New NTT Discoveries on Distant Galaxies 
and Gravitational Lensing 
F. HAMMER, DAEC, Observatoire de Paris-IWeud~n, France 
0. LE F ~ R E ,  Canada-France-Ha waii Telescope Gorp., Hawaii, USA 

Since the discovery of the double 
lensed QSO 0957c561 by Walsh et al. 
(19791, gravitational lensing effects are 
being identified in a steadily increasing 
number of sources. Indeed, detector im- 
provements in the 1980s have led to the 
detection of features as faint as a few 
thousandths of the sky signal. This has 
resulted in the identification of radio 
galaxies at high-r, which are much more 
numerous than QSOs and also potential- 
ly affected by gravitational lensing. 

We know today about 50 radio galax- 
ies at z> I ,  and these sources are likely 
to be affected by gravitational lensing, 
because they lie at the brfgM end of the 
Radio Luminosity Function (RLFj. This is 
the steepest part of the RLF- the slope is 
equal to -3.5 - and hence is strongly 
subjected to statistical gravitational lens- 
ing. Let us recall that the latter Influences 
much more steeper luminosity functions 
than the normal galaxy luminosity func- 
tion which, with a slope equal to -1, 
cannot be statistically affected by lens- 
ing. We have predicted (Hammer and Le 
F h e ,  1990; Hammer and Wu, in prepa- 
ration) that there should be 5 to 10 times 
mare bright radio sources behind rich 
lensing clusters of galaxies than in the 
rest of the sky and therefore, maybe that 
alt 30 known hlgh-z galaxies are part of 
the 3CR catalog because their radio 
luminosity has been sufficiently rnag- 

flgure I: 3C255 (z- 1.351, R, W M =  0.3, CCFHT prime focus. The field Is 20 x 20 arcs&, 
North is up and East to the I&. 



is a Galactic M star, and slucldatm the 
nature of this source. Finally, direct im- 
aging in several broad-band filters of 
M 1 131 + 0456 identifies the lens and h e  
Imssd/distorted optical counterpart of 
the radio ring, while the physical nature 
of the lens and a possible redshift am 
tentatively derived from the spectroa- 
q y .  These results emphasize the im- 
portance of gravitational lensing in our 
understanding of the d h n t  Universe. 

Contamhating Foreground 
Galaxies in the Fietd of 3CR255 

3CR255 was identified with an ex- 
tremely complex optical system includ- 
ing at least five components (Fig. 1). The 
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A (Angstroms) Giraud (1 989) and we confirm Its value 
of 2-1.35 from our detection of the 

Flgun 2: E s m v n  spectrum d a 8-25 (11-24.4) galaxy i d e m  at 2-0.63 lram [OIU 3727A strow [O 111 3727 emission line and 
and [OIIU at 4959 and 5#7A It is only 4 5 away f m  the radio galaxy 3C255 (2- 1.35). palll] 3869 which are to be added to 

tha previously detected CIII, CII and 
Mgll. However, only one component, 
Indicated on Rgure 1, shows emission 

nifted by foreground deftecting matter. spectroscopic identification of a B - 25 lines at this redshift. 
ldentlflctton of foreground matter and galaxy. Another high z 3CR galaxy, 3CR Four amseconds away there is a 
search for possible gravitational mlrages 297, is fwnd to be a gwd gravItationa! 6-25 (V-24.4) galaxy for which we 
among these sources are part of an ESU mirage candidate from its spwtro~~opy. have derived a redshift 2-0.63 (5.5 
Key Programme (Surds] et al., 1989) Deep spectroscopy of the well-known hours of total integration time) from the 
jointly wlth similar search= for bright high-z galaxy, 3CR388 (z-1-13) rweafs observed [011] 3727 and [Olllj 507 and 
multiple lensed optical QSOs and addi- that the brightest and central component 4959 emission lines (Fig. 2). Apart from 
tional abservatlonal studies of known 
tenses. 

Them are few doubtsthat gwitatlonal 
lensing greatly helps us In detecting the 

II 
most distant galaxies. Discoverbs and 
studies of giant luminous arcs (Soucall et 
a!., 1987; Lynds and Pebsian, 1987; 
Hammer and Rigaut, 1989) have led to a 
new aampte of galaxies which would 
have 8-24-25 if they were not lensed 
and which probably lie at relatively mod- 
erate r (a>= 0.8 for 6 sources. Radio 
rings are the result of gravltatlonal lens- 
ing of a distant radio lobe or jet by a 
massive foreground galaxy (Hewitt et a]., 
1988), They also potentially allow studies . 
of distant plaxies which are much more 
"normal" than the extremely peculiar 
radio galaxies in the 3C and 4C surveys 
which are dominated by +radio em tssion. 

In the following sections, we present 
several results o w n e d  during five very 
good nights at the M l  In February 1990. 
Weather condtions were good (swing 
<FWHM> =O!Q and stable, best seeing 
0 9  FWHM, photometric sky) while the 
telescope, the EFOSM instrument and 
the Thomaon 1024~ CCD performed al- = 
most flawlessly. This combination has 
provided us with very g o d  data. There 
was no instrumental Mlurb, which is re- * 
markable since it was only the 2nd month 
of official use of the NlT,  Wa first report 
on the spectroscopic discovery of 
foreground galaxies close to the 3CR m ~ r e  3: 3 ~ 2 8 7  (z= 1.41, R, ~ w ~ # - 0 9  C M p d m e  focus. me w is 20 x 20 ercsec, North 
255 line of sight Including the record is up and &st to ffie M. 
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Figure 4: ESOmrrrspeche of t h  2 ~~ d3C297. The emission W s  show the same 
velocity at hws than I W km/s dilrmce.  

the detection record R faint object 
spectroscopy, this is a field galaxy 
selected at random which should be 
compared with similar detections up to 
B=24 (Cowle, Ellis and Koo, in a work- 
shop on galaxies at high z, Oxford, July - August 1M0) and to t b  6124-25 
sources forming the giant luminous 
m s .  Our 8-25 galaxy is also intrinsl- 
a l l y  faint - several tenths of L' (see e.g. 
W h i o u  et al., 1988) -dmllar ta galax- 
Ies belonging to the main population of 
the 8 ~ 2 2 . 5  Mahi survey (Wless et 

al., 1990) with czr=0.32. Taken to- 
gether, these m u b  indicate that no 
luminosity evolution Is required for 
galaxies up to r-0.8, and that counts 
up to 8-27 (Tyon, 4988; Ully et d., 
19W) might be dominated by galaxies 
at moderate r. There are also Indica- 
tions that component (c) is a foreground 
object, and possibly again at zm0.63. 

The 3CR 255 optical counterpart is 
probably gravitation Jly magnified by 
this foreground matter, and its complex- 
ity and intrinsic lumlnosfty would be 

largely decreased by removing the 
foreground objects. A more detailed 
analysis of these data will be reported 
elsewhere. 

A New GrwitatIonal Lens Candi- 
date: 3CR 297 

The optical counterpart of 3CR 2Q7 
4- 1.4) is dominated by two compo- 
nents (Fig. 3). Spectroscopy wRh 
EFOSC at the 3.6-m and EFOSC2 at the 
N l T  have provided Uw sp&ra shown In 
Rgure 4. The two components have the 
same emission lines w e  IVJ, Mg ll, [New, 
Pll], [Nellfl and there is no velocity dis- 
crepancy between them down to our 
measurement accuracy of 1 00 kds .  
Moreover, [Oll] 3727, the strongest 
emission tine, has a blueshied wing in 
both spectra. The continuum of the 
faintest oomponsnt however is bluer 
than the brightest one, which could be 
due to Uw presence of the deflecting 
ohm. New radlo data (van Breugel, 
private communication) ahow very dls- 
torM structures but da not confirm or 
infirm at this stage the lensing hy- 
pothesis. 

3CR 36& a Well-Known Hlghz 
Galaxy Dominated by a Galactic 
M Star! 

This source has been considerad by 
savdautbsasapmtoiypeofthe 
high-z radio galaxla from its lurnimshy, 
its oolour, its morpholwy (Fig. 5 (a)) and 
the alfgnment between radio and optid 
axis. It has been the source of a large 

Rgure 5: 3c3#, R Image, FWH#=0:8, CFHTprfrne focus: (4 berm "decontaminatlon", (b) afiw "decontamination" by a f m w n d  Galactic 
M star. The fields am 10 x 10 arcsec, Norfh is up and East to the lefi. 
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figurn 8: ~ S ~ ~ R M I  d M  1131 +OQ58(R-22.15), the ~ d C o t ? f i t ? ~ ~ m a n d t w d  
po~sf#e breaks at 74wA and &Sod. 

R-22.15 and 1-20.87. It Is located jusl 
at the centre of the radio ring and con- 
stitutes most pmbably the lens (Flg. 7 
(a)}, The red mlours deduced have led 
us to the hypothesb of a 4000A break 
between V and R or between R and I. 
Moreom, the 1 image looks more ex- 
tended than that of an elliptical galaxy. 
Indeed, if we m u m e  that the lens is an 
elllptlml galaxy, the R and I image@ 
cannot be fitted by any reasonable rtI4 
profile, which indicates an additional 
soum of IlgM. After removal of a ren-5 
kpc rTi4 profile, one can sea a residual 
ring-like emlsslon that follows the radb 
dng fairly closely (FQ. 7 @I); note the 
gap indicated by the m w  In both the 
optical and radio images); profiles with 
r, up to 15 kpc have a h  been tried but 
none was successful in removing this 
extra emission. It Is therefore likely to be 
the optid countetpart of the 
background radio source, i.e. the fvst 
example of an optical ring. 

We have then obtained spectra of the 
optical object and Figure 8 reveals a 
featureless spectrum without any emis- 
sion line. This is however extremdy red 
wkh two breaks (S/M - Z), one located at 
7400A and the other at 8550&. There 
are at this stage two alternatives: either 
we have spectroscopically detected the 
lens done which has a spectrum wy 
similar to the one of an elliptical red- 
sflifted at z=1.13 or we have found the 
blend of the bna at r-0.85 with the 
source at z- 1 .I 3. In bob cases the lens 
b idmlfied with a rather unevoM 
elliptical galaxy for which the absence of 
[O Ilj 3727 emission indicates no strong 
star-fomatlon activity. The source is the 
counterpart of a radio mission at mJy 

level, far bdow the radio luminosity of 
the 3CR high-z galaxies. It is likely to be 
an elliptical galaxy g r a v M M l y  di5 
torted by the foreground lens, and i f  It 
ties at z=1.13 it should also Lw a non 
evolved elliptical at least 3 magnitudes 
faintw than the powerful radio galaxies 
(Hammer et al., In preparation). 

Conclu dons 
The M l  has convincingly shown us 

its outstanding capabilities in terms of 
the detection of very faint objects and 
features in crowded environments, in 
both imaging and spectroscopy. 

The results pmented above should 
be interpreted In the frame of ex- 
tragalactic research and more especially 
in the sampling of the high-z Universe 
by distant galaxies. A key problem was 
open by deep counts of galaxies up to 
B-27: If they were dominated by highx 
sources &-I .4), this would favour 
strong lurnindiy evolution and a low 
value for the baryonic density, while s 
major contribution by small and dwarf 
galaxies at moderate z (z-0.6-1.2) im- 
plies no or smdl luminosity evolution 
plus a number density evolution and 
then a higher vatue for the baryonlc. 

Spectroscopic results on distant 3CR 
galmiis show them to be exhemdy pe- 
culiar and without evidence to be dorni- 
nated by stellar content. Indeed, mst of 
their properties seem to be closely link- 
ed with their active nuckus (Hammer, 
Le F h  and Sot, in preperatlon). In- 
terpretations of these sou- should be 
made carefully, also becauss they are 
ex- and found as being affected 
by wntaminatfon due to foreground 

matter and/or ~u lb lng  gravitational 
lensing (Hammer and La F h ,  1890). 
The use of these extremely peculiar 
sources to test galaxy evotution is there- 
fore wcularly dangerous. Moreover, 
we know now some massive and high-z 
elllptlcals considerably fa3nter than the 
high-z &lo gataxies and mher non 
evolved. These are for Instance the lens 
of QSO 201 6 e 1 12 identified at z- 1 -01 
by Schneider at at. (1986) or the lens 
andlor the w r c e  of the system M 
1131 +0456 detected by us. On the 
other side, there are the spctmsmpic 
Identifications of v q  faint sources 
found at moderate z, such as s o u m  
associated with the giant luminous arcs 
or the B = 25 galaxy presented here. 
Again they show no or lmle luminosity 
evolution. Strong luminmky evolution 
seems to be rejected both for intrinslcat- 
ly brtgM and faint galaxies. 
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Ultraluminous lnfrared Galaxies 
I.  F. MIRABEL, Sentice d 'Astrophysique, CEN-Saclay, France 

The Infrared Astronomical Satellite 
(IRAS) revealed a class of luminous 
galaxies that emit almost all the energy 
(295%) in the far-infrared. The most 
extreme galaxies of this type radiate as 
much as 1Oi2Lg in the 8 pm-1000 prn 
wavelength band, which is equivalent to 
the accepted minimum bolometric 
luminosity of quasars. These objects are 
called "ultraluminous infrared galaxies". 
Although the space density of ultra- 
luminous infrared galaxies exceeds that 
of optically selected quasars of the 
same bolometric luminosity. there are 
only a few tens of galaxies of this type in 
the Local Universe (~50.13). 

The study d "luminous infrared galax- 
ies" has now become a key area in 
extragalactic research for two reasons: 
(1) We have come to the realization that 
above 10'' LO the infrared luminous 
galaxies are the dominant population of 
objects in the Universe, being as numer- 
ous as Seyferts, and more numerous 
than quasars of the same bolometric 
luminosities['l. (2) There is increasing 
evidence that luminous infrared galaxies 
may represent an early and brief phase 

in the evolution of galaxies, and that 
their study wit1 provide clues for our 
understanding of the genesis of the 
most energetic - quasars and radio 
galaxies - and most massive - giant 
elliptical galaxies - in the Universe. 
Most of the far-infrared emission from 

galaxies is due to the absorption and re- 
emission of light by dust. Although the 
luminosity density in the Local Universe 
seems to be evenly split between cool 
disk emission and warmer starburst 
emission, from the IRAS colours we 
know that the infrared emission from 
ultraluminous infrared galaxies is mostly 
radiated by warm dust. At present it is 
not known if the source of the light that 
heats the dust consists solely of large 
amounts of massive stars, or If in addi- 
tion, the formation of gigantic black 
holes with X-ray emitting accretion disks 
are also required to explain the colossal 
amounts of thermal energy radiated by 
the dust in the far-infrared. 

To reveal the nature of the host galax- 
ies and to understand the origin of the 
greatly enhanced infrared radiation, we 
are carrying out at ESO, optical, infrared 

Figure 1 : R band CCD image of the "South America" galaxy 
is receeding from the Sun at 23,200 km s-' and radiates 
intrared. 

* obtained with the NTT, This galaxy 
: laf2 solar luminosltles in the far- 

and radio observations of a flux limited 
sample of the nearest luminous infrared 
galaxies, selected from a surveyM of 
bright IRAS galaxies in the southern 
hemisphere. 

NTT Images 

The optical morphology of ultralumin- 
ous infrared galaxies has recently been 
a subject of controversy. Whereas from 
observations with the Palomar 1.5-m te- 
lescope some authors131 had concluded 
that nearly all ultraluminous infrared 
galaxies are strongly interacting mer- 
gers, from studies at La Palma, other 
authors"l conclude that gataxy interac- 
tions are far from being an ubiquitous 
factor among this type of galaxies. In 
view of the contradictory reports on the 
morphology of ultraluminous infrared 
galaxies, optical imaging with the most 
advanced technology had become 
necessary. The excellent optics of the 
New Technology Telescope (NIT) and 
the good seeing conditions on La Silla 
were fully exploited to arbitrate on the 
question of the optical morphology. 

CCD images of the 16 neatest ultra- 
luminous infrared galaxies in the south- 
ern herni~phere~~] were obtained using 
the second €SO Faint Object Spectro- 
graph and Camera (EFOSC2) attached 
to one of the Nasmyth focii of the MT. 
The observations were carried out dur- 
ing the commissioning period of these 
instruments. The detector used was a 
tow resolution (320 x 512,30 pm pixels) 
RCA CCD. The exposures were ob- 
tained through a Bessel R fitter. Typical 
exposure times were of 2 minutes. The 
diamaters of stellar images on these ex- 
posures allowed the resolution of faint 
features with sizes 2 2.5 kpc, for this 
nearby sample (z 5 0.13) of objects. 

A clear result from the NlT images is 
that none of the sample galaxies show 
either the spirat or the elliptical shapes 
that are characteristic of isolated galax- 
ies. On the contrary, the NlT images 
reveal a wide variety of morphologies 
that can be interpreted as resulting from 
gravity in strongly interacting merger 
systems (e.g. Fig. 1). Tails, bridges and/ 
or double nuclei are apparent in all 
galaxies cz s 25,000 km s-' (e.g. Fig. 2). 
However, in the images of galaxies at 
higher redshifts, the faint extended 
features that are characteristic of tidal 
interactions are less ostensible, and be- 
come increasingly blurred with increas- 
ing distance. 

From the detailed optical inspection 
of the 16 nearest ultraluminous infrared 
sources made with the N lT  it is con- 
cluded that ultraluminous infrared 
galaxies are colliding galaxies that have 
profoundiy penetrated each other. In 
fact, we find a critical separation of 



Figure 2: R h d  CCD image of the &my IBIS 23128-5919 obtelned with the NTT* T,puW 
dmulaatlwrs show that the elongat& featurn mating h m  the Eeurtrel &,kt am the mu11 
of tidal int- between mwng d&k &&~Aes. At the dis- of IR4S 23128-59f8, f frs 
~~s siwn sf fha end of the tails would have the Iumtn&s of star fomlng dwarf 
w*. 

about 10 kpc between the nuclei of the 
colliding galaxies (e.g. Fig. 3). In other 
words, advanoed merging seems to be 
a necessary condition for the greatly 
enhanced infrard luminosity. 

SEST Obsenrations 
Since cold Interstellar gas is the fuel 

for Intense massive star formation. 
studies of the molecular gas in IR lumi- 
nous galaxies are important for our 
understanding of the ultimate source of 
the energy radiated by these systems. 
The Swedish programme committee 
allocated the observing time needed to 
cany out a survey of the CO(1+0) 
emission from an IRAS flux limited sam- 
ple of 33 galaxles with L R z 1 0 " ~ .  
CO(1 +O) emisslon was detected from 
most of the galaxies of this sample up to 
a redshift of 0.1"~~.  

From the SEST observations it was 
found that IR luminous galaxies are ex- 
tremely abundant In turbulent CO. The 
9mission proflfes show velocity widths 
of up to 1000 km s-l (e.g. Fig. 4). Using a 
galactic CCkH, conversion factor one 
derives totd masses of Hp in the range 
of 6-60 lo9 Ma, namely 2-20 times the 
mass of molecular gas in the Milky Way. 
The t n h ~  luminosities per nucleon of 

molecular gas, W{H2J,  are in the 
range of 10-80 b/MQ. This is 5-40 
times the global value of this ratio in the 
Galaxy averaged over the hole disk. This 
ratio is also larger than the average ratio 
found in starburst galaxies Pke M82. 
From the MT and SEST observations it 
is then concluded that luminous infrared 
galaxies represent colliding, and in the 
most extreme cases, mergers of giant 
gas-rich galaxbs. 

In deriving H2 masses from the 
12C0(1 40) emisslon one should keep in 
mind that there may be systematic 
biases that depend on the physical 
properties of the molecular gas, such as 
the mean temperature, denslty, and 
metallclty. To study the physical prop- 
ertres of the molecular gas in luminous 
infrared galaxies, Cq2-1) and I3CO 
observations of the f i e  brighter galaxies 
were carried out. The analysis of these 
observations will provide an important 
test of the use of the galactic '2CO+H2 
conversion factor in this type of 
galaxies. 

Infrared Observations 
One of the most relevant questions 

that rwnaln open about these intriguing 
systems Is if in addition to bursts of 

massive star formation, compact mn- 
thermal sources (AGN) am really needed 
to produce the extraordinary inhared 
luminosities above 1 0'' LO. Because of 
heavy optical obscuration along the line 
of sIght to the central reglons, infrared 
imaging Is one obmational approach 
to this question. 

Observations with IRAC in the 5 (1 -25 
ym), H (I -65 w), K (2.2 p), and 
L(3.6 pm) will be conducted in the near 
future. Imaging in the N(1O pm) band is 
also planned with the TlMMl camm 
M n g  mstnrcted at CEM-Saday under 
conbat3 with €SO. These infrared ob- 
servations will substantidly improve our 
knowledge of the central morphology of 
these galaxies. Through the large 
amounts of obscuring dust they may be 
able to reveal the presence of muhiple 
nuclei. Furthermore, the in fwd cdoum 
will provide essential information to dis- 
wiminate between diffmnt compo- 
nents of the central energy source, 
namely, starlight from red supergiants 
formed during super-&&urn, thermal 
emission from hot dust, and p ~ i b l e  
emlssim from an a m i o n  disk 
surrounding an AGN. By comparing the 
ratio of the 10 pm to thermal radio emis- 
sion found in the central regions of ul- 
tralumInous infrared galaxiee, with the 
ratio found In galactic H I regions we will 
test the controversy "Starbutst-AGN'sn. 

Optical Spectroscopy 

Low and high dispersion optical spec- 
troscopy of the 20 most luminous ob- 
jects at 2 5  0.13 was carded out with the 
4-m Tololo tebscopdq. Na D absorption 
lines and strong Balmer decrements are 
common features In the spectra of the 
nuclei. Despite the strong absorption, it 
is found that about 50% of the nuclei 
are Seyfert 2's, the other 50 % liners or 
starbursts. The [0111] emission lines 
show asymmetric shapes with extended 
blue wings, that may result from an 
attenuation of the emission from the far 
side of outwardly moving line-emitting 
gas mixed with dust. 

An interesting possibility is that merg- 
ing disk galaxies may not only trigger 
nuclear activity, but also eject dwarf 
galaxies into intergalactic space. We 
became interested in this idea after a 
close inspection of the NIT images of 
these galaxies. Patches of luminous 
rnatm'al usually appear at the tips of the 
tidal tails (e.g. Fig. 2). Another specially 
interesting feature is a blue knot found in 
the ~uperantennad@l at a projecw dis- 
tance of 200 kpc from the merging nu- 
clei. If these objects are actually associ- 
ated to the merging disks, their 
luminosities are comparable to star 
forming dwarf galaxies. 

At present we do not know why bursts 



Rgure 3: 'The Supemntmme", a mtmbble galaxy st a d U a m  of250 ~ ~ p c "  The oolossal MIS seen h the black-and-white reproduction of 
an ESO suwey p W  stretch tu an unprm&mted fotal extent of 350 kpc. The f a I ~ ~ - c o h r  CCD imege obtained wfth the NTmv& inside the 
eenW body from which emerge the gigantic falls, two galaxy nuclei wpamted by only 10 kpc. 

of star formation should occur at the 
ends of tidal tails. Furthermore, it is not 
clear how massive stars could be 
formed in inrnalactic space out of the 
scattered debris of galaxy-galaxy colli- 
sions. We have proposed to cany out 
spectroscopy of these condensations 
wlth EFOSC on the 3.8-m to: (I) confirm 
their physical association to the merghg 
disks, (2) determine the chemical com- 
position of the HI1 regions in the tidal 
tails, and (3) probe a mechanism that 
returns metal-enriched gas into inter- 
galactic space. 

The IRAS view of the sky led to the 
discovery of a few tens of ultraluminous 
infrared galaxies in the Local Universe. 
Since in an expanding Universe, galaxy- 
galaxy collisions must have been more 
frequent in the past, It is likely that the 
several hundred times more sensitive 
Infrared Space Observatory (ISO), a 
European space mission to be launched 
in the year 1993, will reveal a large 
population of this type of objects in ear- 
lier epochs. To look back into the history 
of the Universe, and to inspect in detail 
the directions signalled by ISO, we will 

need terrestrial telescopes more power- 
ful than the NlTI telescopes Ilke the 16- 
m Very Large Telescope to be installed 
in Chile by ESO. 
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Blue Galaxies in the Field of the Quasar PKS0812+02 

1. Introduction 

Some galaxy clusters at z=0.3-0.4 
have a higher frequency of galaxies with 
signs of recent star formation or nuclear 
activity than their nearby counterparts. 
The most luminous red galaxies in these 
clusters, however, do not show any evi- 
dence of evolution. At higher redshift 
(z=0.7) there seems to be a significant 
variation in the 40008( break amplitude 
of the reddest galaxies (Dressier, 1987; 
see also Giraud, 1 WO), suggesting that 
evolution of the most passive gdaxia 
has also been detected. 

Low-redshift quasars (z s 0.4) are not 
found In very rich clusters of galaxies. 
Nevertheless they appear to be located 
in regions of higher-than-average galaxy 
density (Yee and Green, 1984). The en- 
vironment of quasars at z- 0.6 is some- 
times radically dierent. Some of them 
are found in environments as rich as 
those of Abell class 1 clusters Vee and 
Green, 1987). Whlle at higher redshifl 
field contamination is necessarily large, 
Tyson (1 986) and Hitzen, Romanishin 
and Valdes (1 99 1) have also reported an 
apparent excess of galaxles near quasar 
at 0 . 9 5 ~ 5  1.5. 

These sets of observations indicate 
that there has been a rapid evolution of 
Clusters In the range 2-0.2 to 0.7. 

The nature of the population of clus- 
ten containing quasars is not well 
known. Results on two of these have 

shown that they have a large blue popu- 
lation wee, 1988). tn fact, the cluster 
which is apparently associated with 
PKS 081 2 + 02 at z = 0.403 (Fig. 1 ) has a 
fraction of blue objects larger than any 
of the ten clusters at z - 0.3 observed so 
far in the GC3 programme. According to 
Yee, this structure is compact and cen- 
trally concentrated and has a richness 
between that of class 0 and 1. 

Observing the population in the field 
of PKS0812+02 is important for the 
following reasons: 

(a) the cluster membership has to be 
carefully checked since a quasar in a 
cluster is a rare event, and because the 
population in this probable cluster 
appears to be photometrically different; 

(b) its redshift is in the range where there 
seems to be a dramatic evolution of 
clusters. 

Obtaining spectra of blue galaxies is 
important for understanding the nature 
of this intriguing population. 

I I 
;ml SSgl 

Figure 1 : A blue spectrum of PKS08 12+ 02 obtained with the MTand EFOSW at a resoluiion 
of 2A per pixel (Grism No. 3). The a r m t i o n  wes dona to check the feasibility of blue 
spectroscupy with a TH CCC ((January 30, 1990; exp.: 1800 s). 
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Figure 2: Spsctra in the region of the [O/J L 3727A emission line of 0 Hue galaxies In tM field of 
PKS0812+ 02. Redshlfts mnge betw68n 0.273~~511.406. 

TABLE t: Data furga/axis h the field of PKS0812+02 

2. Blue Galaxies in the 
PKS0812+02 Field 

 dent. v B-v z w.4 
(j) (21 (3) 14) (5) 

PKS 17.10' 0.18' 0.403 mn 

No. 1 20.7 1.35 0.305 - 
No. 2 22.2 1.05 0.285 50 
No. 3 21.6 1.15 0.347 40 
No. 4 21.3 0.95 0.303 30 

The spectro8copic obsewatlons were 
made at La Sllla with EFFOSC mounted 
at the 3.6-m telescope. One muhislit 
exposure 17200 s} was obtained through 
c i m  on December 18, 1990, and re- 
peated (3600 s) the next night. Six blue 
galaxies with V magnitudes M e e n  
21.0 5 V s  22.2 and three red galaxies 
have been selected. All blue galaxies we 

No. 5 
No. 6 
No. 7 
No. 8 
No. 9 

Figure 3: (4 A V-band Image of an emission- 
line galaxy af z-0.2 (8) and ola yellow galaxy 
at 2-0.3 (Y) obtained wlth EFOSC2 at the 
N77 (seeing 0 3 I), (b) Same as (a) but in the I- 
band (seei'ng OW, (c) the mtio of the V/I 
imeges stmwlng that the region close to the 
noclew of the blue galaxy is vwry blue. The 
objects am In the Md of CIWOO-24. 

Hotea: ' from VBrwt's cetalogue (1 gBB) 
" not measured 

21.2 
21 .O 
21 .I 
21.2 
21 -2 

1.35 
1.05 
1.45 
1.15 
1 .OO 

0.307 
0.399 
0.325 
0.406 
0.273 

- 
28 
- 
15 
12 



found to have a well visible [Oil] 
h 3727a emission line (Fig. 2) and the 
red objects have a rather large 4 0 ~ 1 A  
break amplitude. 

The redshift of the galaxies show that 
we are not obsetvrng a ctuster at the 
same redshii as the quasar. Seven ob- 
jects out of nine could be in a cluster or 
a loose structure at z-0.3 and two blue 
objects have the same redshift as the 
quasar Fable 1). Galaxy No. 6 Is phys- 
ically linked by an 011 bridge to the 
quasar ( G u m  et al., 1988). 

Perhaps the most surprising point b 
not that the cluster and the quasar are at 
dlfbrent redshifts. The singularity is that 
this apparent cluster has wch a peculiar 
population. Firstly It has a large blue 
excess, secondly it does not contain s 
core of very bright elllptica) galaxies, 
thirdly the velocity spread Is higher than 
expected. H giant ell lptical galaxies were 
born in high density peaks of the initlal 
density dlstributlon, thdr absence sug- 
gests that there is not here a strong 
gravitational potentid. There are indeed 
10 red gataxles in the range 20.7 5 V S  22, 
Implying the presence of a cluster. Butthe 

velocity rangeof the blue gdaxies and the 
apparent compactness of the structure 
also suggests that we are obsenring a 
filament in the line-of-sight. Understand- 
ing the geometry of this structure would 
require more spectroscopic work. 

7I-m measurements of the [011] 1 
37278, equivalent width E[W) show that 
four of the blue objects have E N  > 25A 
Indldng that they are "bursting" ob- 
jects or have nuclear activity. The abso- 
lute magnitudes of these galaxies are 
similar to those of the 6 "bursting" ob- 
jects in C10500-24. But in that case the 
redshift range 0.314 5 r r 0.333 Is eom- 
patible with that of a rich cluster at 
240.32. Posslble explanations on the 
nature af these objects include galaxy 
Interactions, environment dependent 
bursting, nuclear processgs. Gwd spa- 
tial resolution imaging can tell us 
whether the star formation is across the 
entire disk, nuclear, associated with 
companions. 

An example of an emission-line 
galaxy at z=0,2. observed wlth EFOSC2 
at the M7 (March 1990), is shown in 
Figure 3. Also shown is a red galaxy at 

Artificial Intelligence for Astronomy 
ESO course held in 1990 

H.-M. ADORE ST-ECFESO 

Introduction 
To many people AArtlciaJ Intelli- 

gence" is as fascinating as astronomy, 
to some It is a mystwy and to some 
simply an annoyan-. By constructing 
appropriate computer software, re- 
searchers in artmcial intelligence 
lahatories around the world attempt to 
solve a variety of tasks generally consid- 
ered to require some form and degree of 
intelligence. Among these tasks we find 
natural ( H e n )  language processing, 
speech processing, vision, symbolic 
Computation (as opposed to numeric 
computation), various fwms of formal 
reasoning such as theorem proving and 
unmalnty masoning, leamlng, game 
plying and so on. A number of int&- 
ing results have been obtained In the 
Past, but progress has been generally 
slower than anticipated by early en- 
thusiasts, a phenomenon not unknown 
in other scientific areas. 

A f m l  deflnltlon of artificial Intelll- 
gence cannot be provided, but for our 
Purpose it suffices to say that "Al", as it 

is often simply called, consists of the 
science of processing symMs by com- 
puters. What exactly is subsumed under 
the Al umbrella changes with time, a fact 
which has nicely been summarired in 
Tmler's law: "Al is whatever hasn't been 
done yet." 

A Brief Excursion Into History 

f h e  roots of today's Al adventure can 
be traced back several centuries. The 
ancient Greeks already explored the 
rules governing our everyday logic. In 
the 17th century Blaise Pascal and Gott- 
Med Wlhelm Leibniz dreamt of machi- 
nes that could perform Intellectual 
tasks. Boob and DeMwgan in the lath 
century devised "the laws of thought" 
0.e. propositional calculus) and de- 
veloped rules for formal reasoning by 
manipulating symbols. Early In our oen- 
Wry the eminent German mathematician 
David Hilbert posed several dlffhult 
problems, among them the question 
whether mathematics ccwld eventually 

2-0.3. The V image (Fig. 2a, seeing 
0181) is slightly more extended than the I 
band image (Fig. 2b+ seeing O Y 5 )  hdl- 
cating that the star-forming region is 
larger than the old component. A grey 
scale of the V-l mlwr (Fig. 2c) shows 
that the bluest part is in the central 
region implying that activity close to the 
nucleus plays a role in this object. 
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be completely formalized using a loglcal 
cdculus. This conjecture was Muted 
thmg h subsequent important discov- 
eriee by the logicians Kurt Gijdel(1931) 
and Alonzo Church (in the 1930s) and 
one of the legendary fathers of compu- 
ters, Alan Turing (1 9308-50s). 

Giidel. for instance, found the then 
shmklng "incompleteness Theoremw 
(see 9.g. Hofstadtsr, 1979) which essen- 
tially says that within every formal theory 
Mwre will be some conjecture which is 
undecidable; using predicate logic, 
neither its truth nor Its falsity can be 
proved wWin the set of notions and 
axioms used for their formulation. This 
discovery ended speculations about the 
possibility of doing mathematics solely 
by mechanical thewem p r o m .  

Turing made a number of important 
contributions to the general field of 
computing. In 1936, before the invention 
of 'real' computers, he posed the halting 
problem: "Is it pwible to (mechanically) 
prove fw every computer programme 
whether it will eventually stop?" H l s  an- 



swer was "no", i.8. there are "undecid- 
able" computer programmes, a result 
closely related to Godel's incomptete- 
ness theorem. During World War II Tur- 
ing participated in the very successful 
British endeavour of breaking the code 
of the German Enlgma machine by 
developing and using the first real com- 
puters. Turing, a broad-minded 
mathematician, was the fimt to pro- 
gramme computers to play chess. In 
1950, he attempted to define artificial 
intelligence by an operational test, 
which later became known as the "Tur- 
ing test". 

It took eight further years untll the 
American computer scientist John 
McCarthy called for the first conTerence 
solely devoted to the subject of artificial 
intdligence. (It was actually at this con- 
ference that the notion "artificial Intelli- 
gence" was coined.) Around this tlme 
McCarthy had conceived the USP com- 
puter language, which was particularly 
suited for symbol manipulation. One of 
the founding principles of LlSP is "recur- 
sion", a concept previously explored by 
Church In his so-called lambda calcutus 
of recursive functions. 

Another important result relevant to Al 
was discovered not too long ago by the 
computer scientist Steven Cook, who in 
1971 showed that proving theorems us- 
ing propositional logic is computational- 
ly intractable; in practice it takes expo- 
nential time (see e.g. Garey and John- 
son, 1979). This result was generalized 
by others who showed many i m w n t  
practical problems [e.g. scheduling) to 
be as dicuh as t h m m  proving. 

This brief excursion into history pro- 
vides us wlth two InslgMs: Firstly, the 
Al-endeavour is deeply rooted in history 
and secondly, Al builds upon - and con- 
versely is restricted by - many solid 
resutts obtalned In neighbouring dlsci- 
plines. 

Al Methods and Techniques 

Artificial intelligence researchers have 
always been very creative In inventing 
new tools and techniques in order to 
facilitate their work towards far reaching 
and ambitlws goals. t wltl concentrate 
on three of them, namely languages, 
expert systems and artificial neural net- 
wrks. 

Languages. A bask tool for any com- 
puter scientist is an appropriate formal 
language. We already came across the 
LISP language, which actually is (after 
FORTRAN) the second-oldest high-level 
programming language still In use. How- 
ever, contrary to other pioneering 
languages, LlSP did not calcify, since it 
was not wid* used and not standar- 
dized w l y  on. Instead It underwent a 
continuous development by a breed of 

young enthusiastic computer special- 
ists. USP, a language built around the 
concept of manipulating lists (of gym- 
bols), has remained amazingly modem. 
Its simple syntax - every statement is 
itself a list of an operator followed by 
zero or more operands - allowed the 
easy construction of language sensitive 
text editors and comprehensive pro- 
gramme development environments. 
Another feature which Is a direct conse- 
quence of LISP's syntactical simplicity 

is the ability of programmes to manipu- 
late themselves. The language Is also 
easily extensible and allows quick emu- 
lation of other special purpose compu- 
ter languages. 

For those who have never seen a 
statement h LISP (and may never have 
a chance to see one again), here is the 
complete recursive definition of a func- 
tion which, when called, will calculate "n 
factorial", i.e. the product of the first n 
integers: 

(defun f a c t ~ r i a l  (n) ;define function 
(if (= n 0 )  ;if argument equals 0 
1 ;then return 1 
( *  n tfactorial ( -  n 1) 1 )  1 )  ;else recurae with n-1 

The programme works as follows: 
when called with some numerical argu- 
ment n, the argument is first tested 
whether It Is equal to zero (2nd line). If it 
is, the value 1 is returned (3rd Ihe), slnce 
factorial of 0 is 1. Otherwise the factorial 
function b recursively called, but with an 
argument decremented by 1, and the 
result is multiplied by n (4th line). 

Here is another Interesting USP pro- 
gramme, which calcutates the "won- 
drous" function, defined as follows: 
Take an integer. If It is divisible by 2, 
divide; otherwise multiply by 3 and add 
1. Continue wlth the division test. If you 
encounter the value 1, stop. The corre- 
spondlng recursive LISP programme 
reads: 

(def un wondrous tn) :define function 
(pr int  n) ;output value o f  n 
(eand ( ( -  n 1) t) ;if n - 1 then stop 

(levenp n) (wondrous ( /  n 2 ) ) )  ;if n euen, rec. with n/2 
(t (wondrous (+ 1 ( *  3 n) 1 )  1 ) )  ;else recurse with 3n+l 

This programme prints a series of in- 
tegers and, at Ieast for all positlve Inte- 
gers tested so far, eventually stops at l .  
But, simple and short as the programme 
code look, it is an open mathematical 
problem, whether for every positlve In- 
teger n the programme will eventually 
halt. 

Expert systems. One of the practical 
applications of Al-research in theorem 
provlng and symbolic reasoning are ex- 
pert systems. These programmes have 
been devised for a variety of different 
fields, the paramount example being 
medicine. Expert systems, in their tradi- 
tional and wldespmd f m ,  combine a 
body of knowledge, which is coded in 
form of facts and rules, wRh an "infer- 
ence engine", which allows the deduc- 
tion of new facts from the known ones 
with the help of the rules. Some expert 
systems use exact logic, others use 
"funy" inference indicating how to 
combine uncertain knowledge. 

Qulte enthusiastically greeted when 
they first arrived on the scene, expert 
systems are not the panacea whlch they 
have sometimes unduly been taken for. 
Partbularly, they will not replace the 
"how to do" of procedural programming 
by the "what to do" of loglc program- 
ming. Expert systems for sizeable real 
world problems often suffer from serl- 
ous pwformance problems. But when 
applied to tasks which they are suited 

to, the reasoning techniques developed 
for expert systems are useful tmls In the 
programmer's toolbox. 

Artificial neural networks. Another 
area of artificial intelligence, which has 
already flourished several tlmw, is 
associated wah the notion of neural net- 
works. Netwoks of neurons, axons and 
dendrites govern the functioning of 
mammalIan brains. They are held re- 
sponsible for performing the complex 
cognitive tasks whlch allow animals to 
survlve In a hostile environment. The 
amazing speed performance of neural 
networks Is seen to be a consequence 
of the huge number of neurons and thelr 
high interconnectivity, allowing a form of 
massively parallel computing un- 
challenged even by modem serial 
supercomputers. Another advantage of 
natural neural networks, when com- 
pared with tmtfdional computers, is their 
abltity to learn and genwdh. Compu- 
ters almost Invariably need to be pro- 
grammed In every detail, 

These are some of the incentives 
which have lead Al-researchers to distil 
the essentids out of natural neural net- 
works and to construct artificial neural 
networks, usually comprised of software 
models, The concept of arlificial 
"treshold logid neurons" was conceived 
as early as in 1943 by W. McCulloch and 
W. Pitts. fhe recent upsurge of interest 
was spurred by two influential papers 



Astronomical Applications of 
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tion committee. The "same science" du- 
plication checker effectively acts as a 
stopgap for similar proposals from dif- 
ferent research groups. A cornerstone in 
the sequence of proposal processing 
operations (see Adorf 1990 and refer- 
ences therein) is the "transformationn 
expert system, which disassembles ob- 
serving proposals into scheduling units 
and re-merges them from a pool into 
larger entitles for subsequent placement 
onto the observational timeline. 

The most prominent example of the 
set of STScl's proposal processing tools 
Is certainly SPIKE, a programme system 
written by Mark Johnston and his group 
for long-term scheduling of HST-obser- 
vations (Johnston, 1989, 1990; Mil ter 
and Johnston, 1991 and references 
therein). After the science verification 
phase, HST is supposed to deliver the 
large quantlty of some 10,000 ex- 
posures per year, which are subject to a 
variety of (partially interacting) scientific, 
political, operational, spacecraft and en- 
vironmental constraints. Placing these 
exposures onto an observational 
timdine is a comp[%x task - Insurmwnt- 
able, if it were tried manually. SPIKE 
(Fig, 2) combines a novel uncertainty 
reasoning mechanism with a very fast 
neural network-inspired, stochastic 
scheduling algorithm (Johnston and 
Adorf, 1 989: Adorf & Johnston, 1990) to 
achieve an unparalleled performance, 
even on ordinary serial computers. The 

A few years ago, artificial intelligence 
entered astronomy. The prime accwnt 
of current Ideas and applications of Al In 
astronomy Is the book Knowledge- 
Based Systems in Astronomy, initiated 
and edited by Andre Heck and Flonn 
Murtagh, to whom we all should be very 
grateful. As can be seen from the con- 
tributions to this book, A1 has reached 
the fringes of astronomy, but barely the 
core. 

Proposal processing and schedul- 
ing. The Hubble Space Telescope has 
sewed as a focal point for Al-oriented 
applications in the US and in Europe. A 
few years ago the Space Telescope- 
European Coordinating Facility 
launched its "Artificial Intelligence Pilot 
Project" with the aim of exploring A- 
opportunities and to apply these new 
software techniques to a few selected 
a m s  of interest. 

At the Space Telescope Science Insti- 
tute, Baltimore, the leading centre for 
the application of Al to astronomy, a 
number of succesful Al-based compu- 
ter programmes have been developed 
and are in operational use wlthin the 
complex ground system of the Hubble 
Space Telescop8. The TACOS natural 
language front end, for instance, pm- 
vides easy access to the data base of 
proposals used by the HST time alloca- 

Figure 1: Schematic view of a f&-fwward 
n e w  network with three mum layers, a 
topology frequently used tor pattern mcogni- 
Him and classification. Input signals stimulate 
the neurons of the top layers. Thdr output Is 
dwm//ed through the middle layer and the 
buHm Iayrtr newons finelIy produce the re- 
cognItidcI~ssilic~tion results. 

written by the physicist J.J. Hopfield in 
1982 and 1984. Artificial neural net- 
works are applied to a variety of tasks, 
among which we find adaptive control, 
image processing, natural language 
processing, scheduling, speech syn- 
thesis, and unsupervised and super- 
vised classification (Fig. 1). For more 
details on the history and application of 
neural networks, consult the interesting 
book by Arbib (1 987) and my own recent 
review (Adorf 1989). 

neural network 4 

activities 
Iobaervatlons) 

\ 

scheduled 
activities 

Rgure 2: &empie screen from the lo- w a t e r  SPIKE showtn~ the ~ C ~ W W I M  of #ST omwattms. A number of act/vmes (alwg the 
Y-axis of the bge window) haw to b mhedukd wIthh a sk-mnIh sclsed~~lhrs b t ~ s l  (&tong tAe x-&a). For a h  ectW Vre schedulhg 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r e p r w s e n t s ~ ~ n g ~ ~ a s a I w r c t ( w r o f t k n e .  Thesmall w l n d o w I n f t r e u i a ; p e r b e f f s h o ~ 8 a n ~ a l ~  
tWw& u#d b the mputatbn of the dispbyed schedule. 



SPIKE scheduler is not restricted to HST 
scheduling problems and has sucms- 
fully been applled on a trial basis to 
schedule observations for the Interna- 
tional UltravloM Explorer (IUE), the Ex- 
treme Ultravitrld Explorer (EUVE) and 
ESO's 3.6-m blwope. 

Full-text retrieval. Retrieval of as- 
tronomical bibliographic full-text infor- 
mation is another area, for which the 
application of Al-techniques has been 
proposed odgindly for the machine- 
readable version of Astronomy & As- 
trophysics Abstracts (Adorf and Busch, 
1988) and Is now being realized within 
the Amerlcan Astrophysical Oata Sys- 
tem (ADS), a distributed database sys- 
tem which incorporates all major as- 
tronomical spaceborne databases. 

Symboflc computation. Symbolic 
camputations are required e.g. in the 
process of solving integrals or differen- 
tial equations. For quite some time, 
there exist computer programmes 
which can asslst in canying out such 
tasks. In physics, these programmes are 
mainly being used for elementary parti- 
cle or general retativlty computations. 
One of these programmes, available at 
ESO, is Mathematlca, a comprehensive 
system for doing rnathwnatlcs. It allows 
one to m i l y  solve algebraic equatbns, 
to multiply matrices, to integrate com- 
plex formulae, etc., all on the symblic 
level. Results can be cast into FOR- 
TRAN-, C- or TEX-form, or can be 
graphically repmented. Mkrary preci- 
don arithmetic can be usgd to solve 
problems, which can only be computed 
numel.ldly. A convenient interface 
allows easy access to the functionality 
provided by this modem research tool. 
Mathematlca has succ&ully been ap- 
plied at ESO to optical design problems. 

ClasMcatlon. This seems to be a 
natural area for the application of artifi- 
cial intelligence kchniques to as- 
tronomy. Already in 1986 a rule-based 
classifier for the morphological classin- 
cation of galaxies was devised by the 
French computer scientist Monique 
Thonnat (see Heck and Murtagh, 1989). 
Other classifiers haw been designed for 
the classification of IUE low-dispersion 
spectra and of low-resolution spectra 
from the In fwd Astronomtcal Satellite 
(IRAS). Trainable neud networks offer 
some potential for difficult classification 
tasks such as the datedon and dls- 
crlrnination of cosmic ray his on images 
from solid-state detectors in space. 

The Future 

Artificial intelligmce In astronomy has 
neither as brlght a future as some see it, 
mw as dark a future as some others do. 
It is easy to imagine a numhr of m, 
still outside the core of astronomy, 

where A-techniques may play a rote in 
the future. 

The increased complexl~ of compu- 
ter systems will require better human- 
computer Interfaces. The operation of 
ground-based observatories also seems 
to Increase in complexity, and may 
reach a stage beyond the level which 
can quickly and reliably be handled by 
humans. Absentee and split-schedule 
obsedng modes will become more 
common. Coordinated multi-frequency 
observations, whlch require the syn- 
chronization of several ground-based 
and satellite obsewatories, could be 
faciliated by the help of sophisticated 
schdulers. Planned planetary missions, 
if ever financed, will require autonomous 
observing capabilities. Rwleval by con- 
tent of data from large Image databases, 
adaptive control of "flexible" telescap 
optics or the optimization of arrays of 
telescopes may be possible uslng neu- 
ral networks (see 'the discussion after 
Merkle, 1988, and Angel et al.. 1990). 
There are already approved plans to 
provide assistance In the reduction and 
analysis of astronomical data by a corn- 
puterized expw system (Millerj, 1990). 
All these areas may (and in the long run 
will) benefit in one way or other from 
methods and technique& develop& in 
Al-research labs. 

Conclusion 
By considering a few examples we 

have seen that artificial intelligence tech- 
nlques have already made an inroad into 
astronomy. The achievements described 
above have been establlsbd by few, 
dedicated people without monetary 
reasons as driving forces (as oppos6d to 
other areas such as geological 011 explo- 
ration). It is fairly safe to expect more Al In 
astronomy in the Mure, related, of 
course, to the InWest by the astmnomi- 
cal community and the amount of re- 
sources devoted to Al-research and as- 
tronomical application development. 
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EditorSal Note 
The present Mmsenger issue esr- 
ceptionally contalns 84 pages, 
due to a late, unexpected influx of 
articles, reflecting an ever-incmas- 
Ing level of astronomical activity 
In and around ESO. It is, however, 
our irrtentlon to revert to the nor- 
mal size (60-68 p-). This may 
mean that we will In the future be 
unable to accept contributions 
whlch are submltted after the 
stipulated deadlines, 1.9. January 
20, Apdl20, July 20 and October 
20, for the Mularch, June, Septem- 
ber and December Issues, re- 
spectively. 



Multi Object Spectroscopy with the €SO Multi Mode 
Instrument at the NTT 
First successful test of the MOS mode of EMMl using a new plate punching unit operating under computer 
control insjde the instrument 

H. DEKKER, S. D'ODORICO, H. KOTZLOWSKI, J.4. LIZON, A. L ONGINOTTI, W. NEES, €SO 
and 
V. DE LAPPARENT-GURRIETj Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris, CNRS, France 

1. Low Dispersion Spectroscopy 
with EMMl 

EMMI, the ESO Mutti Mode Instru- 
ment recently installed at the 3.5-rn N7T 
(DIOdorico, 1990, Dekker, D'Odorico 
and Mehick, 1990) is a dual-channel 
focal reducer/spectrograph designed 
for high efficiency observations and for 
a wide range of resolving powers. Fig- 
ure 1 shows the instrument layout. Low 
dispersion spectroscopy (R s 1600 for a 
I-arcsec slit) is possible in the red arm 
(hh4000-10000 A, upper right part of 
Figure I) with a choice of 6 grisms which 
can be inserted in the parallel beam 
space of the focal reducer. In this ob- 
sewing mode, where EMMl operates 
like EFOSCI and EFOSC2, the two focal 
reducerllow dispersion spectrographs 
mounted at the ESO 3.6-m and 2.2-m 
telescopes. The corrected field of view 
is 10 x 10 arcmin. The scale In the tele- 
scope and in the detector focal planes 

are 186 pm and 43 pm per arcsecond 
respectively. At the time of this test a 
1024 x 1024, 19 pm square pixels THX 
31 156 CCD was used as a detector. 
This CCD is characterized by a peak 
quantum efficiency of 50% at ~OOOA, 
very high cosmetic quality and a read- 
out noise of 4-5 em/pixel. With this de- 
tector the field in imaging is 7.6 x 7.6 
arcmin. 

2. Multi Object Spectroscopy in 
EMMl 
As in the EFOSC-type instruments, 

EMMl has an aperture wheel in the focal 
plane of the telescope where 4 long slits 
of different width are usually mounted 
and one position is !eft free for direct 
imaging. For MOS observations with 
EFOSCI at the 3.6-m telescope, special 
aperture plates can be prepared from 
punching files derived from direct im- 

ages of the target fields. The punching 
machine PUMA2 located in the tele- 
scope control room generates round 
holes with a minimum diameter of 2.1 
arcsec, and these can be combined to 
make rectangular slitlets. The aperture 
plates are later mounted in the instru- 
ment and, after a proper alignment pro- 
cedure, used for MOS observations. 

When designing the MOS unit for 
EMMl (usually identified as starplate 
unlQ we took into account the experi- 
ence with EFOSCI and tried to improve 
some aspects of the observing proce- 
dure. It was decided to install the plate 
punching on the Instrument itself with 
the aim of simplifying the plate align- 
ment procedure and to have a fully 
hands-off procedure for this observing 
mode. Secondly, a punching device of 
new design was conceived to improve 
the reliability and the quality of the slit- 
lets in the aperture plates. A further ad- 
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Rgure 1 : An overview of the main mmponents of E M .  ~Wultiple Object Spectroscopy at low resolution is carried out as explained in the text by 
using MOS plates / w e d  in the qer ture wheel d the focal reducer mode (identified as LD slit in the drawing), The punching of slitkts in the 
&tes is carried wt in EMMl Itself by an ad-hoc designed "starplate unit: 
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punching position. The poshioning of 
the punching devlce across the slit (di- 
rection of the spectral dispersion) is pro- 
vlded by the x-tabte. The range of its 
movement is 56 rnm whlch corresponds 
ta a field width of 5 arcmin. The po- 
sitioning accuracy is f 8 microns or 
f 0.04 arcsee. The limited space avail- 
able for the starplate unit did not allow a 
clamping system for the x-tabla There- 
fore, during punching, EMMl should not 
be rotated and the x-table should al- 
ways be in the same orientation with 
respect to the gravlty, preferably in the 
horiiontal position with the punching 
device on tap. 

The movement of the punching de- 
vice Into the punching field of the star- 
plate, positioning of the punch along the 
s l k  and elongation of the slits, is pro- 
vidd by the y-table. The movement 
range Is 11 6 mm of which only 90 mrn 
(8 mmin) can be used for punching In 
EMMI. 

The most complex part of the starplate 
unit is the punching device. tt required 
some development effort and the appli- 
cation of new technologies. flguw 3 
shows the punchlng device with tools in 
its final version. From outslde it looks like 
a miniature sewlnpmachine. Inside its 
light-weight but stiff body are the punch- 
motor with control switch, the linear 
guide and support of the punch, a crass- 

it mechanically locks the aperture wheel table to support and adjust the die, and a 
during punching of the slits and pre- clamping system to lock the device dls- 
vents an inward motion of the punching tortion-- and stable on the x-table. 
device when the starplate is not in the The punching tools are fabricat& from 

Figure 2: A CAD drewing of th8 starplate unit with IdeMIlcations of the main components, 

vantage of MOS h EMMl is the field of 
vlew whlch Is 5 x 8 arcmin approximate- 
ly, an area 3-4 times larger than In 
EFUSCI . 

For the MOS work up to four of the 
tong-slit plates In the aperture wheel can 
be replaced by statplate blanks of Identf- 
cal gmmeby. A punching devlm, 
mounted on a cross-table fixed on the 
EMMl structure, is then used to punch 
short s l k  in the blanks. The punching 
unb are equipped with tools which de- 
termlne the mlnlrnurn slit wldth and 
len@h. Whlle the dit length can be In- 
creased by multiple punchlng along the 
slit, the slit width can only be changed by 
replacement of the complete punching 
unit (equipped wlth tools of the desired 
slit width). flgure 2 Is an iswnetrlc view of 
the stcrrplate unh of EMMl showlng the 
subunits: aperture wheel, Interlock, x- 
table, y-table and punchlng device. 

The aperture wheel, mounted In the 
focal plane of the low-resolution mode 
of EMMI, Is drtven by a DC-motor with 
tachogenerator and positioned by an in- 
cremental encoder llke all m - c o n -  
trolled unlts In EMMI. The selected plate 
Is placed in the optical path of the in- 
strument by the @roper software instnrc- 
tion. For loading or removal of starplates 
the aperture wheel is easily accessed to 
form the EMMl mrvlce plaffom. 

The interluck has a dual function. 
Mwnted on the apartwe wheel housing 

Ftgun 3; The @ate punchlng d e v b ,  wiU~ the in@ showing a magni t7~~~on of the punching 
t~ol .  738 dimemIm of the devica are 770 x 120 x 40 mm, the w&ht is 1.6 kg. 



carbide using the spark erosion tech- 
nique. The ch ip  produced during the 
punching are stored in a container helow 
the die, sufffcbntly large for approxi- 
mateiy 10,000 punches. 

The staplates are oonsumables and 
designed therefore for cheap manufac- 
ture in small wries. This is achieved by 
wlre-cutting of approximately 50 plates 
at once. After the cutting, one side of the 
starplate is reinforced by a bend to 
achieve better flatness in the un- 
supported region when mounted in the 
aperture wheel. An anti-reflecting black 
painting of the starplate stitface is wed 
to avoid ghosts in the specburn. Table 1 
summarizes the characteristics of the 
MOS mode of EMMI. 

3. First Astronomical Results 
A first test of the MOS mode of EMMl 

and in particular of the operation of the 
starplate unit was carried out during the 
EMMl commissioning period in October. 
First we obtained one I-minute direct 
image of a field from the Key Pro- 
gramme "A Redshi Survey of galaxies 
with z s  0.6" (de Lapparent st al., 1989). 
7-10 goal of this programme is to obtain 
a complete catalogue of 700 galaxies 
brighter than R=20.5 over0.4 deg2 near 
the south galactic pole for studying the 
large-scale structure at z = 0.3. All 
galaxies in the catalogue will have BVR 
photometry and tow-resolution spec- 
troscopy for redshift measurements. 
The direct image in the red arm of EMMl 
did show several galaxies with angular 
sizes up to - 6 arcsec and R magnitudes 
in the range 17-21. Eight galaxies were 
selected for the preparation of the 
Punching file, using an improved version 
of the software which Is used for the 
same purpose in EFOSC1. The actual 
punching in the starplate unit took about 
2 minutes, the dimension of the tool 
used corresponded to 1.3 x 8 arc%. 
The plate was then moved to the optical 
path of the instrument and used in com- 
bination with the EMMl grism No. 3 for 
two I-hour exposures on the eight 
galaxies. Flgure 4 shows one of these 
exposures. No alignment of the galaxles 
With the slitlets was needed for the first 
exposure. A minimal telescope offset 
( 5 1  arcsec) was needed for optimal 
centring before the second exposure. 

A preliminary reduction of these data 
has been carried out to estimate the 
capability of this observing mode. After 
bias subtraction, the two I-hour MOS 
exposures were flaffielded with a halo- 
gen lamp used as source through the 
grlsm and aperture plate. This proce- 
dure is necessary to remove non-unifor- 
mities up to 10% of the transmission 
along the slitlets. This effect has b n  
traced to remnants of the black paint 

TABLE 1 : MU$ in EIWMI 

- -  
Figura 4: A one-hour MDS exposure on t ,-laxy W obtained with EMMI at a r&501ution - l d .  The eight &gets are galaxies d t h  2-6 arcsec in size and integral R magnitudes 
between 17.5 and 19.5. 
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mure 5: The sum of iwo om-how reduced spectra of a Q ~ / R X ~  of R- 19 (the flml spectrum 
from the bottom In Figum 4). 
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d d M  dlt-width 
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used on the plates in the punched slits 
and It should hopefully be eliminated in 
the future by the use of a different paint. 

Removal of radiation events on the 
CCD (of the order of one per row) was 
done by a two-step filtering procedure 
which does minimal damage to the data. 
First, all pixels excdlng by more than 
a factor of 2 the value of the pixel at the 
same position on the other 1 -hour expo- 
sure were replaced by the pixel value 
from the other exposure. Second, a me- 
dian filtering over a few pixels perpen- 
dicular to the dispersion direction with a 
high threshold for data modification was 
applied and further removes all but a 
couple of events. This second filtering 
was necessary for removing the cosmic 
rays affecting identical pixels in both 
exposures. 

Each object spectrum was finally ex- 
tracted using all rows within the half 
width of the object profile along the sPt, 
and was calibrated in wavelength using 
He and Ar calibration exposures. 11e 
resulting dispersion is - 3.7 &pixel, the 
resolution - l0k As much sky as avail- 
able In each slit was independently 

wavelength calibrated and then re- 
moved from the corresponding object 
spectrum. A long slit calibration proce- 
dure with a signal-weighted extraction 
procedure will clearly yield a cleaner sky 
subtraction, a crucial problem for faint 
and extended objects, and a better SM 
ratio in the extracted data but it has not 
yet been applied to this set of data. 
Figure 5 shows the sum of the two 
1 -hour spectra for a galaxy with R- 19. 
The H and K lines, the G band and the 
Hfi absorption line are clearly identifi- 
able and yield r=0.321. The WN ratio of 
the spectrum at 5500 A is - 15. 

The eight galaxies obsew6d in this 
first MOS field with EMM1 have R mag- 
nitudes ranging from -18 to -20. The 
derived redshifts range from z = 0.120 
to z = 0.431. The sum of the two 1 -hour 
exposures is sufficient in all objects for 
rough (Az-0.001) but reliable redshift 
measurement using the positlans of the 
H and K lines or the [Oil] and other 
emission lines. Cross-corrdation analy- 
ses wth a reference spectrum will yield 
smaller uncertainties in the redshift 
measurement 

In conclusion, the first tests of the 
MOS mode of EMMl have proven that 
the multi-slitlet plates can be prep& 
at the instrument with the required quali- 
ty and immediately used for astronomi- 
cal observations without manual Inter- 
vention. 

The results from the quick reduction 
of the data from the October run can be 
used for an estimate of the capabiltty of 
the system. Assuming an optimal ex- 
traction procedure of the spectra, it 
should be possible with EMMl to mea- 
sure the redshift of as mny as 15 ob- 
jects down to an R magnitude of 21 -22 
In a field of 5 x 8 arcmln with three 1- 
hour exposures. 

The MOS mode of EMMl will be re- 
leased to visiting astronomeE in the 
course of Period 47 {AprilSeptember 
1991). 
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initial set-up of the system which re- 
wired half of the first night. As for the 
previous scientific observing run 
(November 1990) the system worked for 
the astronomers in a fully reliable and 
reproducible way. During these obser- 
vatlorn the seeing condiiiona varied 
from good to excdlent. Unfortunately, 
during part of the observing time the 
programme suffered under cloud cov- 
erage. 
h e  scientific goals of the November 

1990 run concentrated on the solar sys- 
tem (i.e. Pallas), extragalactic as- 
tronomy 0.9. NGC 10681, and the search 
for brown and red dwarfs Q.e. G29-38, 
GI 866). For this run the major interests 
Were In the area of circumstellar features 
0.e. Z CMa, FU Ori, W CMa), jets (Red 
Rectangle), and ejected material from 

luminws blue Wablm (i.e. q Car, AG 
Car). Out of this list of &jets one of the 
most exciting was q Carinae, where new 
amazing structures of arcsecond scale 
have been revealed around the central 
object in the L- (38 pm) and M-band 
(4.5 pm) (see Figure). 

In addition, during the test and set-up, 
night images ware taken in the visible 
wavelength band wIth a commercial 
CCD. These experiments demonstrated 
that even in this range a significant Im- 
provement in image quality (corrected 
Image FWHM - 0.4 arcsec for an initial 
sseing of - 0.7 arcsec) was possible 
with the current prototype system. 

The last and final run with the current 
prototype swem is planned for April 
this year. Extendve technical tests will 
be performed before the system goas 

back to Europe for a major upgrade 
prcqramme (Called COME-ON PLUS). It 
will be equipped with a fifty actuator 
mirror and a modified wavefront compu- 
ter to reach 40 Hz closed-loop band- 
width. TRis will allow to produce dlffrac- 
tion-limited images at sh-r 
wavelengths, typioally down to 1.7 prm. 
All optical parts will receive new, more 
efliclent coatings, pushing the limiting 
magnitude for the reference star up to 
magnitude 14. This upgrade will make 
the VLT adaptive optics prototype sys- 
tem a very powerful tool for higher angu- 
lar resolution observation of the south- 
9n-l sky. 

G. GEHRING, ESO 
E RIGAUT, Observatdm de Paris- 

Meudon 

New 2D Array Detectors Installed in IRSPEC and IRAC 
A. MOORWOOD, €SO, Garching 
A. MONET/ and R. GREDEL, ESO, La Siiia 

IRSPEC at the NIT and IRAC at the 
2.2-m telescope were equipped with 
new SBRC 58x62 lnSb and Phllips 
Components 64 x 64 Hg : Cd : Te arrays 
respectively during late January and ear- 
ly February. In the case of IRSPEC the 
new array has not only brought more 
than an order of magnitude s/n gain at 
1 ~ 2 . 5  prn but also provides a long-slit 
capability which both extends the scien- 
tific capabilities of the instrument and 
simplifies its operation compared with 
the old 10 m y  which it has replaced. 
The present upgrading of these instru- 
ments has, at some risk, been done 
between normally scheduled observing 
runs in order to keep them available for 
Visitors and so that they can benefit from 
any improved performance as soon as 
Possible. Due to the need to complete 
this article within a few days of the end of 
both test runs we are only able at this 
stage to present a few preliminary results 
based on partially reduced data at the 
tel~cope but will report more fully in a 
future issue of the Messenger. In the 
Present evolutionary stage of infrared 
Ways, however, the situation can 
change rather rapidly. New lnSb arrays 
have already been received and will be 
tested as soon as possible In Garching 
and a 256 x 256 Hg : Cd :Te array should 
be delivered later this year. Visitors plan- 
ning to appty for observing time are 
therefore encouraged to contact Alan 
Moorwood in Garching or the astronom- 
ers responsible on La Silla - Roland 

Gredel and Andrea Moneti for IRSPEC 
and [RAG respectively for the latest infor- 
mation. (EMaiI: @DGAES051 or ESOM- 
C1 ::ALAN or RGREDEL or MONFTI). 

New Features at the NTT 
In its new home at the NIT IRSPEC is 

attached permanently to the telescope 
structure (and hence free of instrumen- 
tal flexure effects) and employs an opti- 
cal de-rotator in front of the slit to count- 
er the field rotation at the telescope 
Nasmyth focus and to permit orientation 
of the slit at any position angle on the 
sky. The detector pixels of 76 pm are a 
factor of 2.7 smaller than in the old 
array, corresponding to - 2 2  on the 
sky, and the maximum slit length using 
all 58 pixels in the cross dispersion di- 
rection would therefore correspond to 
-2'. Unfortunately only the central 1 ' at 
present is free of vignetting - believed 
to be mainly due to a radiation stop 
installed several years ago when the slit 
was only 6" long1 This will be removed 
as soon as possible. Alignment of the 
slit and de-rotator to the telescope opti- 
cal axis (rotation axis) was achieved 
within 1" and combined telescope/de- 
rotator tracking errors In the worst case 
of objects transiting within l o  of zenith 
were measured to be less than 1". For 
objects with accurately known coor- 
dinates the excellent Nf7 pointing does 

pose a small problem in that they usual- 
ly disappear in the slit which then has to 
be closed in order to see them! 

For calibration purposes the slit can 
be illuminated by an integrating sphere 
equipped with spectral line lamps plus a 
halogen lamp and black body source for 
flat fielding which is mounted in the tele- 
scope adapter and viewed via a retract- 
able diverter mirror, 

During the recent test the lRSPEC 
functions were controlled via an HP1000 
computer using the existing software 
while the detector integration parame 
ters were set by form filling on the A900 
instrument computer with status display 
on a RAM7EK monitor which is also 
used to control the measurements 
(start, stop, repeat, etc.) by 'mouse' 
clicking on a menu bar. In future all 
parameters will be set via the A900. 
IHAP is available on-line with a RAMTEK 
monltor for image display and a 
graphics terminal for obtaining 1 D spec- 
trum plots, traces, etc. In addition, im- 
ages and 1 D traces can be displayed in 
real time on a monitor connected direct- 
ly to the pre-processor in the detector 
acquisition system. Cut levels and any 
averaging desired for the 1 D display, 
e.g the specttum averaged over n pixels 
along the slii can be easily set via the 
A900 terminal and the monitor automati- 
cally displays the coordinates and value 
of the pixel (plus values of the sumund- 
ing pixels) indicated by a mouse driven 
arrow. 



From the observers point of view the 
new system now resembles much more 
closely an optlcal spectrograph. Neither 
sky chopping nor a chart recorder were 
used during the test (although the possi- 
bility of retaining sky chopping to im- 
prove the cancellation of sky lines is 
being considered). Visible objects were 
normally centred (or generally fwnd to 
be centred) using the slit viewlng cam- 
wa whlle invisible ones were centred 
either by bllnd pointing of offsetting 
from a nearby star. If necessary, the real 
time monitor can be used in place of the 
chart recorder for Infrard 'peaking-up'. 
In order to perform sky subtraction, suf- 
ficiently compact objects were ob- 
served alternately at two positions along 
the slit thus ylelding positive and nega- 
tlve images after subtraction and hence 
no loss of on-obj6ct integration time. 
For very extended regions it was 
necessary to choose appropriate sky 
positions at larger distances. 

Performance 

The SBRC 58 x 62 pixel lnSb array 
now Installed has a quantum efficiency 
-0.8 around 2 pm, exhlbits its nominal 
read noise of - 5009 and dark current of 
-200e/s at 30 K and has 17 bad pixels. 
As the pixel pitch of 76 pm is a factor of 
2.7 smaller than In the old 1 D array, the 
resolving power is effectively higher by 
the same ratio, i.e - 2500-5000 de- 
pending on wavelength and grating or- 
der. However, this definition corre- 
sponds to a slit width equal to one pixel 
whereas most of the test observations 
were made with two pixel matching to a 
SIR of 4 !5 yielding resolving powers of 
half these values 1.e close to the values 
deflned with the old detector but now 
with adequate sampling, at least for ex- 
tended sources. 

Figure 1 shows a sky subtracted 'im- 
age' obtaind with the slit oriented 
across the Orion bar as an example of 
what can be displayed on-line at the 
tdegcope on the real time rnonltor and/ 
or ttw RAMTEK display. The slit is in the 
Y direction and dkpersion In the X direc- 
tion. In the upper part of the image the 
d i s e  band is continuum emiasion 
from Ionized gas behlnd the ionization 
front which also shows He 1 and some 
1-OS(1) Hp line emission which then in- 
creases in intensity Into the molecular 
cloud ahead of the front. A more com- 
pact contlnuum source which also ex- 
hibits He I emission can be seen In the 
lower part and could be a compact H II 
region in or in front of the molecular 
cloud. Total on-source integration time 
was 5 x 80s and the peak Intensltles/ 
pixel on the He1 and Ha lines In the 
upper ionized region are comparable 
and -5 1 0'= W . C ~ - ~ .  

center wavelength 2,121 a i m s  
A . '. . I - 

I - . .  - he sbt 01 >d  cross tllr Or~r~rl Imr Ibw,, 
the top can b seen both extended co~tlnuum and Ha I line emWm from (onired gas behind 
the hl iat lon front plus & I - O S ( 1 )  line emi88bn whkh ihm extends dawnwrds Into the 
molecular cloud and immases In strengfh. Another contlnuum source exhIbitlng He I emhion, 
which could be an u l t r a c o ~ e t  H / I  region within or in front of the mol~e~llar cloud, IS also 
visibls towards the bottom. Total on-swrce lntegmtlon tlme was 5x60s and the paek 
IntensitWpixel on the He I and & IInes In fhe upper biz& region are comparable and 
-5. io*w.cm-? 

Except for standard stars the typical 
on-chip integration times used for mead 
surernents at h < 2.5 pm were typically 
60s and after subtraction of a sky frame 
corresponding to the same integration 
time the 1 u noise corresponded to J - 
13.25 mag. = 3 1 0-= WW.cma/pixel, 
H - 14.25 mag. = 8 1 0-= ~.crn-*/pixd, 
K -1 3.75 mag. = 7 1 ~.cm-~/pixel 
and L-8 mag. = 3 1 0-21 W.cm4/pixd. 
Except at L, where photon noise on the 
sky emission dominates, these limits are 
about a factor of I5 fainter than quoted 
in the old IRSPEC manual for the same 
integration time! If the sky frame also 
contains the object at a different 
tlon along the slit it is possible to gain a 
further factor of 1.4 whereas integrating 
over the same aperture as subtended by 
the old pixels will, in principle, lead to a 
factor of 2-3 increase in the effective 
noise. Although this already represents 
a large sensitivity gain relatlve to the otd 
detector it Is still hoped to improve on 
this substantially In the future. At pres- 

ent the noise for 60s integrations is a 
combination of the nominal detector 
read noise and shot noise on the ther- 
mal background in the instrument which 
was found to be much higher than ex- 
pected - partly due to the instrument 
itself running warmer than usual (follow- 
ing an obviously unsuccessful attempt 
to simplify the cryogenic system!) and 
partly due to insufficient shielding close 
to the detector. As a next step therefore 
it Is planned to (i) implement multlple 
non-detructive sampling of the detec- 
tor which can substantially reduce the 
read noise and has been tried brietly In 
the laboratory but was not ready for 
implementation during this first tele- 
scope test and (ii) introduce a number of 
measures to reduce the internal thermal 
background. 

In adcliiion to the s/n considerations 
discussed above it should be borne in 
mind that other factors such as flat field- 
ing and cancellation of sky emission 
lines can, depending In detall on tha 



nature of the observation, also effect the 
overall system performance. During thls 
first test, the halogen lamp at k2.5 pm 
and the sky at longer wavelengths were 
used for flat fielding. Afew checks made 
on line indicate that these techniques 
provide cormdon to better than 1 % but 
more analysis of the data Is required In 
order to establish the actual timRs and 
optimum procedures. No attempt has 
been made so far dther to connect 
frames at different grating settings to 
Produce oontlnucws spectra. (In this Iat- 
ter regard. the old 'vignetting' problem 
should be considerably reduced be- 
cause of the possibility of integrating 
wet several pixels along the silt If 
necessary.) Residual sky lines (mainly 
OH at k 2 . 5  pm and HzO at longer 
wavelengths) were still found to be 
Present in some regions on objedsky 
difference f m e s  separated h time by 
5-1 0 mln. Depending on the programme 
this may or may not be a problem but if 
it Is, the sky reference can bs measured 
mom often or il should be m b l e  to 
further suppress the residuals using 
'sky' measurements withln the flat 
fielded frames themselves. In this re- 
gard, however, il should h noted that 
due to the b w  mount used in 
IRSPEC, spectral lines are obswved to 
be parallel to the array at wavelengths 
corresponding to the gating blaze angle 
but can be tilted by up to 8 degrees at 
the extreme ends of the grating range. 

In summary, IRSPEC now has both 
Considerably Impnwed sensitlvity, 
which it is hoped to increase further in 
future, and extended scientific C&pi-  
bllhles (due to the long silt). It IS also 
simpler to ~~ but whether this Is 
also true of the data reductlon rmains 
fb be seen. 

As the new Phllips Components 
6 4 x  64 Hg:Cd:Te array only arrived 
about to  days before the planned test 
there was relatidy llttle time available 

chamderlre and optimize it before It 
Was Insralld on the 2.2-m telescupe. 
Nevertheless, some laboratory mea- 
Wrements were made and yieIded a 
read noise - 400 e, a d& current of - lOOoe/s (at 5010, about 20-1 00 bad 
pixels depending on integration time in 
the range 1 to 60s and an Mcbncy (q.9 
X fill factor) of - 20%. Although fewer 
bad pixels woutd have bean nice, the 
onJy real disappointment In these num 
bers was the ePficlency whlch was ex- 
Wed to be closer to 50%. Overall, 
hwvsver, the larger format together with 
the fact that this array operates out to 
4.2 pm fwhh a large well capacity - 10'8) and appears to be rather uni- 
form and stable re- a consid- 

erable Improvement compared with the 
32 x 32 array which it replaces. 

At the telescope the 'warm' (i.e. high 
dark current) pixels are obv im in the 
raw Images and also exhibit 'tails' pw- 
sumably Indicative of some chargs 
transfer problem In the CCD readout 
chip to which the Hg:Cd:Te array is 
bonded. Sky subtraction laads to good 
cancelldon of the tails and the warm 
pixels themselves can be removed with 
a high cut medlan mter either on-llne or 
later. (By adjusting the drive voltages it 
is also possible to aubsterntially reduce 
the number of warm pixels at the ex- 
pense of creating a roughly equal 
number of 'cold' ones whlch are prefer- 
able m u s e  they are less visually obvi- 
ous and do not m e  tails). Where the 
tails do potentidly cause some prob- 
lems Is for obsewatiww of bright stars 
which also show this effect at teast in 
the J and ti bands. 

It is not: possible here to give reliable 
limiting magnltuh for the various 
modes (IRAC is equipw with broad- 
band filters and CVF's whi& can be 
cornbind with on-line selectable mag- 
nlnations of (r!3,W5, W!8 and 1 Y 6lpixel). 
As a guide however, based on measure- 
ments with a detector Integration time of 
60s and with 0% pixels, R appears PQS- 
sibls to do photm- at dn-5 in a 50 
pixel synthetic beam down to K= 15 and 
J - H-15-5-18 on frames obtained 
witb a total intagdon time of 1 hr 
equally divlded between object and sky. 
For broadband L (3.8 pm) imaging the 
cmmponding value is L-9 mag using 
1 sec integrations and 0'!5 pixels. Based 
on the actual detector parameters and 
overall efficiency measured on stars, the 
overall performance should actually be 
better, and this discrepancy Is still not 
fully understood. It appsars however 
that the actual read noise at the t e b  
scope was probably 2-3 times higher 
than measured in the laboratory and 
that this may have followed changes to 
settings to the acquisition system. The 
sky/telescope background dso 
appeared to be high and, at least at K 
and L, could be embutable to the ex- 
tremely high telesmp temperature 
(-16C) during the test nm. It is therefore 
likely that the above flgures are, If any- 
thing, on the pes~iimistic side. In addi- 
tion to broad-band imaging, some testa 
were a h  made with the CVF and the K 
h d  Fabry Perot. As several peopb 
have expressed interest In 3.28 pm fa- 
turn & s e w a h ,  the CVF performance 
at this wavelength was tested specifi- 
cally by obsenring the plan- nebula 
IC 418 whlch, unfortunately, mukl not 
be detected in 1 5 mh. This is presum- 
ably due to the reMivejy low transmis- 
sion of our CVF in thls region and means 
that, for the time being, we would not 

encourage people to propose specifl- 
cally for such observations. 

In summary, IRAC is now both much 
bettef and much easler to work wlth 
than bfore and Its performance can 
m h  be improd  w Pm- 
liminary guide given hem once we have 
m e  experience in how to best op- 
timize this pstticuk afray. It ts also not 
excluded that this array could be re- 
p l w d  in the future whh one of the lnSb 
arrays still to be tested in Garchlng if this 
would lead to a substantial improve- 
ment in the overall performance. As this 
would require technical effolt, however, 
this decisbn also depends on the future 
progress of lRAC2 and the actual ddlv- 
my of its 256x258 Hg:Cd:Te array 
whlch is now ordered and expected be- 
fore the end of the year. 

A! the risk of omitting to mention sev- 
eral people who contributed to the work 
described here we would like to special- 
ly thank P. Biereichel, M. Cwnin, G. 
Rnger, H. GmperUn, J.-L &on, M. 
Meyer and U. Weitenmann for their tech- 
nicd support during these two parallel 
test runs and also our night assistants J. 
Miranda and M. P i m  at the NlT. 

MlDAS Memo 
ESO Image Processing Group 

I. MIDAS Environment Document 
The first official version (1.0) of the 

MlDAS Environment document is now 
available. It contains complete dmu- 
mentation about the development of 
MIDAS application software for both 
FORTRAN and C. Begides a revisloa of 
the document, a chapter about Coding 
Standards for MlDAS applications and a 
table example programme have been 
added. This document will be the refer- 
ence for anybcdy wanting to contribute 
W a r e  to MIDAS. Copies will be sent 
to all MlDAS sites automatically. Addi- 
tional copies can be obtained from the 
Imaga Processing Group at €SO, con- 
tact Kesy de Ruijsschw. 

2 MIDAS Directory Structure 
A rerrhion of the MIDAS dir- 

structure has been made to provide a 
dear separation between the Core sys- 
tem and a1 I other application software. A 
standard dimtory structure for oontrl- 
buted packages Is defined to enable 



easy Implementation of software Into 
MIDAS. See the MQAS Environment 
Document for a detailed description of 
the new directory stntcture. 

A new extended installation proee- 
dure will be available with the 91MAY 
release of MIDAS. It provides an easy 
question and answer swslon durlng 
which a customized version of MIDAS, 
only inctud tng the application packages 
required, can be installed. The proce- 
dure is available for both UNlX and VMS 
systems. 

The Table File System has been ex- 
tended in order to store arrays at table 
items. Thii upgrade was required to 
provide compatibility with the Binary 
3-0 table format being proposd as a 
FlTS extension. This format is expected 
to be used by a number of projects (e.g. 
80SAT for event tables) due to the high 
flciency of the format. Only the very 
bask table applications can currently 
manipulate such arrays, The command 
syntax of the previous versions is still 
valid but the upgraded syntax includes 
some additions. 

An old tabb cm be read and pro- 
cessgd by the new Table Flte System. 
A command R€rROlTA8lE is provided 
to convert a 3-0 table to the old format. 

5. MlDAS Newsletter 
The Image Processing Group intend to 

start a MIDA!3-NewsiBtter with two annu- 
al Issues. In order to make an inventory of 
the MlDAS usage at ESO and the various 
other MtOAS sites we passed a ques- 

tionnaire to the pwticipants of the Data 
Analysis Workshop last year. Although 
not everybcdy reflected on the ques- 
tionnaire, from the forms which have 
been returned It b e m e  clear that many 
users find the information about MIDAS 
published in the Me$sen&rer {the MlOAS 
Memo) insufficient. A large majority 
would like to obtain more detailed infor- 
mation, for example in the fom of a 
separate newsletter. 

In order to serve the user community 
better, the Image Processing Group of 
ESO will start a MlDAS newsletter. We 
hope to publish the first issue in the 
month of May, shortly after the r e W e  
of the 91 MAY version of MIDAS, At first, 
we will start the newsletter with a 
periodicity of two issues per year. 
71.16 newsletter will contain various 

kinds of information, e.g.: 
new commands or command modifi- 
cation Wlrnprovements; 
new packages or upgrades; 
MIDAS installation and perfwmance; 
bugs found and bug ~IXW 
experiences and results obtained; 
suggestions, criticism; 

a plans for the future. 
It Is not the Intention of the ESO-IPG 

to be the only group that provldas con- 
tributions to this newsletter. We would 
llke to encourage a11 MIDAS users to 
make contributions as well. Obviously, 
such contributions should be of interest 
for the general MlDAS user. Clearly, the 
emphasis in the newslettw will be on 
MlDAS and on its software. However, 
since MIDAS is made for data analysis in 
astronomy, the inclusion of some as- 
tronomical results obtained by using the 
MlDAS subare is welcome. 

We would hereby like to invite you to 
contribute to the MIDAS newsletter. 
Since the first issue will probably appear 

In the course of May, we would be 
happy to receive contributions before 
April 1. The contributions should be 
submitted as a computer readable 
ASCII file In LATEX f m t  using the 
article style with an 11 pt font. Contri- 
butions must be submitted to the 
editor Rein Warmels, ESO Image Pro- 
cessing Group (E-mail addresses EARN: 
REIN@DGb€SOSl or SPAN: ESO- 
::REIN). 

6. Personnel 
We are happy to announce that Resy 

de Ruijsscher has joined the Image Pro- 
cessing group as technical s e c r w .  
She is responsible for documentation 
and distribution of MlDAS and will be 
your prime contact person for these 
matters. 

7. MIDAS Hot-Line Senrice 
The following MIDAS support senrlCes 

can be used to obtain help qulckly when 
problems arise: 

WRN: MIDAS@DGAESOSI 
SPAN: ES0::MtDAS 
Eunet: midas@eso.uuep 
Internet:midas@eso.org 

I FAX.: +49-89-3202362, &I.: MlDAS 
HOT-UNE 
Tlx.: 52828222 eso d, attn.: MIDAS 
HOT-LINE 
Td.: +49-89-32006-456 

Users are also invited to send us any 
suggestions or comments. Albhwgh we 
do provide a telephone sewice we ask 
users to use R in urgent cases only. To 
make it easier for us to proc- the 
requests properly we ask you, when 
possible, to submit quests in written 
form either through dectronic networks, 
telefax or telex. 

Automatic Photometry at La Silla 
C. STERKEN, Astrophysical Institute, University of Brussels (VUB), Belgium 
3. MANFROID, Ins titut d 'Astrophysique, UnivemitB de Lihge, Belgium 

1. Automatic Telescopes and 
Photoelectric Photometry 

Automatic telescopes represent a 
novel concept leadlng to a radically new 
way of planning and conducting obser- 
vations. Thls Is best illustrated in photo- 
electric photometry where the human 
factor is responsible for errors and for 
degraded accuracy. Man, with his slow 
reaction tlrne and high tendency to fa- 
tigue, certainly cannot compete with a 
computer and with ultrafast equipment. 

In manually conducted photometric ob- 
servations, mot of the time Is spent 
with the photometer in idle status, when 
the observer moves the telescope to the 
next star, when the observer is identify- 
ing or centring the object, or when he or 
she is planning the rest of the night. 
Above all there is the problem of 
manpower: for each telescope In opera- 
tion a skllled observer is needed all y e a  
round, and this b a major limitation on 
the total number of measurements that 
can be made. 

Especially In dlfferentlal monitoring of 
variable stars, short integration time and 
short time intervals between successive 
measurements are essential for high- 
accuracy photometry. Fast speed of 
measurement also means that a lot of 
measurements can be made each night, 
and this means that It is much easler to 
incorporate many more standard and 
constant star measurements. This in 
turn leads to more consistent reductions 
and higher accuracy and homogenelty 
in the data. 
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Automatic telescopes are perfectly 
W b d  far obsewations which do not 
Tuire decislm that only a h u m  
operator oan take. This does not mean 
that complex dmlsions cannot be h- 
ken: computers can be programmed to 
execute evaluations well beyond the 
capachy of a human observer in terms 
of complexity and speed. This Includes 
decision-Wing aocordlng to the 
accomplished part d the prcgramrned 
task, and Interaction with data corning 
h n  on-line reduction, 

Automatic telesxpee are of course 
suited for observations beyond photo- 
metry, but photometry has been a test 
ground for the first telesmpe of this kind 
because c h i d  photometric o b w a -  
ttons are easy to pmrm, and the fleld 
of application - ewn on bright stars - Is 
B i~n t l c  and - In the classical approach - needs a large amount of manpower. In 
adition, complete automatization 
eliminates travet and lodging costs of 

the observers (a very important factor, 
even for large telescopes where okwv- 
Ing runs are shorter and where there Is a 
faster turnaround of observers), and Is a 
more economy-emdent solution than 
remote control obsmtng. 

Automatic telescopes, spgclflcalty 
bultt for obsdng  without human 
aselstance, will always have m edge 
o w  wnventbnal telescopes, even wer 
those which are computer oontrolled, 
since they can move more quickly from 
star to star. Dedicated telescopes such 
as the wmmerclally available APT'S 
(Automatic Photometric Telescopes) are 
optimal in this respect slnce they take 
only a few seconds for pointing and 
oentrlng. Automatized telescopes on the 
other hand suffer from their large inertial 
momentum and need tens of seconds to 
flnd and centre a star. Roughly speak- 
ing, a quarter to half of the possible 
obewlng time Is I&, and the Intwal 
M w m n  suocessive star paintings is 
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roughly twice as long as it could be, so 
that larger changes in the atmosphdc 
condltlons will Intemm. 
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2. Our Experience wlth an Auto- 
matized Manual Telescope 

FE8 

The SAT (Str6mgren Automatic Tele- 
scope, Florentin NIelsen et al., 1987) Is 
the name given to the ESO Danish 60- 
cm telescope after tt was refublshed 
and prwlded with full computer control. 
The SAT has now been used for several 
years with considerable success. It Is 
mentially a mission instrument where 
as a rule each o b s e w  gets a few 
weeks observing tlme per run. A rather 
flexibte programming language was de- 
veloped, and It is the responsibility of 
the uset to code his observing se- 
quences for each night, and hence each 
obwwer programmes the telescope in 
hb own way. The mutt is that the SAT is 
functioning essentially in the same way 
as before momation, but that it Is faster 
and has a larger output. However, when 
compared to dedkated APTs I t s  typlcral 
setting tlme of 30 seconds Is pretty tong. 

A trlg advantage of the SAT {over any 
existlng APT) is its four-channel photo- 
m e m  which allows the measumrnent in 
the four Str6mgren bands at the same 
time. Moreover, HB photometry can be 
performed by simply commanding the 
turning of a tevar to enter the Hp mode 
whbh yields Jmuttanmus measune- 
ments In the two fl bands. Hence the 
slowness of the talescope motion Is 
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largely compensated by the simultaneity 
of the measurements in the different d- 
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ours, and by full-time availabjllty of the 
Hp mode. 

Programming the SAT in an dcient 
way requims a thorough knowledge of 
the language, and an evaluation of all 
possible situations that can be expected 
during the night. Any programme will 
contain several loops and mndltlonal 
evaluations. Since observing runs are of 
relatively shott duration, few astronom- 
ers make the Molt to thoroughly study 
the progmmmlng language. They either 
construct short programmed squencea 
and monitor the telesoope all night, or 
they hastlly wrlte a poor programme, 
and leave the telescope unattended for 
many hwrs. This frequently leads to 
inferlor results becase standard stars 
are sometimes observed at too hlgh air- 
masam, or because a critical phase of 
an eclipsing binary ha8 been mlssed. 
Our experlenoe shows that, for a simitar 
observing programme, the average air- 
mass over a full night is l m r  In auto- 
matic mode by systematlc8lly 0.05 to 
0.1 5. Since the SAT telescope Is a small 
Instrument, with many stars having 
more than 5 mmg photon notse, the 
policy Is to Increase the number of in- 
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tegratlons for the fainter stars. This is a 
rub which is easily forgotten when pro- 
gramming the sequence In automatic 
mode. especially If the telescope is used 
by people with Ilmlted obseruring ex*$ 
ence in photometry. 

In the framework of the Long Term 
Photomw of Variables programme at 
ESO (Starken, 1 QW), a lot of observing 
time has been attributed on the SAT. 
Several obsewek have carried out the 
observations with varying degrees of 
success. Each obsefver had about one 
month of observing time, and would d e  
sign the programme on the spot (even- 
tually along the lines of a programme 
made by a predecessor). 

The graph shown h Figure 1 glves the 
rms value of the differential results ob- 
tained for pdrs of constant stars having 
more than 10 measurements. This is 
probably the best estimate of the overall 
accuracy of each run. All obsewations 
occurred according to the same instruc- 
tions, except for the first and last run, 
whlch are the only runs carried out by 
the same observer (C.S., but wlth a very 
different obsenring prnramrne). The run 
indicated wlth s cross is an observing 
run m e d  out at the ESO 60-cm tele- 
scope, and Is given for refwence only. 
"Automatic' operation started In De- 
cember 1987. R Is clear that rather large 
variatkns occur between the DANSO 
and SAT block of runs (In spite of com- 
pletely comparable observing missions). 

Though we cannot rule out a hard- 
ware effect, such as an incorrect cen- 
tring procedure (whleh In the case of a 
apectrophotometer of thls type would 
introduce larger scatter), we think that a 

large factor affecthg the overall aocura- 
cy of the result may probably be found 
in the programmation of the SAT. The 
worst cases were obtained by fnexperl- 
enced astronomers who wanted to write 
long programmes and leave the tele- 
@mpe alone dudng a major part of the 
nlght. R is absolutely necessary to do 
such programmlng very carefully and 
test the code exhaustively in order to 
avoid unpteasant errors. This shows the 
importance of the soilware In develop- 
ing APT systems. A lot of piannlng has 
to be done before efflclent observations 
are carried out. We conclude that auto- 
matic telescopes are an improvement 
only when they are bdng pmgramrned 
by obsenrers who have extensive M- 
perience in manually conducted obser- 
vatlons. 

3. Conclusion 

The SAT telescope unveils the prom- 
ises of automatic telescopm. It is a sub- 
stantial improvement compared to the 
old Danlsh 50-cm configuration In al- 
most every aspect. The experience we 
got on the SAT is certainly pdtlve, but 
we belleve that most of the problems we 
encountered would not appear In the 
APT environment. 

Three major lessons have hmn 
learned. 

(I) Automatic telescapes are only as 
good as tha software that runs them. 
The programmlng language has to be 
hlghly sopfiistlcat~d to allow very flax- 
ible operation during the obsewations. 
This is a clear example of a situation 
where expert-systems or "artificial In- 

telligence" is needed. The similarity with 
satellite operatlon Is striking. 

(il) A good progmmming language Is 
not wough. Not only the instructions 
given by the astronomer must make 
sense, also the command files written 
by the user or the controller should be 
complete and wdl-tested. 

(iil) Refurbishing an old telesoow for 
automatic operation Is not the only sdu- 
tlon. The costs of retrofitting may even 
be comparable to tho cost of buildhg or 
buying a very compact specifically-de- 
signed photomettic telescope. 

Implantdon and operation costs of 
automatic telescopes of the one-metre 
class we very small cornpard to the 
scientific return. Such photomdric tele- 
scopes are fundamental as support for 
large ground-based telescopes and - 
as more and more astronomers have 
found out during the last years - atso for 
observations from space, In addltlon, 
they can perform tasks that are too tedi- 
ous to be undertaken by astronomers, 
such as monitoring of objects during 
several months, Moreover, such tele- 
scopes can be Ilnked In a local or global 
network. A cluster of small automatlc 
telescopes at ESO may become a cru- 
cial node in such a global network, and 
eventually pravlde a unique opportunity 
for Europaan astronomers for collecting 
photometric data. 
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New Literature in the La Silla Library 
Excerpt from TORUS by James Follett (Mandarin Paperbacks, London 1990), p. 205 to 217) 

'. . .Them were more debrations at the 
end of 1989 when the excamon d W line 
of f w r  thirty-metre-square pits was com- 
pleted. Each of the huge pits was twenty 
metres deap. The modd of the finished tele- 
scope In Ute planning office showed the four 
telescopes that made up the system aiming 
thelr l a m  frameworks at the heavens Ilk8 
the projectors of a science- fiction battle 
crulser In a btg budget space movie, 

. . . It was the fimt telescope and not due to 
atart observation work untll 18W. The entire 
system of the four linked Wescopes with 
their giant ten-metre dismeter mlrrors was 
not scheduted to be fully operational until 
2002. DIsm oould only wonder at the deter- 
mlnathn of a people who, In Wlr ceaseless 
quest for knowledga, were prepared to 
spend such vast m n t s  of money and re- 
swrces. And it wasn't only the Soviets; glant 

telescopes were being bull! all wer the 
PwMc by different natlons, such as the 
mighty Geck telescope on Hawaii, dthough 
none rivalled the Kuro MuMpie Mirror in- 
strument that Diem's ernployem were build- 
ing. . . . Hundreds of computer-controlled ac- 
tuators hoofted to the back of the giant floppy 
mlmr to rnaintaln Its psrabdic cuwe - pro- 
viding ~~ntlnuous compensatlon for dlstor- 
tions caused by wind, temperature change9 
and gravity. It was the design breakthrough 
that had made the ten-metre supertele- 
s cow ~ t b l e . "  

Uke the person In this science tlctlcm p a  
perback playing in the late iQWs, dld you 
never wm& at the real reason why we are 
prepared to sink so much money into super- 
telescopes? Here the stunning answer Is rs- 
waled, together with destgn details that were 

blfl now not available in the open ltterature. 
Read all about CCDs, active optics, 8lte 
selection techniques, m i m  making and 
much mom at a level you understand. The 
first two h u m  page9 are a bR dreary and 
mnslst of the usual staff thrillers are made oE 
determined men, beautiful women, violence 
and sex. After having plodded through this 
part, yw'l ba rewarded by insighte into VLT 
budget f t l e s  and pemnallties of some key 
personnel. 

Insiders will easily see through b obvious 
trick to replace ESO by a certain m n b y  and 
wlll have fun matchlng the book's characters 
(communists, croob and m d  sdenthts, 
sornetlmes all at -1) with their fSC1 muk 
terparts. The ending of the nwet is not to be 
revealed here. Let ii s u m  to say that it ends 
like dl mad scientist projects. 

H. OEKKER, ESO 



Parenel: January Iml. An ESO vidsdphoto tm (Claus Madsen and Herbert ZodelJ visited La Sill8 and the Paranal a m  to obtain fmkge fur 
the coming ESO video film: WOW we chose Paranal for the VLT". During 8 flight  TOUR^ the mountain, they ma& this bw611titude photo from the 
mfth-east It shows the ParamI peak (left) with the s o - ~ ~ l l e d  "NTT-peak" in the middle and C m  La lWontura to the fight. On all thm,  the bases 
tor the seeing tehopes are visible as while spots. The Pacific Ocean L seen In the background. It will be interesting to corn- thfs picturn 
with one taken 15 years from now/ 

prince Phillippe Visits €SO Headquartem 
On March 6, 1991, ESO was honoured by the visit of the successor to the Belgian throne, Hls Roy81 Highness Prines Philllppe, to the 
Headqua~ers In Gaffihing. The Prince was accompanied by several high officials from Belgium and Bav8d8, Including the Belgian Ambassador 
t0 Germany, Hls Excellency, Mr. Georges Van der Espf and the Belgian Ccnsul General In Munlch, Mr. Michael GodfrInd. On the photo, Klaus 
h e  demonstrates the MIDAS Image Processing System during the walk through the building. The Illrector General, Harry van der Lean, and 
the other ESO astronomm were pleased to note His Royal Highness' personal interest In wriws 8 s t m i i c a l  themes, in particular withln the 
field of cosmology, and they were very happy to inform about the most recent scisntiffc discoveries at La Sila. 
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